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Preface 

 

Welcome to the 5
th

 International Workshop on Multimedia and Signal 

Processing Redžúr 2011. Welcome to Bratislava.  

The Redžúr 2011 has been organized by the Faculty of Electrical Engineering 

and Information Technology, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava and 

Telecommunications Users Group of Slovakia, under auspices of EURASIP. 

After reviewing process, the International Program and Review Committees 

have selected 26 papers. We would like to express our thanks to all members of 

the Review Committee for their effort and valuable time within the review 

process. This year for the first time, we have selected a list of papers for the oral 

presentation. All participants present their works within a poster session, too. 

We are proud this year to have an invited speaker, Jelena Božek from the 

University of Zagreb, Croatia. 

The conference is organized especially for students. For them is this event 

often a first active contact with a scientific conference. We express our gratitude 

to all authors for their contribution and confidence to the conference Redžúr 

2011. The great effort has been expended by the Organizing Committee to 

prepare all details surrounding this conference. 

We wish to all conference participants a successful participation on the event 

from scientific point of view but we hope you will enjoy the possibility for 

informal contacts, as well. 

 

Gregor Rozinaj, 

Chairman of Redžúr 2011 
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Abstract. Mammography is one of the best examination 
procedures for early detection of breast cancer in 
screening programs. Due to the huge amount of 
mammographic images acquired in screening programs, 
aid of computers in the evaluation of mammographic 
images can be of great help for radiologists. Computer-
aided detection algorithms can serve as a second reader 
and help radiologists to reveal breast abnormalities such 
as calcifications and masses, as well as subtle signs of 
breast cancer such as architectural distortion and bilateral 
asymmetry. Breast abnormalities are often 
indistinguishable from the surrounding tissue and are 
defined with wide range of features which makes 
computer-aided detection a challenging task. In this paper 
main issues in mammographic image analysis are pointed 
out and some of the developed algorithms for computer-
aided detection of breast cancer are presented. 

Keywords 
Breast cancer, digital mammography, mammographic 
image, computer-aided detection and diagnosis. 

1. Introduction 
Mammography is an effective method for early 

detection of breast cancer in screening programs. However, 
the success of screening and early detection depends on the 
interpretation of the images and detection of abnormalities. 
Big amount of images acquired through screening 
programs is evaluated independently by two expert 
radiologists. Use of computers in the mammographic 
image analysis could help radiologists as second reading, 
assure them in their diagnosis or indicate lesions that they 
might have missed. 

Most computer-aided detection (CAD) algorithms 
analyze features that define change or distortion from 
normal healthy tissue. Breast abnormalities are defined 
with wide range of features that can indicate malignant 
changes but can also be a part of benign changes. Most of 
the features such as shape, margin, distribution, size etc. 
can be detected by using developed algorithms. However, 
there are some problems in detection and diagnosis of 

breast abnormalities. Some of the problems are poor 
visibility of the abnormality, possibility to differ it from the 
surrounding tissue and appropriate classification of the 
change as malignant or benign. Terms for describing lesion 
features are developed by the American College of 
Radiology (ACR) and suggested through standardized 
Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) 
[1]. 

Mammographic image is taken in two standard views: 
cranio-caudal (CC) and mediolateral-oblique (MLO) view. 
An example of mammographic image of left and right 
breast in CC and MLO view is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), 
respectively. Radiologists use both views and compare 
right and left breast image in the search for possible 
changes in the breast. 

Short overview and main characteristics of breast 
abnormalities are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 are 
presented basic methods and algorithms developed for 
computer-aided detection of breast cancer. Finally, Section 
4 brings a conclusion. 

 

(a) 

(b)  
Fig. 1. Left and right breast in: (a) CC view and (b) MLO view. 
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2. Breast Abnormalities 
Breast abnormalities that are most common sign of 

breast cancer are masses and calcifications. Subtle changes 
in breast tissue such as architectural distortion and bilateral 
asymmetry may also indicate breast cancer in an early 
stage. 

According to BI-RADS a mass is defined as a space 
occupying lesion seen in at least two different projections 
[1]. Masses have different density, different margins and 
different shape. Benign mass is usually round with smooth 
and circumscribed margin while masses with spiculated, 
rough and blurry margins are usually a sign of malignancy. 
A benign round mass is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and malignant 
spiculated mass is shown in Fig. 2 (b). 

  
  (a) (b) 

Fig. 2. An example of: (a) round mass, (b) spiculated mass 

Calcifications are deposits of calcium in the breast 
tissue and are usually very bright compared to the 
surrounding tissue. Due to their small size, sometimes they 
can be easily mistaken for noise. Malignant calcifications 
tend to be numerous, clustered, small, varying in size and 
shape, angular, irregularly shaped and branching in 
orientation [2]. An example of malignant calcifications is 
shown in Fig. 3. Benign calcifications are usually larger 
than calcifications associated with malignancy. They are 
coarser, often round with smooth margins, smaller in 
number, more diffusely distributed, more homogeneous in 
size and shape and are much more easily seen on a 
mammographic image. 

 
Fig. 3. Example of fine pleomorphic clustered calcifications 

The third most common mammographic sign of 
cancer is architectural distortion. It is defined as distortion 
of the normal architecture with no definite mass visible, 

including spiculations radiating from a point and focal 
retraction or distortion at the edge of the parenchyma [1]. 
Architectural distortion of breast tissue can indicate 
malignant changes especially when integrated with visible 
lesions such as mass, asymmetry or calcifications. 
Architectural distortion can be classified as benign when 
there is a scar and soft-tissue damage due to trauma. 
Mammographic image with architectural distortion is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

Asymmetry of breast parenchyma between 
corresponding regions in left and right breast is useful sign 
for detecting primary breast cancer. Asymmetric breast 
tissue can be expected in approximately 3% of the 
population [3]. Asymmetric breast tissue is usually benign, 
but an asymmetric area may indicate a developing mass or 
an underlying cancer [4]. Thus, asymmetrical breasts could 
be reliable indicators of future breast disease in women and 
this factor should be considered in a woman's risk profile 
[5]. Bilateral asymmetries of concern are those that are 
changing or enlarging or new, those that are palpable and 
those that are associated with other findings, such as 
microcalcifications or architectural distortion [2]. Pair of 
left and right mammographic image with bilateral 
asymmetry visible in left breast is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 4. Mammographic image with architectural distortion 

 (dashed circle) [6] 

 

 
  (a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Mammographic image pair with bilateral asymmetry:  
(a) left breast with asymmetry (b) right breast 
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3. Computer-Aided Detection 
The goal of CAD algorithms is to indicate suspicious 

breast abnormalities thereby assuring accurate diagnosis by 
a radiologist. Findings in a number of studies have 
demonstrated that CAD has the ability to detect and prompt 
mammographic signs of cancer with the potential to 
increase cancer detection rates by approximately 20% [2]. 
There are several typical steps in mammographic image 
analysis that are depicted in Fig. 6. 

Depending on the image quality, in the preprocessing 
step noise is removed and image is enhanced. Part of the 
preprocessing is segmentation of the background and 
pectoral muscle from the breast area and limiting analysis 
to region of interest (ROI) where suspicious abnormalities 
may occur. In the feature extraction step the features are 
calculated from the characteristics of the whole breast or 
from the segmented region of interest. Critical issue in 
algorithm design is the feature selection step where the best 
set of features is selected for the final classification step. In 
the classification step the number of false positives is 
reduced and abnormality is classified based on the selected 
features. 

 
Feature extraction Preprocessing 

Feature selection Classification 

 
Fig. 6. Main steps in the CAD algorithm 

There are many algorithms developed for various 
steps of CAD system. Since features are specific for a 
certain abnormality, different algorithms are developed for 
detecting a specific abnormality. 

Since malignancy of a mass is defined with its 
morphological characteristics and texture, researchers have 
extracted and combined different sets of morphological and 
textural features for mass detection [7-12]. Some 
researchers used temporal features obtained from 
mammographic images taken at consecutive exams for 
detecting new or developing masses [13] as well as 
features obtained by combining two mammographic 
projections [14]. 

A number of different approaches have been applied 
for the detection of calcifications. Calcifications represent 
high spatial frequencies in the image. Thus, one approach 
to the calcification detection task is to localize the high 
spatial frequencies of the image using wavelet transform 
[15-19]. Other non-wavelet-based methods use the fact that 
calcifications have much higher intensity values than the 
surrounding tissue in a mammogram [20-23]. The problem 
with intensity based methods is that calcifications may be 
missed if the breast tissue is dense. 

Methods for detection of architectural distortion are 
often included in mass detection algorithms. However, 

methods designed exclusively for the detection of 
architectural distortion can achieve better performance than 
the application of methods for the detection of spiculated 
masses, which may rely on the presence of a central mass 
[6]. In order to detect architectural distortion some methods 
are based on the detection of spiculated lesions [24], on the 
detection of architectural distortion around the skin line 
and within the mammary gland [25] and some are texture-
based [26]. Accurate detection of architectural distortion 
could be the key to efficient detection of early breast 
cancer, at pre-mass-formation stages. 

The evaluation of bilateral breast asymmetry based on 
density, shape and size is usually the first stage in the 
mammographic evaluation process [27]. Before performing 
asymmetry analysis it is necessary to apply some kind of 
alignment of the breasts. However, alignment procedures 
applied to mammograms have to confront many difficult 
problems such as the natural asymmetry of the breasts, 
absence of good corresponding points between left and 
right breast images to perform matching and distortions 
inherent to breast imaging [2]. Some of the developed 
methods for detection of bilateral asymmetry are texture-
based [8]. Others are based on measures of shape, topology 
and distribution of brightness in the fibroglandular disk 
[28] or are based on measures of brightness, roughness and 
directionality [29]. More methods are desirable in this area 
to analyze asymmetry from multiple perspectives, 
including pattern asymmetry in the fibroglandular tissue as 
well as morphological and density measures related to the 
breast and the fibroglandular disk [6]. 

4. Conclusion 
Mammography is one of the best examination 

procedures for early detection of breast cancer. To help 
radiologists in evaluating huge amount of mammographic 
images acquired in screening programs algorithms for 
automated detection of breast abnormalities are being 
developed. Wide range of features that describe 
abnormalities make the computer-aided detection a 
challenging task. Sensitivity of commercial CAD systems 
for calcification detection is up to 98.5%, but the 
sensitivity of CAD systems for mass detection is still not 
satisfactory, only 89.2% [30]. Further improvement of 
algorithms for early breast cancer detection is necessary in 
order to achieve better sensitivity and accuracy although 
there are already promising results achieved by several 
different research groups. 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper was the area of speaker 

identification. Paper includes brief description of speech 

production, the main characteristics of it, and moreover the 

extraction of its attributes. Practical part deals with already 

mentioned speaker identification based on voice sample, 

which is matched with another voice samples from 

database. For classification purposes a simple but powerful 

method of KNN (K-nearest neighbor) was used. We 

investigated the effect of different parameterization 

methods and various settings of KNN on the accuracy. 

Very encouraging results were achieved, although not all of 

them confirmed theoretical assumption. 

Keywords 

Speaker identification, filter banks, MFCC, KNN. 

 

Introduction 

        Speaker recognition is process of automatic 

recognition of person, who is speaking based on the 

information obtained in speech. Recognition is making by 

identification and verification. Speaker identification is 

process of person’s identification based on his/her voice 

and samples enrolled in the database. The size of a database 

defines the decision-making alternatives, so the more 

speakers in database, the less speaker identification 

accuracy.  

1. Speech characteristics 

Speech is one of the basic communication methods. 

Human speech is continuous, time variable process that is a 

carrier of information from speaker to listener. It is coded 

and is presented by the acoustic waves. Speech is produced 

when the breathed out air stream from lungs is influenced 

by the voice apparatuses, from vocal chords to lips.  

Human speech is characteristic by its acoustic 

structure, linguistic structure and exhibition of speaker’s 

personality. Fundamental attribute of sound, thus speech as 

well, is the intensity (loudness), pitch and color. Basic tone 

of human voice is characterized by the frequency vibration 

of vocal chords. Adult male has this frequency between 90 

and 150 Hz, female from 130 to 300 Hz, and children over 

300 Hz. When the voice is traveling in the vocal 

apparatuses, there are resonances in the oral, nasal and 

pharynx cavities. These resonances intensify some parts of 

sound spectrum and thus produce formants. While the basic 

frequency indicates the pitch formants make resultant 

acoustic feeling. 

2. Speech features 

In speech processing, we need to convert speech into 

sequences of feature vectors. These vectors should contain 

relevant information of sounds during utterance, which is 

necessary for recognition. There is no consensus which 

method is optimal for obtaining these features, but most 

uses extraction of spectral features [3]. 

2.1 Frequency spectrum 

Frequency spectrum of signal is actually 

representation of this signal in frequency area. It can be 

computed by Fourier transformation and the output 

attributes can be amplitudes or phases.  

DFT (Discrete Fourier Transformation)  
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IDFT (Inverse Discrete Fourier Transformation) 
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Fourier transformation is a function, which describes 

amplitude and phase of ever sinusoid that is adequate to 

specific frequency.  

Put it simply, for human, it is necessary just to listen, 

because ear makes this calculation automatically. 

2.2 Logarithmic spectrum 

Samples with the higher amplitude show off in 

logarithmic frequency spectrum, whereas samples with 

lower amplitude are bottle up. As a result the useful 

information is showed off. It is assumed that human 

auditory system performs similar operation. 
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2.3 Filter banks 

Filter bank is one of the elementary means of speech 

signal analysis. The aim of this analysis is to detect the 

energy of a signal in particular frequency bands. 

2.3.1 Linear filter bank 

It is the basic type of filter bank. The width of 

particular bands is equal and central frequencies of these 

bands are equally distributed at frequency ax. 

2.3.2 Nonlinear filter bank 

Human ear has more selective ability for lower 

frequencies, what means that it more distinguish sounds at 

lower frequencies. That is the reason why the linear 

distribution is not optimal. 

The most used method for making nonlinear filter 

bank is to convert frequency spectrum to Mel spectrum by 

formula (3) 

)
700

1ln(1127,01048=mel
f

  (mel) (3) 

where f is frequency in Hz. Then the equally distribution of 

bands is made, and after that, the backward conversion to 

frequency spectrum is done by formula (4) 

)1(700=f
01048,1127



e

mel
 (Hz)   (4) 

That is the way how the filter bank is made, where the 

energy of bands at lower frequencies is calculated from 

shorter frequency bands than at the higher frequencies.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Nonlinear filter bank. 

2.4 MFCC (Mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients) 

In modern systems for speaker identification it is most 

common to use MFCC [1] features. The reason is, as it was 

mentioned in nonlinear filter bank (2.3.2), to make 

computer signal processing as close to human auditory 

system as possible. First steps to get Mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients are described in (2.3.2). When we have Mel-

scaled filter banks that represent energy in particular bands, 

then we calculate logarithm of these energies. Finally, the 

DCT (discrete cosine transformation) is applied to this log 

filter bank. This process is described by equation 

 

1

1
( ) log ( ) cos( ( ) )

2

M

mfcc

m

C k X m k m
M





  

      (5) 

where X(m) is a coefficient of filter bank, M is number of 

filter banks and k=0,1,…M 

 

Fig. 2. MFCC process execution scheme 

3. KNN (K nearest neighbor) 

K nearest neighbor is one of the most fundamental and 

intuitive technique in area of machine learning [2], [4]. It is 

nonparametric method, marking of new data point, by 

finding the closest point from training data. To find the 

closest point, the similarity based on distance measure is 

used. As it was mentioned, k-nearest neighbor method is a 

simple and efficient, because the training with a training 

group is not necessary, and known pattern doesn’t need 

advanced training, what makes this method more flexible. 

Computational cost is commensurable to amount of training 

group. Disadvantage of k-nearest neighbor method is in its 

enormous computing complicacy. It is necessary to 

calculate distances among every sample that needs to be 

classified, and every known samples, to get the nearest 

neighbor. Often used solution for this deficiency is removal 

of parts of signal that have no effect on classification. For 

example, the long time parts of silence should be removed. 

Another disadvantage of KNN is its disability of classifying 
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two or more classes that have the same number of nearest 

neighbor samples. 

Classifying by KNN is primary described by number 

of neighbor. This parameter defines some kind of 

identification efficiency, or accuracy. It is not easy to define 

it and for different applications is good to use different 

number of neighbor. However in general, higher value of K 

means better immunity against noise. 

3.1 Distance – weighted Nearest Neighbor 

One of the modifications of classic KNN method is to 

use weight of each neighbor. This weight defines the 

distance of a neighbor to the query sample. The bigger 

distance between these samples, the less weight is used. 

Summation of weights for the same class neighbors is the 

basis for the decision-making. 





m
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where 

2l
),(

1
w

lk yxd
     (7) 

Where xk is test sample, yl is training sample, δ(a,b) = 1 if  

a = b and δ(a,b) = 0 otherwise. 

We assign )(ˆ kx to be )( ly  in the case of d(xk, yl)
2
 = 0 

what means that the test sample, respectively query sample 

xk exactly matches one of the training sample. 

3.2 Local distances 

Speaker identification by KNN is in principal based 

on local distance, the distance among particular features of 

speech. 

3.2.1 Euclid distance 

KNN method usually uses Euclid distance for 

expressing of similarities. It simply says:  the shorter 

distance between two samples is, the more similar they are. 

This distance is computed by Euclid formula  

2

k l

1

d(x ,y )= ( )
N

ki li

i

x y


   (8) 

where xk is test sample, yl is training sample, xki is i-th 

feature of vector xk and yli is i-th feature of vector yl. 

3.2.2 Weighted Euclid distance 

Similarity measure depending on all features with the 

same weight is often misleading, because features are scale 

variant and they may not carry the same amount of 

information. Thus weighting contribution of each 

component differently may ensure that each element will 

have different effect in classification. Formula for weighted 

Euclid distance is  

2

k l

1

1
d(x ,y )= ( )

N

ki li

i i

x y
w

 
  

 
   (9) 

where wi is weight of particular feature. 

3.2.3 Mahalanobis distance 

This metric involves the relations between unknown 

test samples and training samples that are described by 

covariance matrix. In this way any possible correlations are 

removed and all scales are unified thus all elements may 

contain the same dispersion. From this point of view 

Euclidean distance is better, but on the other hand it’s much 

more time-consuming. The formula is  

 
1T

k l k ld(x ,y )= (x -y ) ( )k lx y


  
 

(10) 

Where Σ is the covariance matrix of the training data. 

4. Experiments 

The database of records consist from 13 (+2 different 

records of the same speaker in “real test”) persons of both 

sexes, however there is only one female. Records were 

obtained by stochastic choice from another database, so we 

can not say what surroundings they were made in and what 

terms were during recording. All of them are stored in 

WAV file format with sampling frequency 22.05 kHz and 

16 bits per sample. They last from 15 to 17 seconds and 

have no longer pauses or damaged parts that should be 

removed. 

Each record was partitioned into frames with length of 

20 ms and shift 10 ms. This means the frame overlap the 

previous one. Then the frequency spectrum by Fourier 

transformation (1) was obtained frame by frame.  

The aim of this first test was to determine the error 

rate for the whole speaker database, i.e. to verify if KNN 

method is relevant for identification. Each voice record was 

split so that 70% was putted into training part and 30% into 

testing part. In principle the overall distance between 

training and testing records was calculated and the smallest 

distance marks strong relevancy for particular speaker, see 

tab 1. 
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Tab. 1. Achieved identification errors using different settings and the 

overall distance (of closest neighbors). 

 

Tab. 2. Achieved identification accuracy using different settings and the 

nearest neighbor majority criteria. 

The remaining testing is aimed at speaker 

identification in conditions getting near to the real system. 

Thus Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients were used as 

speech parameters and distance-weighted KNN 

classification method was used when more than one 

neighbor were considered. It is necessary to mention, that 

whereas in the previous test the local distance was the 

decision-making parameter, here the total number of closest 

speakers is used (majority criteria), tab. 2. 

5. Conclusions  

Sometimes we come to surprising conclusions that not 

come up to expectations. Each set of parameters should 

cause different outcomes. But as we can see there are just 

two levels of error rates in the first experiment, tab. 1. It 

could be caused by small amount of speakers in the 

database (with rising speaker database, the identification 

time is raising so fewer tests can be performed). From our 

outcomes and considering the theoretical background we 

can claim that the best parameters for speaker identification 

are logarithmic spectrum, weighted Euclid distance, non 

linear filter bank and 2 neighbors. 

Tests aimed at speaker identification using majority 

rule instead of the total distance, confirmed theoretical 

claims that Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients are very 

good parameters used in speaker identification. Surprising 

conclusion were observed regarding Euclid and 

Mahalanobis distances, where we expected better results to 

be produced by Mahalanobis distance which was not 

confirmed. However, the test shows similarities in the 

number of neighbors, the more neighbors we use, the better 

result in the recognition we get. So the best settings for 

speaker identification system are MFCC, Euclid distance 

and 5 neighbors. 
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linear 1 0 

Logarithmic weighted linear 2 0 
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linear 2 0 

Logarithmic weighted 
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linear 
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Logarithmic weighted 
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linear 
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Abstract. In this paper we present the improvement of 

video quality evaluation by mutual information. In the first 

stage of the metric calculation the sequences are pre-

processed by the Human Visual System. In the second stage 

we calculate mutual information which has been utilized as 

the quality evaluation criteria. To prove reliability of our 

metric we compare it with some commonly used objective 

methods for measuring the video quality. The results show 

that presented improvement of video quality evaluation 

provides relevant results in comparison with other 

objective methods so it is suitable candidate for measuring 

the video quality. 

Keywords 

Objective video quality, HVS, mutual information, 

VQM, SSIM, PSNR. 

1. Introduction 

The recent century became a golden age in the area of 

technical innovations. One of the most widespread 

innovation is video in all its variations like cinema, 

television, videoconference etc. As the popularity of the 

video grows the requirements for providing video grows 

too. The most reliable results provide subjective video 

quality metrics which anticipate more directly the viewer’s 

reactions [1]. However the quality evaluation of the video 

by subjective methods is expensive and too slow to be used 

in real-time applications. Therefore the objective methods 

start to be used. The main goal in the objective quality 

assessment research is to design metric which can provide 

sufficient quality evaluation regarding to the subjective 

results [2]. For better approximation of viewers visual 

perception in the terms of video quality the Human Visual 

System (HVS) models has been implemented. Various 

types of HVS have been used in the objective video quality 

evaluation. 

We compare proposed method with several objective 

methods which have been used for the quality assessment of 

video sequence i.e. SSIM, PSNR and VQM. In the Section 

2 different models of HVS are described and the Section 3 

contains the calculation of mutual information. Then the 

results of our metric are presented and concluded at the end 

of the paper. 

2. Human visual system 

The purpose of Human Visual System is to simulate 

human visual perception of the video and it utilization 

should lead in general to a better quality of the 

reconstructed image [3] even if the simplified HVS is used 

[4]. We present some of HVS here: 

The HVS is more sensitive in dark areas than in light 

so the spatial frequency sensitivity of the HVS decreases 

for high frequencies. The frequency sensitivity should be 

simulated by low-pass filter [3]. In our paper we choose 

following simple low-pass Gaussian filter: 

1 2 1
1

HVS1 2 4 2
16

1 2 1

 
 

  
 
 

 (1) 

Another way how to simulate HVS can be by using 

the band-pass filters [3, 4]. One of these filters can be 

expressed by the transfer function in the polar coordinates 

[4]: 
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where ρ = (u
2
+v

2
)
0.5

. Operator U{·} can be used for image 

processed by the transfer function H(ρ) and afterwards 

transformed by the inverse discrete cosine transformation 

(DCT) as follows [4]: 

       1 2 2

DCTU x i, j DCT H u v X u,v   (3) 

where x(i,j) is multispectral pixel vector of image, XDCT(u,v) 

represents the 2D DCT of the image and DCT
-1

 stands for 

2D inverse DCT [4]. 

LoG filters can emulate the fact that HVS is more 

sensitive to the angular resolution and not to the image 

resolution [5,6]. We used two LoG filters with the size 7x7 

and parameter σ = 1 and σ= 1.2. 

The last HVS model presented in this paper is based on the 

two temporal filters which are also used in the JND metric. 
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These filters are defined by the following impulse response 

functions [7]: 

)t(uea)t(h at
1    (4) 

3 5
bt

2

(bt ) (bt )
h ( t ) b{ }e u( t )

3! 5!

   (5) 

3. Mutual information 

In the presented method we calculate mutual 

information for the original and test sequence in RGB color 

space. Let us assume that pixel of k-th component xk(i,j) has 

value xk(i,j) є <0,G>. The values of intensity level are l and 

l
’
. The P

k
x,y(l

’
/l) represents the count of changes from the 

intensity level l in the frame x from original sequence  to 

the intensity level of  l‘ in the corresponding frame y from 

the test sequence for the k-th component regarding to the 

total amount of the pixel in the frame. Parameters P
k
x(l) and 

P
k
y(l) stand for count of the intensity level l in the frame 

from original sequence and the intensity level of l
’
 in the 

corresponding frame from the test sequence regarding to 

the total amount of the pixel in the image [8]. 

Total mutual information is defined as: 
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4. Results 

In this paper we choose for the test purpose of our 

metric the ‘Foreman’ video sequence. The test sequence 

has been at CIF resolution (352 x 288 pixels) coded by 

H.264 codec using the CABAC entropy coding method. 

The calculation of the presented objective video quality 

metric consists from two stages. In the first stage HVS is 

applied to the test and original video sequence. We use four 

different HVS mentioned above. In the second stage we 

calculate mutual information according to equation (6) 

between frame from the original sequence and 

corresponding frame from the test sequence. 

Fig. 1 shows comparison between SSIM metric and 

the mutual information with mentioned HVS. From the 

beginning of sequence the mutual information evaluation of 

quality is slightly increasing and decreasing. By the 

applying of the Gaussian filter the run of mutual 

information become smoother. During the movement of 

foreman head the Gibbs phenomenon appears on the edges 

and the structural component of the SSIM metric change. 

That is the reason why also the SSIM quality assessment in 

this part of the sequence varies. Applying the LoG filters 

cause that changes in the quality of overall run at the start 

of the sequence correspond more to the SSIM. However not 

all of the peaks or bottoms occur at the same place. The 

first bigger notable improvement of quality SSIM indicates 

when the fast move of the hand blurs the part of the frame 

in the original sequence. The Gaussian filter 

implementation reacts on this fact also by improving the 

quality but after 20 frames later. On the other hand the 

applying of the LoG filters cause that the mutual 

information evaluates this blurring in the frame as a 

degradation of the quality.  

The major ascent of the quality is indicated by SSIM 

when the camera moves and blurs the major part of the 

frame which contains the background with the few colors. 

However the run of mutual information with the Gaussian 

filter falling down when this happens. Implementation 

where LoG filters are used reacts also by decreasing the 

quality even if there is the peak when the quality is falling 

down. On the other side the mutual information in case 

where the second and fourth HVS model is used, indicates 

some quality improvement at this part of the sequence.  

After major SSIM quality ascents in the frame 192, 

the quality has decreasing trend with some peaks. The 

mixture of colors at frame 231 causes the change of the 

contrast and structural component in SSIM metric. The run 

of the mutual information with Gaussian filter rise and 

slightly vary in quality with no bigger peaks or bottoms. 

The mutual information together with LoG filters also 

indicates improvement of quality but the peaks and the 

bottoms are more noticeable. The overall run of mutual 

information with second HVS is rising and falling during 

the whole sequence. 

 

Fig. 1. The left vertical axis and gray curve correspond to the 

SSIM. The right vertical axis and the black curve 

correspond to the mutual information with HVS: (a) 

Gaussian filter, (b) second HVS model, (c) LoG filter  

σ=1, (d) LoG filter with σ=1.2, (e) HVS simulated by 

h(1), (f) HVS simulated by h(2). 
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The final correlation is higher even if there is no noticeable 

improvement or degradation of quality. The mutual 

information with last HVS model indicates quality very 

different, lots of peaks and bottoms despite of the SSIM run 

even if the implementation with h2(t) has smoother run in 

comparison with h1(t). 

Comparison between VQM and mutual information 

pre-processed with the HVS is shown on Fig. 2. At the start 

of the sequence the run of VQM has some oscillation in 

terms of the quality. Moving of the head cause changes in 

the local contrast due to fact that the face is darker area and 

the helmet is brighter. This appears as oscillations in the 

VQM quality. Mutual information with each HVS also 

contains some peaks and bottom in this part of the 

sequence. The Gaussian filter reduces differences between 

quality oscillations which do not correspond to the VQM 

run. In the implementation with LoG filters, the mutual 

information indicates little improvement of the quality at 

the beginning but then the peaks better corresponds with 

VQM. The second HVS model causes that run of the 

mutual information is rising and falling down in the same 

frames but in the reverse order. It means that if the VQM 

indicates improvement of the quality, mutual information 

indicates its degradation. That is the reason why the final 

correlation coefficient in the Tab. 1 is negative. When 

movement of hand blurs just the part of the image the VQM 

run does not show any evident change, only a very slight 

improvement regarding the previous oscillations. 

In the frame 192 VQM has rapid quality grow. This is 

caused by moving the camera and thus blurring the frame in 

the original sequence. Mutual information together with 

filters for simulate HVS (Gaussian and LoG filters) indicate 

degradation of the quality at this point. LoG filters have one 

exception from decreasing trend but this peak shows just 

slightly quality grow and does not affect overall descending 

character of the run. The second HVS model has two peaks 

at this part of sequence and one of them is corresponding 

with the reducing VQM quality. After major improvement 

of quality in the frame 192, the overall quality is falling 

down. Mutual information with first three HVS models start 

to raise from the frame 192. First and second HVS model 

reach approximately the same quality as before. However 

the third HVS model indicates better quality in comparison 

with the beginning of the sequence. Mutual information 

with the last HVS model contains many peaks where some 

of them occur at same place as the VQM peaks and some of 

them occur where VQM has bottoms. 

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the peak signal-

to-noise ratio and mutual information with implemented 

every HVS model. The quality peaks and bottoms alternate 

from the beginning of the sequence. As mentioned before 

mutual information has some quality oscillation for every 

HVS. By applying the Gaussian filter mutual information 

run become smoother so the correlation is not very high. In 

the case where third HVS model is used the changes in the 

quality corresponds well with the run of PSNR. The second 

and fourth HVS model cause mutual information to vary 

more in the quality. Some of the peaks in the second HVS  

 

Fig. 2. The left vertical axis and gray curve correspond to the 

VQM. The right vertical axis and the black curve 

correspond to the mutual information with HVS: (a) 

Gaussian filter, (b) second HVS model, (c) LoG filter  

σ=1, (d) LoG filter with σ=1.2, (e) HVS simulated by 

h(1), (f) HVS simulated by h(2). 

model correspond with peaks of the metrics. Slightly 

improvement of quality in the place where part of the frame 

is blurred indicates PSNR metric. This change corresponds 

with the run of mutual information pre-processed by the 

second and the third HVS model. However in case of LoG 

filters implementation this change is inverse to the 

improvement indicated by the PSNR. The mutual 

information combined by the Gaussian filter does not 

indicate any noticeable improvement.  

Different behavior appears when the whole frame is 

blurred because of the camera movement. The PSNR 

quality indicates improvement of the quality in this part of 

sequence. All mutual information implementations indicate 

degradation of quality so the correlation between them and 

PSNR is not well enough except in the case when h2(t) is 

used. From this point up the end of the sequence the quality 

oscillates. PSNR has the peaks and bottoms more visible 

due to changes of intensity of pixels belongings to wall. 

Peaks and bottoms of LoG filters implementation best 

correlate with the PSNR changes. The smoother run of the 

Gaussian filter does not contain any essential peaks, while 

the fourth HVS model contains a lot of peaks especially 

implementation with h2(t). 

Following Tab. 1 shows the correlation coefficient 

between reference metrics and mutual information with 

particular HVS implementation: 
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 metric SSIM VQM PSNR 
H

V
S

 m
o

d
e

l 

no HVS 0.1424 -0.2196 0.2593 

Gaussian 

filter 

-0.1125 0.0978 -0.0656 

second HVS 0.262 -0.4408 0.4354 

LoG 1.0 -0.4799 0.8085 -0.7843 

LoG 1.2 -0.474 -0.7863 -0.7628 

h1 -0.3387 0.364 -0.3574 

h2 0.4026 -0.4822 0.4746 

Tab. 1.  The normalized correlation coefficient for test sequence. 

 

Fig. 3. The left vertical axis and gray curve correspond to the 

PSNR. The right vertical axis and the black curve 

correspond to the mutual information with HVS: (a) 

Gaussian filter, (b) second HVS model, (c) LoG filter  

σ=1, (d) LoG filter with σ=1.2, (e) HVS simulated by 

h(1), (f) HVS simulated by h(2). 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we present improvement of video quality 

evaluation by mutual information. To prove the reliability 

of the results provided by our metric we compare it with 

other three objective metrics. By implementing the simple 

low-pass Gaussian filter as simulation of human visual 

perception the run of the mutual information become 

smoother. In this case the overall results show only little 

correlation between mutual information and objective 

methods used for comparison. The second HVS based on 

band-pass filter and DCT provides better results as the 

Gaussian filter. However the correlation of the second HVS 

model is still small. Run of LoG12 filter is characterized by 

less peaks and smoother rising unlike the filter with σ=1 

where the crossing between bottoms and peaks is more 

rapid. By using two different impulse response functions in 

the last HVS model the number of oscillations in the video 

quality grow rapidly. From the comparison with other 

objective methods it can be seen that this model of HVS is 

not suitable to be used with mutual information even if the 

correlation coefficient is not the smallest. The best results 

are provided by LoG filter with parameter σ=1 where the 

correlation between the mutual information and the VQM 

metric is above 0.8. It seems that the mutual information is 

sensitive on the massive blurriness in the frame and reacts 

on this fact by the degradation of the quality. The results 

show that our metric could be useful in objective evaluation 

of quality. For future work, we would like to run a more 

complex set of experiments with different video sequences 

to prove the relevance of the proposed method. 

Furthermore subjective testing will be necessary to run and 

also the region of interest can possible improve the obtain 

results. 
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Abstract. Speech recognition process consists of
several different but very important steps. One of
the most important task is the extraction of suit-
able parameters from highly redundant speech sig-
nal by using appropriate methods. In this article
we will focus on differences between mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and perceptual linear
predictive (PLP) feature extraction. Also very basic
ideas about Hidden Markov Model will be presented.
Both signal analysis methods were tested on isolated
commands and digits tasks using MOBILDAT-SK
database. For this purpose we use HTK 3.4.1 with
MASPER training procedure. Results of these ex-
periment are also presented.

Keywords

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, Perceptual
linear predictive, Hidden Markov models, HTK,
MASPER, speech recognition

1. Introduction

Signal processing using suitable feature extrac-
tion is the first step to successful trained models
of speech recognizer and this operation is very im-
portant in terms of gaining parameters describing
the speech signal as closely as possible while reduc-
ing its high redundancy. This initial operation is
important in implementing recognizers, because on
the used feature extraction of speech signal depends
their success, and thus affects the result of recogni-
tion.

2. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Co-
efficients (MFCC)

In the current speech recognition systems it is
preferred to use a modification of homomorfic anal-
ysis presented by mel-frequency ceppstral coeffi-
cients. Such a speech parameterization is designed
to maintain the characteristic of human sound per-
ception. Compensation for non-linear perception of
frequency is implemented by the bank of triangular

band filters with the linear distribution of frequen-
cies along so called mel-frequency range. Linear de-
ployment of filters to mel-frequency axis results in
a non-linear distribution for the standard frequency
axis in hertz. Definition of the mel-frequency range
is described by the following equation

fm = 2595 log10(1 +
f

700
), (1)

where f is frequency in linear range and fm is the
corresponding frequency in nonlinear mel-frequency
range.

The procedure by which the mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients are obtained consists of several
steps. Input of the system is supplied with signal
samples s(k) and the signal pre-emphasis is done.
It is filtration to emphasis the higher frequencies
of speech signals which show a greater attenuation.
The main frequency components of the speech spec-
trum are amplified too. Pre-emphasis of the speech
signal is realized with this simple FIR filter

H(z) = 1− az−1 (2)

where a is from interval [0.9,1].

On the next step the signal segmentation with
Hamming window is done and window length is set
to 10 - 30ms. The exact time length of window
(number of samples in the frequency of sampling
Fv) is chosen equal to the power of 2 due to the
subsequent processing of fast Fourier transforma-
tion [1].

In the next step the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) is used to calculate components of magni-
tude spectrum |S(f)| of analyzed signal.

The most important step in this signal process-
ing is mel-freqency transformation. The algorithm
is carried out by the bank of triangular band fil-
ters with a uniform distribution of center frequen-
cies of each triangular filter along the frequency axis
in mel-frequency range.

The next step is to calculate the logarithm of
the outputs of individual filters, which affects the
dynamics of the signal.

The final step in calculation of the MFCC coef-
ficients is, instead of inverse Fourier transform, the
application of the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
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which is defined:

cmf (n) =

√
2

K

K∑
j=1

log mj cos[n(j − 0.5)
π

K
], (3)

where n is the number of mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients and K is the number of mel-frequency
band filters in the bank of filters. Discrete cosine
transformation tend to produce non-correlated coef-
ficients for wide range of signals cmf (n), which has a
very positive impact on simplification of some steps
in the design of the classifiers based on continuous
Hidden Markov models [1].

Coefficients of MFCC can be classified as static
because all the vector items are obtained from the
current weighted microsegment of the signal defined
by window functions (Hamming). But there are so
called dynamic parameters known as delta (∆cm)
and delta-delta (∆2cm). Speech signal is time vari-
ant therefore with the help of coefficients describing
the differences between adjacent parameters in the
vectors it is possible to get more accurately charac-
terized speech signal with new and useful informa-
tion.

3. Perceptual Linear Predictive
(PLP)

An alternative to the Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients is the use of Perceptual Linear Pre-
diction (PLP) coefficients. Standard LPC analy-
sis doesn’t maintain properties of hearing sound by
human ear. For transformation of the energy spec-
trum of speech signal to the corresponding audi-
tory signal this method combine some fact about
psychoacoustic of hearing: critical band of spectral
sensitivity, equal-loudness curves and the relation-
ship expressing the dependence between the inten-
sity of sound and its loudness.

There are few important steps of PLP analy-
sis. At the beginning is performed the calculation
of short-time energy spectrum of signal for each mi-
crosegment s(k). Speech signal is weighted by Ham-
ming window and there are calculated samples of
signal spectrum S(ω) at each microsegment. Short-
time energy spectrum of speech signal P (ω) is de-
fined as

P (ω) = |S(ω)|2 = [Re S(ω)]2 + [Im S(ω)]2. (4)

Modelling of phenomenon such as logarithmic
perception of sound or the so-called masking of
sounds in the critical bandwidths which size may
varies with frequency is in PLP analysis carried out
by transforming the frequency axis to axis measured

in barks according relation

Ω(ω) = 6 ln

(
ω

1200π
+

√( ω

1200π

)2

+ 1

)
, (5)

where ω = 2πf is in radians and Ω(ω) is in
barks, further design of linear distributed bandpass
filters as masking curves to simulate the critical
bands of hearing. Bandpass filter characteristic and
the amplitude frequency response is described in de-
tail in [1]. According to the width of filtered band
Bw [Hz] or Bbw [bark] are also recommended values
for the number of filters and their deployment step.

Next important step is adaptation of bandpass
filters to equal-loudness curve. For adjustment of
the energy spectrum P (ω) to properties of human
ear, firstly is necessary to carry out pre-emphasis
to discrete samples from curves simulating band-
pass filter m-th critical zone and the corresponding
values approximating equal-loudness curves E(ω)

Φm
(
Ω(ω)

)
= E(ω) Ψ

(
Ω(ω)− Ωm

)
, (6)

where Ωm[bark] is the mean frequency of m-th
critical bandpass filter m = 0, ...,M − 1. Func-
tion E(ω) is suggested as a rough approximation
of equal sensitivity of human hearing for a variety
of frequencies. Equation of transfer function for dif-
ferent volume levels is described in [1].

Next step is weighted spectral summarization of
energy spectrum samples. The values of the energy
spectra P (ω) after passing an m-th critical band-
pass filter suited to the equal-loudness curves vol-
ume can be expressed

Ξ(Ωm) =

Ωm+1,3∑
Ω=Ωm−2,5

P (Ω)Φm(Ω), (7)

or

Ξ(Ωm) =

ωmh∑
ω=ωmd

P (ω)Φm(Ω(ω)). (8)

Summation limits can be determined from the
inverse relationship to equation 5.

In the next step a conversion from the intensity
to a perceivable measure of loudness is done accord-
ing to equation

ξ(Ωm) =

(
Ξ(Ωm)

)0,3

(9)

also guaranteeing a reduction the amplitude vari-
ability at output of critical bandpass filters.

Last step is all-pole spectrum approximation.
To implement this approximation is necessary to
formulate a relations of linear predictive analysis
for frequency spectrum described in [1].
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4. Basic characteristic of Hidden
Markov model

Hidden Markov model is a model of dynamic
stochastic process, which can be seen as a proba-
bilistic finite automat, which in discrete time gen-
erates a random sequence of observations O =
{o1,o2, . . . .oT }. In each step the model changes
its state according to transition probabilities aij .
State sj , that models particular speech unit, gen-
erates the observation vector ot, according to the
output probability distribution bj(ot) [1].

HMM λ is characterized by the following triplet
probabilities

λ = (π,A,B), (10)

where π is a vector of initial state probabilities, A
is a matrix of transition probabilities and B is a
matrix of probabilities of generating observation.

The initial probability π indicates the probabil-
ity of each state at time t0 . It holds

N∑
i=0

πi = 1, (11)

where N is the number of states in model.

Transition probability determines how likely the
model transit from the state i, at the time t to state
j at time t + 1. In the speech recognition systems
left-right HMM models are used for speech units.

a12
a23 a34 a45

S1 S5S2 S3 S4

a22
a33

a44

a24

b (o )2 1 b (o )2 2 b (o )3 3 b (o )3 4 b (o )3 5 b (o )4 6 b (o )4 7

o1 o2 o3
o4

o5
o6 o7

Figure 1: Hidden Markov model

This model allows the transition to the next
state or remains in the same state. Transition prob-
ability matrix has non-zero values only at the main
and secondary diagonal. The condition for the total
probability is

N∑
j=0

aij = 1, (12)

where N is the number of HMM states. Matrix of
transition probabilities for the Fig. 1 looks like

A =


0 a12 0 0 0
0 a22 a23 a24 0
0 0 a33 a34 0
0 0 0 a44 a45

0 0 0 0 0


bj(ot) is a function of probability density generat-
ing the vector ot at time t in the state j. We use
mixed Gaussian probability density given by

bj(ot) =

Mr∑
m=1

CjmN (ot, µjm,Σjm) (13)

where Mr is the number of mixtures, Cjm is weight
m-th component and N (ot, µjm,Σjm) is multi-
dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean µ and
covariance matrix Σ. Where

N (o, µ,Σ) =
1√

(2π)n|Σ|
e

1
2 (o−µ)T Σ−1(o−µ), (14)

where n is a dimension of vector o.

We assume that each sequence of observed
speech vectors O = {o1,o2, . . . .oT } was generated
by hidden Markov model λ. The probability that
the observation vector O was generated by hidden
Markov models λ shown in the Fig.1 we can calcu-
late as follows

P (O, S|λ) = a12b2(o1)a22b2(o2)a23b3(o3)a33 . . .
(15)

Practicaly we know only the sequence of observa-
tionsO, states of the model are hidden. That is why
this model is called hidden Markov model. Proba-
bility generating sequence O with model λ must be
calculated as sum over all possible sequence of the
model states

P (O|λ) =
∑
X

ax(0)x(1)

T∏
t=1

bx(t)(ot)ax(t)x(t+1),

(16)
where x(0) is the input state of model a x(T + 1) is
the output state of model. These steates don’t gen-
erate any observation; they are non-emitting states.

5. Experiment and Results

MASPER training procedure needs to set sev-
eral configuration files before it can be lunched. We
focus on that files which have something to do with
extraction of parameters. Files located in CONFIG
folder are extfea.cfg (used in process of analysis
of files from speech database) and reest.cfg (used
in training process). Type of feature extraction is
in line TARGETKIND. We must run the whole train-
ing procedure twice following the necessary run of
test scripts for isolated application words and dig-
its. Once with the TARGETKIND=MFCC_0_D_A_Z and
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once with TARGETKIND=PLP_0_D_A_Z. We leave the
number of filters in both runs of script at the same
value of 12 and do not investigate how influence
have number of filters in MFCC or PLP feature
analysis.

Although the training process includes initial-
ization models in the process of creating a recog-
nizer for us is essential an models of monophones
and tied triphones, therefore we are focus only on
them.

6. Conclusions

As can be seen from the results at figure 2 and 4
at the begining of training monophones PLP has lit-
tle bit worse word error rate as MFCC but with the
increasing number of Gaussian mixtures followed by
two steps of reestimation the PLP-trained mono-
phones are slightly better at the final monophone
models than MFCC. Whereas tied triphones at fig-
ure 3 and 5 are based on well trained monophones
therefore the lack of training data phenomenom
take place here, which causes an inaccurate estimate
of model parameters. As we can see this lack of data
is more reflected in tied triphone models. This is
because the triphones are much more specific than
phonemes and thus they require more training data
for „better” estimation. Therefore we must find an-
other methods how to improve the overall training
process.

Figure 2: Comparison of using MFCC vs. PLP fea-
ture analysis for isolated application words recogni-
tion on phoneme models

Figure 3: Comparison of using MFCC vs. PLP fea-

ture analysis for isolated application words recogni-
tion on tied triphone models

Figure 4: Comparison of using MFCC vs. PLP
feature analysis for isolated digits recognition on
phoneme models

Figure 5: Comparison of using MFCC vs. PLP fea-
ture analysis for isolated digits recognition on tied
triphone models
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Abstract. This paper described the creation of simple 

language phoneme models, which is used in speech 

recognizer based on measuring of distance of obtained 

features vectors. For this purpose we designed GUI based 

application in Matlab. This system allows us select the 

combination of parametrizations and their options, from 

which we create the models. Finally, the results are 

presented in the graph with additional information and 

also they can be stored into the table. 

Keywords 

 MFCC, PLP, LPC, Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis 

distance, Speech recognition  

1. Introduction 

The most used continual speech recognizers are 

usually too expensive for computation power, what is 

caused by large dictionary containing thousands of words. 

For elimination of this disadvantage there can be some 

approximation provided. Our system is designed as a 

utility, which should help to determine some speech 

characteristics, which allow us to find some suboptimal 

combination of speech features and it should also shows 

user the way how where some approximation can be used. 

We focused on basics type of features extractions, which 

we want to combine with the state of art types of 

parametrizations.  

2. Creating models of phonemes 

We used the database which contains 468 WAV files, 

whose duration is between one to five seconds. This 

database is recorded by one speaker, but we planned to use 

bigger database with 100 speakers. Now it is used just in 

development phase. This cause, that some phonemes have 

very small numbers of occurrences. For example phonemes 

like l=, Q-, l=~, r=~ occur up to 5 times, which is quite low 

for creation of better model. The reason why we decide to 

use this database is the present of annotation, which is 

handmade. This allows us better evaluation of results, 

which is big advantage in development of systems of this 

kind. 

Each occurrence of phoneme in all WAV files is 

segmented and we obtained the features vectors from which 

we compute statistical characteristics, which we used in 

recognition process as acoustic models. In these phase we 

determine only phoneme models, but it is also possible to 

use triphone models. 

In recognition process we decide to use several types 

of measure distances as a criteria function. The input 

speech signal is segmented by the setting from GUI 

interface, which can be different from the segmentation 

used in training of models. For each segment we should 

calculate the subset of parameterization used in models. 

From obtained feature vectors we evaluate the distance and 

determined the best model and the accuracy of recognition. 

3. Description of designed system 

The aim of our work is to create the user friendly 

system, which make facilitates the work with the program, 

which creates acoustic models and calculate, which 

phoneme have the highest probability to be in segment. 

This system should be helpfull for people, who are not so 

familiar with speech recognition and speech processing.  

We made graphics form of this system in wizard 

(Guide) and then we wrote for each object a piece of code 

that defines the operations with the object. We divide the 

system into two parts. First one is used for creation of the 

models and second one for recognition of speech signal. In 

this system constant segmentation is used, with the 

possibility to set size of blocks in millisecond and shift of 

blocks also in millisecond. It is possible to set different 

segmentation for creation of models and for input speech 

signal, which will be recognized. We know a lot of kinds of 

distances measure, which calculates distance between two 

vectors or among vectors and space of points, for example: 

Euclidean distance, Log-spectral measure, Mahalanobis 

distance, Cepstral distance measure. 

In our system only two kinds of distance is used. First 

one is Euclidean distance, which is calculated by formula 

[6]: 
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. (1) 

Second one is Mahalanobis distance, which is 

calculated by the formula [6]: 

. (2) 

In this system we can set the parameterization or 

combination of parameterizations, which are used in 

process of creation of acoustic models and in recognition of 

phonemes. We can select from these parameterizations: 

energy and intensity of signal, zero-crossings rate, PLP, 

LPC, and MFCC.  

Energy of signal is calculated by [5]: 

. (3) 

Intensity of signal is calculated by [5]: 

. (4) 

Zero-crossings rate is calculated by [5]: 

. (5) 

For LPC we can set the number of LPC coefficients. 

Transfer function of vocal tract is described by the 

following formula [5], where ai are LPC coefficients: 

. (6) 

For MFCC coefficients, we can set twelve parameters: 

number of coefficients, exponent for lifting, sum power 

flag, application of pre-emphasis filter, dither, the lowest 

frequency, highest frequency, number of warped spectral 

bands, width of the audio spectral filter, type of DCT, type 

of frequency waves and model order. MFCC coefficients 

are calculated according to the formula: 

. (7) 

The last parameterizations is PLP coefficients, for 

which can choose the following parameters: number of 

coefficients, exponent for liftering, sum power, applies pre-

emphasis filter, dither, the lowest frequency, highest 

frequency, number of warped spectral bands, width of the 

audio spectral filter, type of DCT, type of frequency waves 

and model order. 

Next step in the part of creation of models is design of 

structure of models. We decided for the folders structure. 

The first folder is defines what distance will use with 

models. We use two kinds of distances: Euclidean distance 

or Mahalanobis distance. Models for each distance are 

different. Model for Euclidean distance consists of average 

values of parameterizations and model for Mahalanobis 

distance consists of the average values of parameterizations 

and covariance matrix of parameterizations. The second 

folder defines the segmentation of model. Type of 

segmentation is written in the folder name. The first number 

is the size of block in millisecond and the second number is 

the size of shift in millisecond. In this folder are models for 

parameterization, which have not more parameters, such as: 

energy of signal, zero-crossings rate and intensity of signal. 

Parameterization with more parameters (LPC, MFCC and 

PLP) is in other folders, which is called as the name of 

parameterization. In this folder are the models in the 

structure form. Models are stored in the format of MAT 

files, native format of Matlab. Figure 1 shows the folder 

structure of the models. 

 

Fig. 1. The structure of the models  

One from option, which the user can set in the 

graphical system is kind of input speech signal in 

recognition of phonemes. The first possibility is that the 

speech signal has been loaded from WAV file. This option 

has the advantage that if WAV file has annotation, so then 

we can see the success of recognition. The second option is 

using the microphone as input. For this we can set time of 

recording in seconds and the sampling frequency in Hz. 

In the  current system some support  parameterizations 

can be used. These parameterizations may increase success 

of recognition and reduce processing time. As supported 

parameterizations we use autocorrelation function. It is 

calculated by the following formula [5]: 

. (8) 
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Autocorrelation function detects which segments are 

voiced or unvoiced. Recognizer does not calculate the 

distance for voiced phonemes in voiceless segment and vice 

versa. Acceleration of calculation can be seen in indicators 

of the CPU time.  

Recognition phonemes can be presented in the graph, 

which are the input speech signal and annotation. Here we 

can see if recognition phonemes are agree with annotation. 

Example of graph we can see on Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. On figure is part of input speech signal from WAV file. 

Green is displayed recognition phonemes and red is 

displayed annotation. In recognition is used Euclidean 

distance, size of block is 20 ms, shift of block is 10 ms. 

The same segmentation is using in acoustic model. As 

parameterizations are using energy of signal, eight LPC 

coefficients and eight PLP coefficients. 

On Fig. 1, we can see that some phonemes are match 

with phonemes form annotation. 

If we use as input speech signal WAV file with 

annotation, then graphical system display us the success of 

recognition. Program calculates two kind of success: 

phonemes recognition and group of phonemes recognition. 

As recognition phoneme in the segment is the phoneme 

with the smallest distance. Success phonemes recognition is 

defined as that, if recognition phoneme is match with the 

annotation phoneme, then recognition is successful. 

Another success is the group recognition. Base group 

(Vowels, Consonants, Vowels Open etc.) are predefined. 

Other groups can be created. Success of group recognition 

is defined as if recognition phoneme is the same group as 

the annotation phoneme, and then recognition is successful. 

4. The success of detection 

Finally, we tested the success of detection on the  one   

man speaked database. This database has been handmade 

annotated, which is consider as a big advantage. We create 

from results the tables with the Euclidean distance (in 

Tab.1) and for Mahalanobis (in Tab. 2). 

 

 

 

 

Combination of the 

parameterizations 

Segmen-

tation 

ms 

Phoneme 

% 

Group 

% 

CPU 

time 

PLP 10 20-10 27,55 77,89 102,2 

MFCC 12 30-15 30,75 77,41 37,1 

PLP 10 40-40 27,19 75,92 36,8 

MFCC 12 20-10 27,74 75,63 57,3 

E, MFCC 10 30-15 32,95 75,58 42,1 

LPC 8 30-15 32,48 75,45 39,6 

E, LPC 8, MFCC 8 30-15 32,48 75,45 39,5 

MFCC 8 40-40 30,71 74,90 19,5 

LPC 10 , MFCC 8 20-10 31,61 74,82 59,4 

E, MFCC 8, PLP 8 20-10 31,48 74,81 143,8 

I 20-10 3,71 72,51 10,0 

LPC 12 20-10 16,41 71,37 15,0 

E 40-40 3,87 71,17 7,0 

LPC 8 25-12.5 18,86 70,87 11,5 

E 20-10 4,08 69,42 13,4 

E, ACF 20-10 5,37 66,90 36,5 

CZ 20-10 10,80 59,74 09,5 

Tab. 1. Result success of detector for Euclidean 

distance.  

In the first column is a combination of the 

parameterizations, which were used in the detector, where:  

 E is energy of signal 

 I is intensity of signal 

 CZ is zero-crossings rate 

 ACF is autocorrelation function 

 LPCxxx, MFCCxxx and PLPxxx  are the 

well-known parametrizations with number of 

used coefficients 

The second column is the segmentation of models and 

the segmentation in the detector. In the third column is the 

success of detection phonemes and in the fourth is success 

of detection group. As group we chose vowels. The last 

column is CPU time in seconds. 

In Tab. 1, we can see that the largest success have 

MFCC and PLP coefficients. And when we used largest 

segmentation, the CPU time is reduced more than half and 

success is only slightly reduced. Autocorrelation function 

did not change the success and CPU time is increased. 

Autocorrelation function increase the time of calculation 

about one hundred seventy percent and reduced the 

percentage of recognition about three percent. 

Autocorrelation function is not suitable when ingested 
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Euclidean distance. Energy of signal and intensity of signal 

have good results for detection of vowels, but for detect 

phonemes are very badly. Zero-crossings rate has the worst 

results of detection. The combination of parameterization is 

not good idea. The combination of parameterization only 

increase the CPU time. 

 

Combination of 

the 

parameterization 

Segmen-

tation 

ms 

Phoneme 

% 

Group 

% 
CPU time 

MFCC 8, PLP 10, 

ACF 40-40 37,40 79,19 56 

LPC 10, MFCC 8, 

ACF 30-15 37,86 79,00 259 

PLP 10, ACF 30-15 37,36 78,63 149 

MFCC 10, ACF 30-15 34,54 77,64 112 

LPC 8, PLP 10, 

ACF 40-40 38,66 77,32 70 

MFCC 12 20-10 38,95 75,54 412 

LPC 10 20-10 30,22 73,68 290 

E, LPC 10, MFCC 

8, PLP 10, ACF 20-10 30,68 72,90 1211 

LPC 10, ACF 20-10 23,89 72,75 191 

PLP 10, ACF 20-10 32,05 72,59 281 

I 20-10 2,41 72,32 49 

MFCC 12, ACF 20-10 27,49 71,51 286 

E 20-10 3,98 70,33 54 

CZ 20-10 8,87 59,34 49 

Tab. 2. Result success of detector for Mahalanobis 

distance.  

Also in the Tab. 2 we can see that the largest success 

have MFCC and PLP coefficients and a combination of this 

parameterization. Autocorrelation function does not 

increase the percentage, but reduced the CPU time almost 

half. Autocorrelation function reduce the time of 

calculation about thirty percent and reduced the percentage 

of recognition about two percent. Autocorrelation function 

is suitable for detection with Mahalanobis distance. Energy 

of signal, intensity of signal and zero-crossings rate has the 

same results as in Euclidean distance. The combination of 

parameterization is good, but grows up the CPU time.  

Mahalanobis distance has a higher success rate for 

detection of phonemes than Euclidean distance, but 

Euclidean distance has less CPU time than Mahalanobis 

distance. In the future, we will use cepstrum for detection 

of voiced segments and formants to better detection of 

vowels. These methods will be accelerate the calculation of 

recognition and increase the percentage of recognition 

When we use the Euclidean distance, twelve MFCC 

coefficients, size of segment is 30 ms and shift of segment 

is 15 ms, so we get enough information about vowels 

position Our solution allow us reduce looked for state 

space, what increase the speed of recognition process. The 

less good method is energy of signal with Euclidean 

distance. The percentage reduced by seven percent but 

CPU time is reduced to one third. Energy of signal is good 

method for detection of vowels in cases, when we need a 

little computation power. Mahalanobis distance is useless in 

real time for his high computation power. 
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A Novel Technique of Frames’ Comparison for Video Cut
Detection
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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel technique of
frames’ comparison for the abrupt cut detection. An abrupt
cut is the most frequent kind of transition between shots,
therefore their detection is a very important task in the field
of video analysis. The majority of existing methods
compare pairs of successive frames. We compare actual
frame with its motion estimated prediction. We have chosen
Pearson correlation coefficient for evaluating of frames’
similarity. We also propose a novel method of adaptive
threshold to evaluate the accuracy of shot cut detection.
The effectiveness of proposed method was verified through
test experiments and the obtained results were compared
with those achieved by existing logic of frames’
comparison. The proposed method gives better results,
what is demonstrated by calculated recall and precision.
Other advantage of presented method is it can be used in
video encoding process without significant increase of
computational complexity to enable the use of GOP
structure adaptable to video content. Video encoding based
on adaptive GOP provides higher coding efficiency and
save bandwidth needed for video transmission.

Keywords
Shot cut detection, Pearson correlation coefficient,
motion estimation, threshold.

1. Introduction
Progress in the multimedia compression technology

and computer performance has led to the widespread
availability of digital video. There is a corresponding
growth in the need for methods to reliably detect shot
boundaries within the video sequence. The detection of
shot boundaries provides a base for nearly all video
abstraction and high-level video segmentation approaches.
Therefore, solving the problem of shot-boundary detection
is one of the major prerequisites for revealing higher level
video content structure. Moreover, other research areas can
profit considerably from successful automation of shot-
boundary detection processes as well.

There are a number of different types of transitions or
boundaries between shots [1]. A cut is an abrupt shot
change that occurs in a single frame. A fade is a slow
change in brightness usually resulting in or starting with a

solid black frame. A dissolve occurs when the images of
the first shot get dimmer and the images of the second shot
get brighter, with frames within the transition showing one
image superimposed on the other. A wipe occurs when
pixels from the second shot replace those of the first shot in
a regular pattern such as in a line from the left edge of the
frames. Of course, many other types of gradual transition
are possible.

Different approaches have been proposed to extract
shots. The major techniques used for the shot boundary
detection are pixel differences, statistical differences,
histogram comparisons [2], edge differences, compression
differences and motion vectors [3, 4, 5].

There are various possibilities for improving on the
basic methods. The variety of basic methods opens up the
possibility of combining several of them into a multiple
expert framework, explored in [6, 7, 8]. Also, one can use
an adaptive threshold setting, by using statistics of the
dissimilarity measure within a sliding window [9, 10, 11].

The majority of proposed and published techniques
use comparison of two successive frames. We propose a
novel technique of comparison, where the actual frame is
compared with its motion compensated prediction.
Proposed method was verified through test experiments
and evaluated with frequently used frame by frame based
comparison. In general, abrupt transitions are much more
common than gradual transitions, accounting for over 99%
of all transitions found in video [12]. Therefore, we focus
only on the detection of an abrupt cut.

The paper is structured as follows: in the second
section a proposed method of shot cut detection is
described. Results are displayed in the third section. All
results are summarized and discussed in conclusion.

2. Shot cut detection
The novelty of presented method is in the evaluation

of the positions of abrupt cut. The most of existing
methods calculate similarity of two consecutive frames by
chosen metric and determine the position of cut based on
obtained values.

Our proposed method compares the actual frame with
its prediction. Thus, this method can be performed during
video encoding process. For evaluating the similarity of the
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frame and prediction we have chosen Pearson correlation
coefficient as a representative of correlation metrics.

Fig. 1 illustrates the differences among the proposed
methods and existing ones. The arrows indicate which
frames are compared.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The principle of comparison in shot cut detection process
for the a) majority of published methods and b) proposed
method.

2.1 Pearson correlation coefficient
In statistics, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient

typically denoted by r (sometimes also referred to as the
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient) has been
widely employed to measure the correlation (or strength of
linear dependence) between two variables X and Y [13].
The value for a Pearson correlation coefficient can fall
between 0 (no correlation) and 1 (perfect correlation).
Generally, correlations above 0.80 are considered as really
high. Therefore the lowest will be determined as cuts.

The Pearson correlation coefficient for 2D signals like
video sequences is expressed as follows [13]:
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where M and N stand for dimension of frames f and

its prediction pf . ( , )f i j and ( , )pf i j express the pixel

intensity for ( , )i j th element of frames. mf is the mean

pixel intensity of the frame f and m
pf is the mean pixel

intensity of its prediction pf .

3. Experimental results
We confirmed the effectiveness of proposed method

through a test experiment. The obtained results are
compared with results of method using consecutive frames’
comparison.

For test purposes we created a video yuv sequence
(1989 frames) at CIF resolution (352 x 288 pixels) with 7
abrupt cuts sampled at rate of 30 frames per second. The
test video sequence consists of eight standard test
sequences: akyio, foreman, hall, flower, mobile, mother-
daughter, stephan and bus. For prediction of frames we
have employed motion estimation scheme used in H.264
video encoding standard. The Pearson correlation
coefficient is calculated for each component Y, U and V.
The total value for YUV is computed as an average of
components’ values.

Fig. 2. shows results for abrupt cut detection. All
shots were detected by both methods, they are represented
by a significant decrease in the value of the Pearson
correlation coefficient. Proposed method reached values
higher than 0,8 for all non cuts frames. In addition the
proposed method suppressed local extremes caused by
huge motion in test sequences. This assures higher
robustness to object or camera motion and decreases the
probability of false detections.

The use of threshold is needed for automatic shot
boundary detection. We can use fixed or adaptive
threshold. For fixed threshold it is needed to select an
appropriate value, otherwise the shot boundary detection
would achieve poor results. The efficiency of shot cut
detection algorithm can be evaluated by recall, precision
and F1 score.

The recall measure, also known as the positive true
function or sensitivity, corresponds to the ratio of correct
experimental detections over the number of all true
detections. The precision measure is defined as the ratio of
correct experimental detections over the number of all
experimental detections. F1 score measure s a combined
measure that results in high value if, and only if, both
precision and recall result in high values.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Plot of Pearson correlation coefficient for a) majority of
published methods and b) proposed method.

To show the impact of threshold selection we ran
simulation with the values of threshold from 0,001 to 1
with step 0,001. Every value under selected threshold is
classified as shot cut. The dependency of recall, precision
and F1 score to threshold are displayed on Fig.3. – Fig.5
for proposed method and method using existing logic of
frame comparison.

As we can see, the method based on existing approach
in frames’ comparison reached the value 1 for recall faster.
Existing method reached lower values for positions of cuts,
so all of the cuts are detected with lower thresholds.

Fig. 3. Recall for majority of published methods and proposed
method.

Similar situation can be observed for precision measure.
Existing method reached the maximum value 1 with lower
threshold, but the value starts to decrease also in lower
threshold’s value. This method bahaves in this way due to
local extremes caused by motion activity in video

sequences, what lead to false cut detection. The proposed
method is more stable, it keeps the precision value 1 for
about 70% of threshold’s range (the existing approach
achieve about 50%).

Fig. 4. Precision for majority of published methods and
proposed method.

F1 score takes into account both the precision and recall
measure. The proposed method holds the highest possible
value (1) for about 50% of threshold’s range in contrast to
less than 40% achieved by method based on the existing
approach. It proves that the presented method is more
stable according to threshold selection. However, too high
or too low chosen value of threshold would cause the
decrease of detection accuracy for both methods.

Fig. 5. F1 score for majority of published methods and proposed
method.

We have also proposed two versions of adaptive threshold
to provide automatic shot boundary detection. The initial
value of threshold is set to 0,5 and after detecting the first
cut it is set to value of found cut multiplied three and four
times respectively.

Tab. 1. illustrates the results obtained for automatic
shot boundary detection with proposed adaptive threshold
measured by precision, recall and F1 score. Proposed
method achieved value 1 for all measures for both version
of adaptive threshold. The method based on existing
frames’ comparison reached F1 score 0,45161 for first
version of adaptive threshold and 0,027237 for second one.
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Threshold
multiple

Shot
boundary
method

Recall Precision F1 score

3
Existing 1 0,29167 0,45161

Proposed 1 1 1

4
Existing 1 0,013807 0,027237

Proposed 1 1 1

Tab. 1. The results of shot boundary detection with proposed
adaptive threshold.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel technique of frames’

comparison for video shot boundary detection. The
majority of existing methods compares successive frames,
our approach is to compare actual frame with its motion
estimated prediction. We have chosen Pearson correlation
coefficient for evaluating the similarity of compared
frames.

The efficiency of proposed method was verified
through test experiments and compared with results of
method based on existing approach. The proposed method
suppresses local extremes caused by motion activity, which
are visible for existing methods, and could lead to false cut
detections.

We ran analyses for fixed threshold in the range of all
values reachable by Pearson correlation coefficient. These
analyses were evaluated by recall, precision and F1 score
measures. The results show the proposed method is more
stable and holds the maximal accuracy for more values of
threshold.

We also propose two versions of adaptive threshold.
The proposed methods achieve significantly better results
in comparison to commonly used technique.

The next advantage of proposed method is in its
simplicity and it can be used for determining adaptive GOP
structure during video encoding process without any
significant increase of the computational complexity. Using
adaptive GOP structure improves coding efficiency and
helps to save bandwidth needed for video transmission.
Finally we would like to examine the impact of the
proposed method on video traffic prediction combined with
methods [14, 15, 16].
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Abstract. In this paper the current state of our work in 
application of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in 
different recognition tasks is presented. PCA is a well-
known data processing and linear dimension reduction 
method. It is used to refine the basic feature extraction 
process in many speech recognition systems. This paper 
describes five applications of PCA divided into two 
categories. The first one is the application of PCA in the 
TIMIT phoneme recognition task under different 
conditions and modifications. The second category 
presents a PCA-based feature extraction method in 
acoustic events detection (AED) system. For all 
applications the experimental conditions are described 
and the results of experiments are listed. In the 
conclusions a possible proposals to improve the used 
method are outlined. The whole paper is finished with 
description of future work. 

Keywords 
Acoustic event, Dimension, Feature vector, Linear 
transformation, Matrix, Principal Component, 
Supervector. 

1. Introduction 
Linear feature transformations (LTs) are widely used 

in most automatic speech recognition systems. LTs can 
improve the recognition performance of the baseline 
system by transforming and reducing the feature vectors. 
This step can also speed up the acoustic models training 
and recognition process. LTs are applied in the feature 
extraction step, which is an important part of the whole 
recognition process. The goal of LT is to determine an 
optimal transformation matrix with respect to some 
optimization criterion. The most popular transformations 
are Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [1] and Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) [2] used also in our 
experiments. 

This paper is organized as follows. The next section 
deals with related work. Section 3 describes the PCA. 
Section 4 presents the experimental results of TIMIT 

phoneme recognition. In Section 5 the acoustic events 
detection using PCA is presented. The paper is finished 
with conclusions and proposals to future work. 

2. Related works 
In our experiments the TIMIT speech database [3] 

was used to evaluate the speech recognition system. 
Several works, concerning PCA [4], [5] and [6] are 
focused to applications evaluated especially on this 
database with using some additional methods. The 
concatenated vector approach (used also in our work) was 
used in [5] and it is a fundamental operation in LDA 
application [1] in speech recognition. In [5] the PCA was 
applied to the multi-frame context windows. In [6] the 
researchers have applied LP transformation (concatenating 
the LDA and PCA coefficients into one vector) to 
transform the base feature vectors.  

In context of acoustic events detection (AED) it can 
be noted that this is a relatively new research domain 
compared to speech recognition. Several works are focused 
to propose different kinds of feature extraction methods in 
order to represent the signal in detection system. For 
example, the works [7] and [8] deal with MPEG-7 low 
level descriptors and zero crossing rates. For AED are also 
used other popular speech acoustic analysis methods such 
as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Linear 
Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) or Perceptual 
Linear Prediction (PLP). In our work, we have applied the 
PCA to extract features in AED system. We have classified 
two different acoustic events and the background. 

3. Principal Component Analysis 
PCA is a popular data processing and dimension 

reduction method applied also in feature extraction in 
speech recognition. PCA maps the n-dimensional input 
data to m-dimensional, m<n, with respect to their 
variability. The method is based on the assumption that 
most information about classes is contained in the 
directions, along which the variations are the largest [6], 
but there is no guarantee that variability explained by PCA 
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is useful for speech recognition [2]. PCA transforms the 
data by principal components – PCs (uncorrelated and 
ordered variables). Usually, using the first few PCs can be 
represented about 80% variability of the basic vectors. 

According to [9] suppose that we have M feature 
vectors x1,x2,…,xM corresponding to speech signals in the 
training set. The input data have to be centered before the 
PCA processing: 

,1
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xxx         (1) 

where i is the i-th centered vector and x is the mean. 
From these vectors are then created the centered data 
matrix  .21 MA    Principal components can be 
given by K leading eigenvectors of the global covariance 
matrix C resulting from its eigendecomposition: 
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The dimensionality reduction step is performed by 
keeping only the eigenvectors corresponding to the K 
largest eigenvalues (K<N) and put them into matrix 
UK=[u1u2…uK], where .21 K    Finally, the linear 
transformation RNRK is computed as: 

,i
T
Ki xUy           (4) 

where yi represents the transformed vector and UK is 
the reduced rank PCA transformation matrix. The 
determination of K can be done via comparative criterion 
with threshold T 0.9;0.95  
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4. TIMIT recognition task using PCA 
As was mentioned before, in our experiments the 

TIMIT speech database [3] we used to evaluate the ASR 
system. This database is divided into train and test set, 
with 4620 and 1680 recordings, respectively. 

There are 61 distinct phones, which, for evaluation 
purposes, were reduced to an inventory of 40 symbols 
using a phoneme mapping structure according to [10]. All 
closure phonemes (‘bcl‘, ‘dcl‘, ‘gcl‘, ‘kcl‘, ‘pcl‘, ‘tcl‘) 
were merged in the training phase with previous phoneme 
segment.  

4.1 Feature extraction and HMM topology 
The feature extraction for the models was performed 

in common way, which is used as standard in MFCC-
based feature extraction. The input speech signal is 
preemphasized and windowed using Hamming window. 
The window size was 25ms and the step size was 10ms.  
Short time spectral analysis by fast Fourier transform was 
applied to the windowed segments. In the next step, the 
Mel-filterbank analysis was applied to the segments 
followed by logarithm application to the linear filter 
outputs, which resulted in LMFE features. These ones are 
used in experiments described in Sections 4.2 and 4.5. In 
Section 4.4 we used the classical MFCC features with 
different dimensions, which were obtained applying the 
discrete cosine transform (DCT) to LMFE (Logarithm 
Mel-Filter Energy) vectors. A specific feature combination 
was used in experiment described in Section 4.4. 

The parameters of the three-state HMMs for 40 
phonemes were trained. 1-256 Gaussian mixtures were 
used to model the HMM states. In order to test the models 
a backoff bigram language model was built from whole 
database [11]. The feature extraction, acoustic models 
training and testing by HTK (Hidden Markov Model 
Toolkit) were carried out. All PCA processing in 
MATLAB environment was done. 

4.2 PCA-based LMFE decorrelation 
In this section we compare two different 

decorrelation techniques used in HMM-based acoustic 
modeling. The first one is the Discrete Cosine 
Transformation (DCT) used in conventional MFCC 
parametrization (application to logarithmic Mel-filterbank 
outputs). The second one is the mentioned PCA, which 
was applied instead of DCT in the following manner.  

Each speech signal in the train corpus is represented 
after the parametrization process by one separate data 
matrix with 26-dimensional LMFE features. By pooling 
these LMFE data matrices, the training set can be 
represented by one big data matrix. This matrix was then 
used as the input for the main PCA according to 
mathematical description in Section 3. The PCA analysis 
resulted in an optimal full rank transformation matrix. 
However, for the final transformation the reduced rank 
version of transformation matrix was used to transform the 
train and test set independently. The reduced matrix 
consisted only of those eigenvectors that corresponded to 
the largest eigenvalues of the global covariance matrix.  

During the statistical PCA analysis the optimal 
dimension 6 was determined for the input training data. At 
the training and testing process, the delta and acceleration 
coefficients were automatically computed by HTK, which 
finally resulted in 18-dimensional PCA vectors. In order to 
compare the base and PCA-based models it was necessary 
to build an MFCC model with the same dimension.  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of speech signal preprocessing. 

 
Num. of mixtures MFCC model PCA model 

128 70.87% 72.12% 

256 71.21% 72.47% 

Tab. 1.  Accuracy levels for baseline MFCC and PCA-based models. 

The accuracy of the ASR system for 1-256 Gaussian 
mixtures was evaluated, but only the cases for 128 and 256 
mixtures are listed. The experimental results listed in Tab. 
1 show that the accuracies for PCA-based acoustic model 
are approximately about one percent higher than the 
accuracies for the baseline model at the same dimension. 
Especially, the best results have been achieved in case of 
using 128 and 256 Gaussian mixtures. More detailed 
information about this application can be found in [10]. 
Notice that the accuracies in the evaluation process were 
computed as the ratio of number of all word matches to 
number of reference words.  

4.3 Dimension reduction of multi-frames 
In addition, we have also applied the PCA to speech 

multi-frames created by concatenating the basic successive 
feature vectors resulting in so-called supervectors. In this 
way also the contextual information was taken into 
account for the transformation. As the basic vectors the 
MFCC vectors were used with various dimensions. The 
PCA in this experiment was done in similar way as was 
mentioned before, but the input data matrix was created 
from the concatenated feature vectors. We used two 
lengths of context C; C=3 and C=5.  

The experimental results show that in some cases 
(lower model dimensions) this approach achieved higher 
accuracies than the baseline MFCC parametrization 
(approximately 0.5 – 1%). Notice that the shorter context 
C=3 was more effective than C=5 (longer contexts are 
suitable for larger speech databases). The results for 128 
mixtures in the Tab. 2 are listed.  

 
Dimension 15 24 30 33 36 39 

Acc. [%] MFCC 69.69 73.58 75.44 76.32 76.70 77.05 

Acc. [%] PCA, C=3 69.99 73.93 75.56 75.64 76.44 76.56 

Acc. [%], PCA, C=5 70.33 74.02 75.48 75.61 76.11 76.49 

Tab. 2  Accuracies for MFCC and PCA model with different lengths of  

context. 

4.4 PCA applied to combined features  
We wanted to investigate the interaction of PCA and 

some non-standard feature compositions. We have tried a 
feature combination of popular basic feature extraction 
methods to compose a 39-dimensional “MFPLPC” feature 
vector from 13 MFCC, 13 PLP and 13 LPC coefficients, 
respectively. These features were considered as the input 
for PCA. All conditions of experiments are identical with 
previous ones. The Tab. 3 shows the accuracies for 128 
Gaussian mixtures and different model dimensions. The 
results are also compared to results of standard MFCC 
models. The MFPLPC-based model achieved similar 
accuracies, the difference is approximately 0.5 – 1%. 

 
Dim. 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 

MFCC 75.04 75.44 76.32 76.70 77.05 77.37 77.50 

MFPLPC 74.03 74.65 75.15 75.54 75.91 76.37 76.40 

Tab. 3.  Accuracies for MFCC and MFPLPC models. 

4.5 Partial training of transformation matrix 
In case of large training corpus (thousands of 

recordings and more) it may occur a problem with training 
of PCA matrix. Especially, the constructing of the big data 
matrix for PCA is memory intensive. Therefore, we were 
interested in investigating the influence of the amount of 
training data for PCA to the transformation performance. 
Several initial experiments we have done in order to 
demonstrate the dependency of PCA training and the 
amount of training data. We found that for optimal 
learning of transformation matrix is not necessary to use 
the whole training data, but it is enough to use a part of 
them. In our experiments we randomly created several 
partial training databases from the whole one according to 
Tab. 4. As it can be seen from it, with shrinking amount of 
training data, the recognition accuracy was increasing. 
This idea could be refined by some algorithm that would 
find the right feature vectors according to their statistical 
properties to form the big data matrix. We say that for 
optimal training are probably sufficient only the 
statistically significant data. This approach can radically 
speed up the PCA training and transformation. The results 
of experiments are listed in the Tab. 4 for 256 Gaussian 
mixtures and optimal dimension 5 with dynamic coeffs. 

 
Part of database 100% 80% 50% 20% 10% 8% 

Num. of recordings 4620 3696 2310 924 462 370 

Accuracy [%] 71.13 71.16 71.06 70.75 70.95 71.12 

Part of database 5% 3% 2% 1% 0.5% 0.1% 

Num. of recordings 231 139 92 46 23 5 

Accuracy [%] 71.33 71.01 71.45 71.44 71.25 72.42 

Tab. 4.  Accuracies for partial training of PCA transformation matrix. 
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5. PCA-based acoustic events detection 
In this experiment, we supplemented the basic feature 

extraction process by PCA. The AED system is proposed 
for two types of audio events – gun shot and breaking 
glass. The LMFE features were computed by HTK on 
20ms windows in similar was described in Section 4.1. 
These ones from all sounds into one big data matrix were 
arranged according to Section 4.2. This big matrix was 
considered as the input matrix for PCA (matrix A labeled 
in Section 3). During the PCA analysis the optimal 
dimensions according to criterion (5) for each sound class 
were determined independently. The train and test sets 
were transformed using optimal reduced rank 
transformation matrix. For the classes glass, shot and 
background the optimal dimensions 3, 4 and 7 were 
determined, respectively. Thus, each class was represented 
by 3, 4 and 7 dimensional PCA vectors. The PCA vectors 
at the training and recognition were extended to 9, 12 and 
21 dimensions with the first and second order derivatives. 
The train corpus consisted of 187 sounds (28, 31 and 128 
for glass, shots and background, respectively) and the test 
set consisted of 46 sounds (5, 10 and 31 for glass, shots 
and background, respectively). The transformed sets were 
used to train the acoustic models based on three states 
HMMs modeled with 1-256 Gaussians. The averaged 
accuracies for optimal dimensions of each class were 
obtained from confusion matrix and are listed in Tab. 5. 

 
Average Acc. [%] Dim. 9 Dim. 12 Dim. 21 

Glass 100 99,26 94,81 

Shot 90,37 94,81 96,3 

Background 84,71 86,74 88,89 

Tab. 5.  Average accuracies for sound classes at optimal dimensions. 

For the class glass and background the highest 
average accuracies were achieved, as was expected. The 
class shot did not follow this tendency. Its optimal 
dimension was 12 but the highest accuracy for dimension 
21 was achieved. Detailed information about this 
experiment can be found in [12].  

6. Conclusions and future work 
PCA applied to different feature kinds achieved 

higher accuracies compared to baseline models (in our 
cases for lower dimensions), but PCA applied to combined 
features did not. In AED, PCA also works well, when a 
separate acoustic model for each class was created. Our 
intention in the future is to refine the present PCA method 
and to combine PCA with LDA to achieve better 
efficiency. In case of partial training of PCA matrix we 
would like to develop an algorithm, which could find the 
statistically significant data (features) from the training 
database that will be used to learn the PCA matrix. 
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Abstract. A new method of unequal error control for 
image with ROI is described. Region of interest (ROI) 
technique is important in applications where certain parts 
of an image are of a higher importance than the rest of the 
image. Image with ROI is realized by using EZW and 
SPIHT methods. Unequal coding of image is provided by 
ROI and subband image coding (SBC). In this paper, 
coding techniques are proposed allowing unequal error 
control of individual bands according to certain rules. In 
our proposed method, image is divided into two parts, ROI 
and background (BG). Transmitted bytes are divided into 
two groups, more important bytes (MIB) and less important 
bytes (LIB). The result of our proposal is to demonstrate 
comparison of image transmission with ROI technique and 
without ROI technique over multiple noisy channels. 

Keywords 
Region of Interest (ROI), unequal error control 
(UEC), subband coding (SBC), most important bytes 
(MIB), less important bytes (LIB). 

1. Introduction 
With the growth of multimedia application and the 

spread of Internet, the access of digital image becomes 
effortless. Hence, the image content-based retrieval is 
essential for digital image libraries and databases. Image 
compression has become necessary in storage and 
transmission application. The objective of image 
compression is to decrease the bit rate for transmission or 
storage while maintaining an acceptable fidelity or image 
quality. Some examples of image compression techniques 
are embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) and set partitioning 
in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [8].  

Recently, much attention has been paid to the ROI 
coding since the functionality of ROI is suitable for many 
applications in which certain parts of an image are more 
meaningful than the other parts of the image [1, 2, 3]. 

In subband coding of images the image frequency 
band is split up into subbands after which each subband is 
encoded separately using a coder and bit rate accurately 
matched to the statistics of that particular band [4, 5].  

The areas of ROI and SBC have already been 
described in a number of sources. Some of new ROI coding 
methods were described by Liu and Fan in [1] and by Wang 
and Bovik in [2]. In detail SBC of images was described by 
Westerink [4]. Description of unequal error protection 
codes for image transmission was presented by Le and 
Liyana-Pathirana [5]. Some of basic information about SBC 
was described by Mihalík and Smith with Eddins [8, 9]. 

This article presents new method of unequal error 
control for image with ROI. The main idea of our method is 
UEC image information for transmission over discrete 
channel with noise by using ROI. We will analyze 
comparison of image transmission with ROI technique and 
without ROI technique over noisy channel by using UEC.  

The paper is organized as follows. First, basic 
information about UEC is described in Section II. Basis of 
ROI is referred to in Section III. Some information about 
SBC will be mentioned briefly in Section IV. In Section V 
we will in detail describe our method of unequal error 
control for image with ROI. Then we will show some 
important results of our method in Section VI. Finally, 
some concluding remarks will be given in Section VII. 

2. Unequal error control 
Masnick and Wolf first introduced the concept of 

UEC codes in 1969. Their approach influenced different 
techniques of protection of codeword symbols, restricting 
the known facts to systematic codes. The structure of codes 
with UEC differs fairly from the ordinary code. In the case 
of UEC the bits of the code words are protected in order of 
importance. The necessity for UEC arises in applications 
where the transmitted data is a coded signal such as speech, 
audio, image or video [5, 7]. 

3. Region of Interest (ROI) 
Region of interest (ROI) coding is important in 

applications where certain parts of an image are of a higher 
importance than the rest of the image. In these cases the 
ROI is encoded with higher quality than the background. 
Example applications include client/server applications or 
face images [1, 2, 3]. 
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4. Subband coding (SBC) 
Subband representation of image [8, 9] the image 

frequency band is split up into subbands [8]. Subband 
image coding has been shown to be an effective technique 
for high quality coding at low bit rates. The subband coding 
system may be viewed as having two basic components: the 
subband analysis/synthesis subsystem, which is composed 
of filter banks, and the coding subsystem, which may 
employ some form of differential or vector quantization. 
Both components must be carefully designed [4, 9]. 

A four-band coding is illustrated in Figure 1, where 
band splitting is carried out alternately in the horizontal and 
vertical directions. In the figure, L and H represent the low 
pass and high pass filters with a 2:1 down – sampling, 
respectively [6]. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of four-band coding [6] 

5. Description of method 
The idea of our method is in UEC image information 

for transmission over discrete channel with noise by using 
ROI. In this method image is divided into two parts: region 
of interest (ROI) and background (BG).  

In our analysis we will focus on the transmission of 
region of interest (ROI). Background of image (BG) in this 
analysis is not important. Image compression is realized by 
using EZW and SPIHT methods. 

In this method, the first, we will choose suitable ROI 
of image. Subsequently compression techniques EZW and 
SPIHT are implemented on the image. These compression 
techniques will be implemented in the ROI and BG of 
image. In the next step we will decompose the image into 
individual bands (subimages) using subband coding (SBC).  

In this step of the method is to need implement 
various error controls for each subband (subimages) of the 
transmitted images with defines ROI. In our experiment, the 
allocation of bits is used on the basis of variances of the 
coefficients from individual subimages. We will use four-
band decomposition within SBC and RS codes for 
protection of information bytes. The Reed-Solomon codes 
utilized here are block based error correcting codes and are 
widely used for channel coding. The RS codes correct the 
symbol (or byte) error and not the bit error; lengths in terms 

of symbols. In method individual information bytes are 
divided into two importance groups. Let 

• MIB – More Important Bytes, 

• LIB – Less Important Bytes. 

The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in 
Figure 2. 

)188,( 1qRS

)188,( 2qRS

)188,( nqRS

M M

Fig. 2. Block diagram of proposed system 

 

Our results we will compare with method of unequal 
error control by SBC without using ROI in image. 

6. Experimental results 
In this section we will examine at what level the 

symbol error rate (SER) can still transmit images through a 
channel with noise, but the basic result of the analysis will 
be compare PSNR values for method with using ROI 
technique a without using ROI technique. 

 The obtained results are shown in a chart, depending 
of PSNR (Peak Signal – to – Noise Ratio) on SER (Symbol 
Error Rate). Symbol is equal 8 bits in this case. Following 
RS codes were selected for our method: 

• C1: RS (216, 188) correcting maximum 14 errors, 

• C2: RS (196, 188) correcting maximum 4 errors. 

The number of information bytes chosen is 188, but 
for the image transfer we will use 187 bytes. One byte is 
intended for synchronization.  

We will analyze an image “Boat” of size 512 x 512 
pixels. Image with a defined ROI obtained by means of two 
compressions techniques EZW and SPIHT. Technique 
EZW is set with the parameter Maxloop on value of 12, and 
technique SPIHT with Maxloop equals 10. Maxloop means 
the maximum number of steps for the compression 
algorithm.  

Image with draft of ROI is shown in Figure 3. 
Obtained images (with ROI and without ROI) from 
individual subbands using SBC is shown in Figure 4. 

As shown in Figure 4, for both cases (No ROI, ROI), 
only the first and second band (subimage) is transmitted 
through the channel for particular values of bit per pixel 
(bpp). This means that in this case, we will only deal with 
those bands. The last two bands of decomposition are 
uninteresting for us in this particular analysis. The bytes in 
the first band will be considered as MIB and bytes in the 
second band will be considered as LIB (Fig. 5b).  
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Fig. 3. Image “Boat” with draft of ROI 

     

                        a)                                                    b) 

Fig. 4. Images “Boat” obtained from individual subbands a) 
method without using ROI (0,74 bpp), b) method with 
using ROI (0,75 bpp) 

In the first band, for both cases (No ROI, ROI), we 
will implement Code 1. In the second, we will implement 
Code 2 (Fig. 5b). Bit rates for ROI image and no ROI 
image are shown in Table 1.  

Table 2 shows the numerical values of SER for Codes 
C1 – C2. Table 3 shows the numerical values of PSNR for 
individual decoded images. Experimental results for 
calculation of numbers of bytes and bits per pixels are 
shown in Table 4. Figure 6 represent original image “Boat” 
and decoded images corresponding to various SER. 

    
                                   a)                              b) 

Fig. 5. a) Four-band split, b) Error protection of images related 
to the individual bands (subimages) using different RS 
codes 

 

Subband 
No ROI ROI 

Bitrates 

1 1,81 1,92 

2 1,14 1,06 

3 0 0 

4 0 0 

Tab. 1. Calculation of bitrates (boat 512 x 512) for four-band 
coding without ROI (0,74 bpp) and with ROI (0,75 bpp) 

Codes SER 

C1 – RS (216, 188) 0,06482 

C2 – RS (196, 188) 0,02041 

Tab. 2. Calculation of SER for various coding techniques 

 

Decoded images PSNR [dB] 

Fig. 6/b 30,50 

Fig. 6/c 22,92 

Fig. 6/d 36,57 

Fig. 6/e 27,13 

Tab. 3. Calculation of PSNR for various decoded images 

 

                                                    a)                               

     

                        b)                                                     c) 

     

                        d)                                                     e) 

Fig. 6.  Results on the test image “Boat” 512 x 512 for four band 
decomposition: a) original image, b) image after 
decoding without using ROI (0,74 bpp, 
PSNR=30,50dB), c) image after decoding without using 
ROI to ensure MIB using RS(216,188) (0,82 bpp, 
PSNR=22,92dB), d) image after decoding with using 
ROI (0,75 bpp, PSNR=36,57dB), e) image after 
decoding with using ROI to ensure MIB using 
RS(216,188) (0,83 bpp, PSNR=27,13dB) 
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Fig. 7. Dependence of PSNR on SER for image “Boat”:  
1 – No ROI (Fig. 6/b, c), 2 – ROI (Fig. 6/d, e).  
Image after decoded where is implemented RS (216,188) 
code for subimage which contain MIB and RS (196,188) 
code for subimage which contain LIB. For 

,02041,0≤SER it can transmission entire reconstruction 

image (Fig. 6/b or Fig. 6/d). For  
,06482,002041,0 ≤< SER  it can transmission only 

subimage which contain MIB (Fig. 6/c or Fig. 6/e).  

 

No ROI 26 914,88 B 0,8214 bpp 

ROI 27 270,00 B 0,8322 bpp 

Tab. 4. Experimental results 

In Figure 7, RS (216,188) code is implemented for 
subimages which contains MIB and RS (196,188) code for 
subimages which contains LIB. Curve 1 shows image 
transmission without using ROI technique. Entire 
reconstruction image (both subimages) can be transmitted if 
values of PSNR and SER are: dBPSNR 5,30=  and 

02041,0≤SER . Subimage which contain MIB can be 

transmitted for dBPSNR 92,22=  and 
06481,002041,0 ≤< SER . In the case of curve 2, image 

with using ROI can be transmitted provided that 
dBPSNR 57,36=  for 02041,0≤SER  and   
dBPSNR 13,27=  for 06481,002041,0 ≤< SER . 

From Figure 7 we can see that, after protecting MIB 
with the strongest RS code, we have the ability to transfer 
images with these features in multiple noisy channels. 
Subimages (representing individual bands) with a higher 
importance of bytes will be transmitted even when the 
channel error rate is higher. For ROI analysis, we were 
dealing with only some part of image, defined as region of 
interest. After decoding, the main information is in the ROI 
and, BG is uninteresting for us. In our proposed method of 
unequal error control for image with ROI in combination 
with SBC, transmitted image achieve better results of PSNR 
for whole range of SER with comparison with transmitted 
image without using ROI. 

That leads to the important conclusion that in case of 
transmission of the image information with some more 
important part for us, it is advantageous to use UEC for 
individual bands of image by using ROI and SBC. 

7. Conclusion 
 

In this article we tried to describe briefly and 
concisely a new method of unequal error control for image 
with ROI. Main idea of our method is UEC image 
information for transmission over discrete channel with 
noise by using ROI. We were analyzing an image “Boat” of 
size 512 x 512 pixels. In our analysis we were focus on the 
transmission of ROI in image. ROI and BG are 
distinguished by different compression techniques. 
Subsequently we were decomposing the image into 
individual bands (subimages) by SBC. For protection 
individual subimages with MIB and LIB we were using RS 
codes. 

Our results are compared with method of unequal 
error control by SBC without using ROI in image. In case 
of transmission of the image information with some more 
important part, it is advantageous to use unequal error 
control for individual bands of image by using ROI and 
SBC. 
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Abstract. In this paper, spatial shape error concealment 
techniques to be used for object-based image in error-
prone environments are proposed. It is assumed that the 
shape of the corrupted object is in the form of a binary 
alpha plane. Some of the shape data is missing due to the 
channels error. We consider a geometric shape 
representation consisting of the object boundary, which 
can be extracted from the α-plane. Three different 
approaches are used to replace a missing boundary 
segment: Bezier interpolation, Bezier approximation and 
NURBS approximation. Experimental results on object 
shape with different concealment difficulty demonstrate the 
performance of the proposed methods. Comparisons with 
proposed methods are also presented 

Keywords 

Error concealment, Shape coding, Object-based 
image, NURBS, Bezier curves . 

1. Introduction 

In wired and wireless networks the transmission of 
images may lead to loss. As retransmission of lost or 
damaged packets may incur delay, error resiliency methods 
have been developed to detect and correct transmission 
errors. Therefore error detection and concealment is used.  

The MPEG-4 object-based audiovisual coding 
standard [1] opened up the way for new video services, 
where scenes are understood as a composition of objects; 
this approach may have advantages in terms of coding 
efficiency as well as in terms of additional functionalities. 
However, to make these object-based services available in 
error-prone environments, such as mobile networks or the 
Internet, with an acceptable quality, appropriate error 
concealment techniques dealing with both shape and texture 
data are necessary. 

Depending on the data that is used, the decoder error 
concealment techniques can be divided in three major 
categories: 

• Spatial error concealment – only data from the 
current time instance is used to perform the concealment. 
The corrupted areas are recovered by interpolating or 

approximating the data from the surrounding corrected 
decoded areas. 

• Temporal error concealment – data from other 
time instance is used to perform the concealment. Although 
the most common approach is to use data from the 
immediately preceding time instance. 

• Spatio-temporal error concealment – this 
approach is a combination of spatial and temporal error 
concealment. Some parts of the image might be concealed 
using spatial concealment, others by using temporal 
concealment and still others by using a little bit of all. 

   
a)    b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 1. An Object and its transmitted components: a) original 
image; b) image α-plane; c) reference contour  

In this paper, original spatial shape error concealment 
techniques will be presented. All techniques assume that the 
shape of the corrupted object is in the form of binary alpha 
plane and that some of the shape data is missing due to 
channel errors. Due to the missing some of the contour 
segments contour will be broken. The idea is to 
approximate the missing contours using NURBS. Many 
different approaches can be found in [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. 
We propose a spatial error concealment technique based on 
a contour representation of the object shape, i.e., the 
boundary of its texture (Fig. 1). 

Error concealment includes the construction of a new 
curve that successfully replaces the missing boundary parts 
and joins smoothly with the received parts. The existing 
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geometric concealment approaches build a polynomial 
concealment curve based on  

2. Spatial Shape Error Concealment 

Scheme 

In object-based coding system, objects are encoded 
independently, although they together build a scene. In 
general error concealment in object-based system can be 
structured in two levels: object level concealment and scene 
level concealment. The first one deals with error detection 
and concealment for each single object. Each object uses 
only its own data and no data from other surrounding 
objects. Scene level concealment deals with error detection 
and concealment for the whole scene. 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed shape-concealment process  

 
Fig. 3. Proposed schematic process  

The technique proposed in this paper is a spatial 
technique, in the sense that it does not rely on information 
from other temporal instants. Fig. 2 illustrates block 
diagram for the shape concealment technique. The input is 
corrupted alpha plane. Our proposed schematic process is 
shown in Fig. 3.  

The four steps that have to be followed in order to 
conceal the corrupter alpha plane are [2]:  

• Contour extraction – extract the contour from the 
corrupted shape data is the first step to conceal the lost 
blocks in the alpha plane. The contour will be broken if 
some of the lost shape blocks were border blocks. An 
example of broken contour, extracted from the shape of the 
Akiyo video object, is shown in Fig. 4 b). If the lost blocks 
do not correspond to the border blocks, the contour 
extracted from the corrupted shape is in no way affected. 

• Contour recovery - the missing contours are 
approximated with Bezier curves and NURBS. Bezier and 
NUBS curves are easier to manipulate and much faster to 
compute which is especially important when video 
applications are considered.  

For each pair of contour endings, the recovery of the 
contour inside the missing area with NURBS and Bézier 
curves is performed by following three steps. 

1) Determination of the four points that fully specify 
the NURBS and Bézier curves relevant for the contour in 
question.  

2) Definition of an analytical continuous expression of 
the NURBS and Bézier curves from the points determined 
in the previous step. 

3) Finally, computation of a discrete representation of 
the continuous NURBS and Bézier curves determined in 
the previous step, in order to obtain the edge representation 
of the interpolating contour inside the lost area. 

• Shape filling - after the lost contour parts have been 
recovered a new closed contour is obtained.  The 
corresponding shape is then filled with shape level 
information, i.e. black [7]. 

3. Performance Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the proposed shape-concealment 
technique, several MPEG-4 bitstreams have been tested, 
each bitstream containing one video object (according to 
the Core Visual Object Type [1]) encoded at a given bit 
rate. The exact bit rate value used is unimportant because it 
does not influence the quality of the shape since lossless 
shape coding was used.3 On the other hand, the quality of 
the texture data is highly dependent on the used bit rate. 
Since users are very sensitive to errors in the shape data, 
shape is typically coded in intra mode for every time 
instant. This way, after the concealment is done, if a given 
VOP still has some shape artifacts, these will not propagate 
to the following VOPs. 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed 
technique in terms of shape recovery, a shape quality metric 
is needed. During the development of the MPEG-4 
standard, a shape quality metric was used within MPEG to 
evaluate the performance of several proposed lossy shape 
coding techniques [8]. This metric is based on the ratio 
between the number of shapels that are different in the 
original and reconstructed alpha planes and the total 
number of original shapels as shown in equation: 

shapelall

shapeldiff
Dn _

_
=  

Where shapeldiff _  is number of different shapels 

in the original and reconstructed alpha plane and 
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shapelall _  is number of the opaque shapels in the 

original alpha plane. 

This metric can also be expressed as a percentage: 

[%]100 nn xDD =  

4. Results 

To test the proposed concealment method a number of 
experiments were performed, some of which are presented 
here. Examples showing the visual outcome are show 
besides numerical results. In order to quantify the 
performance of the proposed concealment method, we will 

use a relative measure, the ratio nD  of the number of 

different pixels in the original and reconstructed α-plane 
divided by the total number of object pixels in the original 
α-plane. In MPEG-4 is used this quality metric to evaluate 
shape coding techniques. We will compare our method to 
the error concealment method proposed by Soares and 
Pereira [2]. Finally, reconstructed α-planes and restored 
images will be illustrated for subjective evaluation. 

There is one object shape used in our experiments, 
namely Akiyo. For this boundary we assumed a missing 
segment consisting of various points and applied the 
proposed method. After boundary reconstruction 

corresponding α-plane was extracted. The nD  values 

associated with every object are shown in Table 1. As can 
be seen in Table 1, only a small percentage of the 
reconstructed object pixels differ from the original ones. In 
most cases, such small differences are hardly visible. 
Comparing the results in Table I, Bezier interpolation gives 
the best results. NURBS improvement is greater in the case 
of smoother boundary. This is explained by the fact that 
cubic curves can be effective for complex boundaries. 

 
a) 

 
b) 
 

 
c) 

 Fig. 4 Examples of corrupted shape of alpha plane and corrupted 
contour: a) error pattern 1; b) error pattern 2; c) error pattern 3 
 

  
a) 
 

  
b) 
 

  
c) 

Fig. 5 Examples of reconstructed contour and recovered alpha plane 
(pattern 1 – Fig 4 a ) using; a) NURBS; b) Bezier approximation; c) 

Bezier interpolation 
 

  
a) 

  
b) 
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c) 

Fig. 6 Examples of reconstructed contour and recovered alpha plane 
(pattern 2 – Fig. 4 b ) using; a) NURBS; b) Bezier approximation; c) 

Bezier interpolation 
 

  
a)   b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 8 Examples of reconstructed decoded VOP [0,4bpp] (pattern 1 – Fig. 
4 a ) using; a) NURBS; b) Bezier approximation; c) Bezier interpolation 

 

  
a)   b) 

 

 
c) 

Fig. 9 Examples of reconstructed decoded VOP [0,4bpp] (pattern 2 – Fig. 
4 b ) using; a) NURBS; b) Bezier approximation; c) Bezier interpolation 

In Table II comparison using objective criterion is 
shown. PSNR values are presented in decibels. 

 NURBS App_Bezier Int_Bezier 

pattern 1 3,25 3,27 2,88 

pattern 2 0,62 0,72 0,43 

pattern 3 0,67 0,69 0,51 

Tab. 1.  Dn [%] values of for Akiyo 

 NURBS App_Bezier Int_Bezier 

pattern 1 26,77 26,57 27,18 

pattern 2 34,07 34,05 34,52 

pattern 3 36,05 35,85 36,34 

Tab. 2.  PSNR values of for Akiyo [0,4bpp] 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a technique was proposed to conceal 
shape errors in the binary alpha planes. NURBS and Bezier 
curves are used for reconstruction of corrupted image 
boundaries. Methods are based on the interpolation and 
approximation of the received boundary in a way that can 
represent its complexity level and preserve its direction at 
the connecting points. The key idea of this study is to use 
NURBS to represent the portion of image data without 
corruption. The concealment curve is a cubic B–spline 
curve having the same direction at the connecting points. 
Our method leads to better objective and subjective results 
than the current state of the art.  

As follow from experiment, Non-Uniform Rational B-
Spline can be used for shape reconstruction and gain very 
good results. 
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Abstract. This  paper  describes  the  new  technique  
of evaluating  the quality  of  encoded video  signals based  
on logatom recognizability using so-called sign logatomes  
and the result in single-handed and double-handede finger  
alphabets.  Proposed  method  was  used  for  video  quality  
measurement in h.264 encoded realtime distributed video  
of hearing-impaired children and adults.
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1. Introduction
Evolving  technologies  and  advanced  processing 

techniques  in  TV,  internet,  or  telecommunications  raise 
their standards of image quality and sound. But high quality 
video also requires considerable volume of data that needs 
to  be  transferred  (and  paid).  Therefore,  we  always  try 
to find  the  best  compromise  between  acceptable  video 
quality and cost.

Subjective  tests  show  that  sound  tends  to  reduce 
people's ability to recognize video image degradation. Deaf 
people  however  are  not  affected  by  sound,  so  their 
subjective video quality evaluation can differ from hearing 
people.  Actually,  the biggest  difference of video of cued 
speech is its purpose - it is the equivalent of sound channel 
in normal audiovisual recordings. Hearing-impaired people 
doesn't  rely  that  much  on  video  quality,  as  the  most 
important  thing  to  them  is  whether  they  are  able 
to understand the meaning.

The  main difference  between the  terms  quality  and 
intelligibility  is  that  the  term  "quality"  describes 
the appearance of decoded video signal ("how" the viewer 
sees it) and the "intelligibility" is just one aspect of quality 
saying if the received information gives any sense ("what" 
the viewer sees in it).  High-quality video signal  is likely 
to be intelligible. Conversely, of course it may or may not 
apply.  Anyway,  unintelligibility  is  an  indicator  of  poor 
quality. In the acoustics, intelligibility threshold is defined 

as  a  point,  after  which one  does  hear,  but  one  does  not 
understand [1]. 

Our  aim is  to  find  criteria  for  video  signal  quality 
encoded in various bit-rates,  to achieve full intelligibility 
of Slovak (or other) cued speech and finger alphabet.

2. Cued Speech and Finger Alphabet
Cued  speech  is  the  primary  communication  tool 

of hearing impaired or hard of hearing people. It  is visual 
and  spatial  language  with  its  own  grammar  and  gesture 
vocabulary.  It  has  visual-motile  modality  and  it  is 
independent of spoken language. But it is not international. 
It  uses  three-dimensional  space  (the  gesture  space) 
for communication,  which  is  defined  horizontally  and 
vertically.  In  gesture  languages,  we  have  two  types 
of meaning carriers: 

• manual = position, shape and movement of hands 

• non-manual = facial expression, position of eyes, 
head, upper body, mouth movement

The  basic  communication  element  is  gesture.  It  is 
given by configuration (shape and placement) of the hands 
in gesture space, by palm and finger orientation, and also 
by hand movements themselves. It is quite difficult to learn 
the  gestures  from books  or  static  images,  because  even 
slight difference in movement and location of the hand can 
change  the  meaning.  Hence,  personal  demonstration,  or 
understandable video preview is needed. 

Finger  alphabet  was  not  created  naturally  and 
spontaneously  by  deaf  people.  It  was  adapted 
from monasteries.  It  is  a  system of finger  and movement 
configurations  that  represent  alphabetic  characters. 
The number of characters is related to the number of speech 
sounds (phonemes) of the language. It  is commonly used 
for  purposes  of  clarification,  such  as  unfamiliar  words, 
names  of  persons,  geographical  names,  or  with  words, 
for whose the asking person doesn't know the appropriate 
gesture.  An  advantage  of  the  finger  alphabet  is  that  its 
adoption  is  not  difficult  or  time-consuming.  It  helps 
to express the words in correct grammatical form and thus 
it is the tool for obtaining a richer vocabulary. In the world, 
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there are two widely used systems of the finger alphabet 
[2]:

• Single-handed method (also “finger-spelling”) (Fig. 1)

• Double-handed method.  (Fig. 2)

Single-handed finger alphabet (dactyl) is used to teach 
children at schools for students with hearing impairment. It 
is more widespread in the world. On international meetings, 
the only used finger-spelling alphabet is the one approved 
by The World Federation of The Deaf.

Double-handed  finger  alphabet  tends  to  be  used 
by older people, because it is slower. Despite its slowness, 
it is also used at lectures and seminars because of its better 
intelligibility and visibility [3].

Fig. 1.  Example of single-handed finger alphabet. 

Fig. 2. Example of double-handed finger alphabet.

3. Subjective and Objective Methods 
for the Quality and Intellibility
kSubjective  evaluations  are  based  on  comparing 

the original  and  processed  video  signal  by  a  group 
of hearing  impaired  volunteers  that  evaluate  (by  their 
subjective  feelings)  the  quality  and  intelligibility 
of the stream, according to a defined scale.

Objectively,  intelligibility  is  measured  by  statistical 
methods.  In  the  simplest  case,  it  is  the  percentage 
of correctly  recognized  elements.  For  sentence 
intelligibility,  recognition  is  considered  successful,  when 

the  reproduced  sentence  has  correct  context  and  makes 
sense.  Logatom  recognizability  is  expressed  as  the 
percentage  of  correct  consonants  and  vowels  from  all 
speech  sounds  in transmitted  logatomes.  Resulting  from 
this, it is clear that logatom based recognizability is much 
more demanding than sentence or word based one, because 
the meaning cannot be guessed from the context [1].

4. The Intelligibility (Recognizability)
In  acoustics,  the  intelligibility  of  the  language  (Z) 

defines  the  percentage  of  correctly  received  elements  or 
parts of speech (a) divided by their total number (b): 

 %aZ 100
b

= ⋅ (1)

We  distinguish  consonant,  logatom,  word,  and 
sentence  based  intelligibility.  Logatomes  are  artificial 
words designed to look alike words of given language, but 
they do not have the meaning. The term recognizability is 
used  in  recognition  of  speech  sounds  (phonemes)  and 
logatomes,  as  one  can  either  recognize  or  not  recognize 
them, but there is nothing to be understood [4].

Similarly,  we can explore the intelligibility of video 
recordings: sentence and word intelligibility using gestures, 
while  logatom  and  consonant  recognizability  using 
the finger alphabet. One sign in finger alphabet represents 
one  speech  sound  in  logatom.  Thereby  it  is  possible 
to create a sort of "sign logatomes" for the deaf.

4.1 Sentence  intelligibility
In [5] there is a new evaluation methodology of video 

signal  quality  in  transmissions  of  gesture  language 
in videoconferencing.

4.2 Logatom recognizability
In logatom recognizability evaluation we use artificial 

monosyllabic  words  without  meaning  (logatoms) 
to mitigate  people’s  tendency  to  correct  the  incorrectly 
understood consonants or words according to the meaning. 
We create so-called “sign logatoms” – every speech sound 
in  logatom  is  represented  by  an  appropriate  sign  from 
Slovak  one-handed  or  two-handed  alphabet.  It  is  a  new 
evaluation  methodology  of  video  signal  quality 
in transmissions of gesture language in videoconferencing. 

This  work  shows  a  new  objective  method 
for examining  the  logatom  recognizability  (as  used 
in telephonometry for speech sound articulation) with a use 
of  subjective  ACR  method  (full  categorical  evaluation). 
This methodology is based on the intelligibility according 
to  variable  transmission  channel  capacity.  The  aim  is 
to determine  video  degradation  threshold,  at  which 
the signs  of  alphabet  (single-handed  and  double-handed) 
are  still  correctly  understood,  the  degree  of  degradation 
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of particular alphabet signs and, alternatively,  mutual sign 
exchangeability.

5. Experiment

a

b

Fig. 3. Picture  taken  from  the  experiment  (cut):  a)  H.264 
decoded  frame  with  parameter  QP=40  (640x360);  b) 
H.264 decoded frame with parameter QP=50 (640x360).

Based on this methodology we created the following 
experiment. 

5.1 Single-handed finger alphabet
We produced 2 video previews with seven different 

logatoms  in  Slovak  single-handed  finger  alphabet  (one 
with 41 consonants,  one with 42 consonants).  The length 
of the video previews is about one minute.  For the whole 
experiment  we  used  four  different  video  formats 
of 1280x720,  640x360,  320x180  and  160x90  pixels  per 
frame  with  25  frames  per  second.  Subsequently,  these 
recordings were encoded by the H.264 codec in various bit 
rates  (QP  =  30,  40,  50  that  corresponds  to  rates 
from 390 kbit/s to 4.5 kbit/s respectively).

12  created  samples  were  shown  to  8  elementary 
school pupils. Testing was realized according to subjective 
ACR method. A random sequence of consonants is quite 
hard to remember; therefore some sequences were shown 
multiple  times  to  the  same  people  (in  different  bit-rate 
and/or  video  format)  without  mentioning  it  in  advance. 
Additionally,  there  was  need  for  another  person 
(as interpreter), because the children were not able to watch 
the video and write down the meaning at the same time; 
so they were just showing (in finger alphabet) what did they 
see and the interpreter person was writing it into the answer 
sheet.  Then  the  pupils  evaluated  the  subjective  video 
quality according to Tab 1.

The whole test consists of two parts:

1.  Subjective,  where  the  video  was  evaluated 
according to given voting options shown in Tab 1.

1 Completely understandable

2 Understandable

3 Sporadically inapprehensible

4 Inapprehensible

Tab.  1. Proposed  voting  options  for  consonant  intelligibility 
testing

2. Objective,  where  the  respondent  had  to  rewrite 
the consonants  organized  into  logatomes  to  the  letters 
of the Slovak  alphabet.  While  the  sentence  intelligibility 
evaluation  was  based  on  subjective  rating,  the  logatom 
recognizability expresses the correctness of all consonants 
in logatom in percents. 

Resolution QP 30 40 50

160x90

Objective 
evaluation [%]

90,24 71,95 0

Subjective 
evaluation

2 3 4

Bitrate [kbit/s] 18,3 7,2 4,5

320x180

Objective 
evaluation [%]

93,90 76,19 45,23

Subjective 
evaluation

2 3 4

Bitrate [kbit/s] 51,6 17 7,5

640x360

Objective 
evaluation [%]

96,49 83,30 50,00

Subjective 
evaluation

1 2 3

Bitrate [kbit/s] 149,2 42,1 18,4

1280x720

Objective 
evaluation [%]

95,23 95,12 93,90

Subjective 
evaluation

1 1,5 2

Bitrate [kbit/s] 389,4 126,9 56,2

Tab. 2.  Results from performed experiment

The results of the intelligibility evaluation of single-
handed  Slovak  finger  alphabet  fulfilled  our  anticipation, 
as they are  clearly dependent  on  image quality.  Minimal 
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video  transfer  speed  depends  on  video  format  settings. 
At the  bit-rate  of  35  kbit/s  and  video  format  640x360 
the respondent  is  able  to  recognize  50%  of  consonants, 
while at  the same bit-rate,  but  in 160x90 the respondent 
recognizes  nearly  90%.  With  decreasing  recognizability 
there was an increasing number of consonant interchanges, 
mostly between 'a'  and 's',  'o'  and  'f',  and there  was also 
higher  frequency  of  missed  or  extra  added  consonants. 
Light  conditions,  camera  settings,  and  background  color 
have  big  impact  on  overall  intelligibility,  as  well  as 
on visibility and ability to interpret the signs.

5.2 Double-handed finger alphabet
We produced one video preview with five different 

logatoms  in  Slovak  double-handed  finger  alphabet 
(together 26 consonants). Simillarily as with single-handed 
alphabet, we performed the test. 12 created samples were 
shown to  10  adult  persons  in  age  from 20  to  33  years. 
Video Resuts are shown in Tab.3.

a

b

Fig. 14 Picture  taken  from  the  experiment  (cut):   a)  H.264 
decoded  frame  with  parameter  QP=30  (640x360);  b) 
H.264 decoded frame with parameter QP=50 (640x360).

Resolution QP 30 35 40

160x90

Objective 
evaluation [%]

97,3 88,5 80,8

Subjective 
evaluation

2 2,5 3

Bitrate [kbit/s] 18,9 11,2 7,1

320x180

Objective 
evaluation [%]

100 93,8 87,5

Subjective 
evaluation

1 1,5 2

Bitrate [kbit/s] 52,7 26.6 17,8

640x360

Objective 
evaluation [%]

100 100 100

Subjective 
evaluation

1 1 1

Bitrate [kbit/s] 151,3 66.4 42,1

Tab. 3.  Results from performed experiment

6. Conclusion
This paper describes the new technique of evaluating 

the  quality  of  video  signals  based  on  logatom 
recognizability  using  so-called  sign  logatomes  and 
the result  in  single-handed  and  double-handede  finger 
alphabets. 

In  our  next  work  we  will  further  investigate  the 
methodology  of  evaluating  the  quality  of  video  signals 
based  on  selected  augmentative  and  alternative 
communication methods.
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Abstract. Speech recognition can be realized in many 

ways. This article describes a basic training process of 

hidden Markov models and a validation procedure as is 

realized via Masper procedure that is based on HTK 

(Hidden Markov Toolkit) system. Evaluation is performed 

on a set of application words for Slovak language. 

Keywords 

Speech Recognition, HMMs, MFCC, Masper. 

Introduction 

        Speech recognition is process of automatic recognition 

of said speech. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have 

proved to be an appropriate solution for complex systems 

that are able to operate with large vocabulary and complex 

grammar, and also to work independently from speaker. 

Therefore, much attention is concentrated on research in 

HMMs. New solutions are been found to improve 

efficiency, increase success and reduce the computational 

time of recognition process. First of all must be carried 

training process that sets HMM parameters which represent 

recognized speech units, in this case phonemes, using 

databases containing training speech recordings. After it, 

the recognition process may start. The output of training 

process determines the success of the recognition rate in 

specific application. 

1.Principle of HMMs 
Speech recognition systems generally assume that the 

speech signal is a realization of some message encoded as a 

sequence of one or more symbols [1]. Source of speech 

signal is a state model, which is in each moment located in 

specific state. In other moment it can remain in this state or 

move to another state. 

Human speech is characteristic by its acoustic 

structure, linguistic structure and exhibition of speaker’s 

personality. Fundamental attribute of sound, thus speech as 

well, is the intensity (loudness), pitch and color. Basic tone 

of human voice is characterized by the frequency vibration 

of vocal chords. Adult male has this frequency between 90 

and 150 Hz, female from 130 to 300 Hz, and children over 

300 Hz. When the voice is traveling in the vocal 

apparatuses, there are resonances in the oral, nasal and 

pharynx cavities. These resonances intensify some parts of 

sound spectrum and thus produce formants. While the basic 

frequency indicates the pitch formants make resultant 

acoustic feeling. 

Imagine that we have a finite number of sounds 

generated by the vocal tract, for example, individual 

phonemes always pronounced in the same way. The speech 

signal consists of stocks, representing sounds (phonemes), 

their time limits are unknown. Therefore we divide the 

signal into short segments, so that each of them will be 

generating only one sound (the short section of the order of 

tens of milliseconds assume stationary speech signal). The 

condition is that each segment is modelled by one state. 

Therefore, we have a sequence of states (which we do not 

see) and the sequence of features (sounds) that we observe. 

Now, we have a bigger number of different fetures, while 

we are not sure, which feature is generated by which state. 

We know only probability density bi(oj) which means 

generation of the speech vectors oj by the particular states 

of i. Now while knowing observed sequence of speech 

vectors we can identify only probability of particular 

sequence of states. Let´s imagine now that we have higher 

number of such models (different words). The task of 

speech recognition is to identify which model has generated 

the observed sequence of speech vectors with the highest 

probability – which word was said. This principle 

represents the simplest case – the recognition of isolated 

words simulated by models of whole words. 

 

Fig. 1 Examples of left/right models with 4 emitting states and non-

emitting exit state 

 

1.1 Mathematical Representation 

Probabilities of transitions are expressed in the 

transition matrix A=[aij] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, where aij 
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reflects the probability of transition from state i to state j. 

For modelling processes arising at the time are used left-

right models, where each of the state can only go into a 

state with a higher or the same index. The simplest and 

most common model with possibility of transition only into 

the next state, but models are also used to skipping one or 

even several states as indicated in the figures below: 

The probability that model at the beginning will be in 

a particular state i reflects the initial probability πi. For the 

whole model is then the vector π=[πi] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. The 

most commonly used simple example where π1=1, πi=0 for 

2 ≤ i ≤ N. Instead of using the vector π, the one non-

emitting state is often added to the beginning of the model. 

Vector of initial probabilities thus becomes the first line of 

matrix A (expect a11 which is equal to 0). In addition to the 

transition matrix and vector of initial probabilities, the 

hidden Markov model is expressed also by probabilities of 

densities. I've dealt with the tied-mixtures models. 

1.2 Tied-mixtures models 

After the process of parameterisation of the speech 

signal from one time segment we get the one vector of 

parameters. Each of these parameters can acquire a 

continuous range of rates. The tied-mixture model is then 

determined by the parameters A, π, b. A represents 

transition matrix, π represents vector of initial probabilities. 

b = [bi(o)] for 1 ≤ i < N represents vector of probabilities 

of densities for particular states i. By introducing the 

probability density function as the sum of Gaussian 

mixtures we got expressions of tied-mixture hidden Markov 

model using a set of parameters A, π, C, μ, U, where μ is the 

mean matrix and U is the covariance matrix. Probabilities 

are expressed as multi-dimensional Gaussian mixtures, 

because of the diversity of the human voice (women, men 

and children). 

1.3 Compute the probability of model 

For calculation is used forward-backward algorithm 

which consists of the forward probabilities αj(t) and 

backward probabilities βj(t). αj(t) reflects the probability 

that at time t, the model is in state i and until time i was 

generated sequence of signs {o1, o2, … , ot}. βj(t) reflects 

probability that from time t +1 was generated sequence {ot 

+1, ot +2, ..., oT} if the model at time t is in state i. This way 

we can determine the probability of generating the observed 

sequence with given model, and thus determine the model 

for which this probability is maximal. 

1.4 Training and testing HMMs 

Training process involves efforts to find the λ model 

parameters, to maximize the probability P (O | λ), that 

model representing a certain speech unit (eg word) 

generates a sequence of O, which was created by 

parameterisation of said unit (word). I reached this by 

Baum-Welch algorithm which is based on “maximum 

likelihood” criterion. 

Recognition is a process which seeks an optimal 

sequence of states of the model, that the probability of 

generating observed sequence is greatest. This task can be 

reached by Viterbi algorithm. δi(t) is variable which reflects 

probability (rate) of the most optimal path ending at time t 

in state i. 

Fig. 2 Illustration of the iterative calculation δi (t) using the Viterbi 

algorithm (left) and an example of optimal paths in the model with 5 

emitting states (right) 

2.HTKs and MASPER 

All the theoretical knowledge could be tested in the 

training process Masper by recognition of application 

words (commands). The system HTK (Hidden Markov 

modelling toolkit) consists of a large number of elementary 

modules for self-training and recognition. I have been using 

train and test scripts for the process Masper prepared for 

the Slovak language and for database MobilDat-SK which 

was available for testing. Scripts are written in Perl for 

Unix operating system. Therefore, I used program Cygwin, 

Unix emulator under MS Windows. The actual procedure is 

then summarized in a few steps (not counting the number of 

database operations, such as creating indexes, change into a 

readable dictionary for HTK and below). 

2.1 Training 

Training is realized through a script MonoTrain.pl, 

without input parameters, which calls necessary subscripts 

and subroutines in HTK format during the procedure: 

2.1.1 Parameterisation 

At the beginning of training all audio files from all 

folders of speech database are parameterised and 

corresponding sets of parameters (features) are created. 

2.1.2 Initialisation and training of monophones 

The prototype of model is initialized by the “flat-start" 

method. Several processes of Baum-Welch Re-Estimation 

follow until the 32 mixtures model is reached. In this type 

of training are modelling monophones (models without 

time limits). 
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Fig. 3 Results of application words Recognition 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Output from file rec.res for tied model with 32 mixtures 
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2.1.3 Time warping and training of 

monophones with time limits 

Model that has been trained is again re-used for time 

warping of phoneme level. These transcripts are later used 

to create transcripts of triphones. Records with non-

probable transcripts are excluded. Now we can initialize 

each model separately and train as a “single-model” on 

pursuance of own records. Consequently the model of 

silence is established and several processes of embedded 

training are done. Mixtures of model are increased on 1 to 

32 (models mono_2_1, ... , mono_32_2). 

2.1.4 Creating and training of context-

dependent phonemes (triphones) 

Based on the alignment of the beginning of the 

previous step transcripts are created on the level of 

triphones. So-called internal expansion is used - models 

like SIL (silence) and SP (short pause) do not create 

contextual dependences. At the edges of words rise bi-

phones or monophones. Two processes of Baum Welch 

training follow (models tri_1_1 and tri_1_2). Statics of 

particular occurrences are generated with these Re-

Estimations too. 

2.1.5 Creating and training state clustered 

triphones 

According to statistics from the previous step, and 

according to rules of phonetics of the Slovak language, 

some states are tied and then are trained simultaneously. 

Again two processes of Baum Welch Re-Estimations 

follow (models tied_1_1 and tied_1_2). Training is 

concluded by increasing number of mixtures gradually on 

2,4,8,16,32. After each increase two processes of Baum 

Welch Re-Estimations follow (models tied_2_1, ... , 

tied_32_2).  Now is the training of triphones with tied 

states finished. Re-Training mixture monophones follow 

and it is also the end of process script MonoTrain. 

 

2.2 Recognition of application words 

It is realised through sviptest-apwords procedure and 

through MonoSVIP.pl script which are part of Masper. The 

recognition script takes as input parameters the name of the 

directory holding the trained models. Before running the 

script we need to edit two test configuration files in config 

subdirectory: 

 vocab.lis – this file define the test vocabulary, 

including semantic mapping 

 testccds.lis – this is  the list of corpus codes 

participating in the test [1] 

 

In the training procedure parameterisation 

MFCC_0_D_A_Z was used. The output of script in Cygwin 

is WER (word error rate) and SER (sequence error rate) for 

all trained models. In my case, each of these two rates was 

the same because application words consisted of one-word 

sequence. Graph showing the results of error rates is on the 

next page. Of the information we can logically deduced 

percentage of correct recognition: 

Correctly Identified Words = 100% – Words Error Rate 

Detailed recognition results are stored in the 

subdirectory nresults_train for all models in files rec.res. 

Example of recognition results for tied_32_2 models is 

shown on the next page. 

3.Conclusions 

As we see from results recognition (on the next page), 

Hidden Markov Models is meaningful because of low error 

rate which is being decreased by addition of useful 

information especially models with 32 Gaussian mixtures.  

Each set of parameters should cause different 

outcomes. Sometimes we come to surprising conclusions 

that not come up to expectations.  In my case I expected 

that model with 32 mixtures would have better rates than 

model with 8 mixtures. But error rate for tied model with 8 

mixtures reached 0,69% and 0,78% for tied model with 32 

mixtures. I can said that speech recognition per HMMs with 

5 emitting states and MFCC_0_D_A_Z parameterization 

reached excellent results bellow 1% of error rate. This 

technology can offer many options for the people around 

the world, so it is very useful. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we construct a new adaptive 

ARQ/HARQ algorithm for H.264 video streaming over 

wireless channels. The algorithm takes into account 

extensive changes in channel bit error rate and according 

to its current state, the appropriate transmit scheme is 

chosen. Our scheme switches between hybrid ARQ using 

RS codes, when channel is in high error state, and pure 

ARQ method when in low error state to save the 

unnecessary throughput and reduce the delay.  

Throughput performance of the proposed algorithm has 

been analyzed by simulating the transmission over land 

mobile satellite channel. Furthermore, we performed an 

optimization of scheme parameters to obtain best possible 

throughput for each channel conditions. 

Keywords 

H.264, adaptive ARQ/HARQ, Reed-Solomon, land 

mobile satellite, simulation. 

1.Introduction 

In the next generation wireless communication 

systems, there is an increasing demand for wireless 

multimedia services. However, successful multimedia 

transmission still poses important challenges that deserve 

special attention. One of the main challenges is the 

difficulty of reliable transmission over time varying and 

lossy wireless links. High and variable error rates of the 

wireless channel causes packet erasures. Multimedia data is 

especially vulnerable to channel errors due to the predictive 

coding techniques used in multimedia compression schemes 

such as H.264 and MPEG-4 [1]. These compression 

schemes divide continuous media into frames, and encode 

the frames so that they are dependent on each other. Due to 

this dependency an error that occurs in a frame may 

propagate to other frames. Moreover, multimedia data is 

usually time-sensitive. A frame should be received and 

decoded prior to a deadline; otherwise, the frame will be 

discarded and the succeeding frames will also be affected. 

When transmitting through channels with errors, the 

most common solution is to implement standard automatic 

repeat request (ARQ) strategies (considering feedback 

channel is available), such as Stop and Wait (SW), Go-

Back-N (GBN), or Selective Repeat (SR). These algorithms 

however are effective only in channels with low error rate 

because any single errored bit causes whole packet to be 

discarded and re-sent.  

Hybrid ARQ methods (HARQ) extend the 

communication ability of ARQ in considerably lower levels 

of signal to noise ratio (SNR) employing forward error 

correction codes (FEC). There are three types of HARQ 

schemes (HARQ type I, II and III) [2].  

2.New Adaptive Scheme 

The process of developing adaptive ARQ scheme has 

two main stages: 

 Choosing the type of transfer scheme used in high 

error state. 

 Designing the adaptation algorithm that manages 

switching between pure ARQ and the other scheme. 

2.1 HARQ Scheme Used 

In our approach, HARQ type-I with RS (Reed-

Solomon) code is chosen as FEC. The reason for using RS 

is that in common environments channel errors occur in 

bursts and often are not mutually independent. Under such 

circumstances, the RS code is much more efficient because 

it can handle error bursts very well [3].  

Main structure of RS codes is shown in Fig.  1 . 

 

Fig.  1.  Code word of RS code 
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RS code [N, K, t]  

N – Length of code word (in RS symbols) 

K – Count of information symbols (data) 

t – Count of repairable symbols (2t = redundancy)  
 

 
2

KN
t


  (1) 

Code word is created by generating polynomial: 

)(...)()()( 121   tiii xxxxg   (2) 

for i = 0,1,…,2t-1 

2.2 Considered ARQ Strategies  

Our main focus is on GBN and SR transfer modes. 

The main advantage of GBN is a good throughput at low 

implementation complexity since it does not require 

buffering on the receiver side. SR mode, on the other hand, 

has the best throughput, but at the cost of a higher 

complexity. We also analyze the SW mode, but only 

marginally, as with increasing delay its throughput quickly 

deteriorates beyond usable values (shown in Fig. 7).  

Anyway, our presented methodology for optimizing 

an adaptive throughput is independent of a transfer mode. 

2.3 The Adaptation Algorithm 

The design of the adaptation algorithm is a very 

important part of the whole scheme as the final throughput 

is dependent on its performance.  

We consider the forward channel to have two states; L 

state (low error rate) and H state (high error rate), as shown 

in Fig. 2 [5]. 

 

Fig. 2.  Channel model with 2 states: low error and high error 

state with probabilities of changing or not changing the 

state  

From this Gilbert model, based on assumptions made 

by Sastry in [4] and modified by Yao in [5], the switching 

scheme can be derived (Fig. 3). Big advantage of this 

model is that it does not require the knowledge of 

instantaneous packet error probability [5]. This channel 

state model is used to describe the way of switching 

between transfer methods. 

We have modified the original Yao's model to work 

with pure ARQ and HARQ type I transfer mode using RS 

coding (Fig. 3).  

 

Fig. 3.  Proposed Adaptive ARQ/HARQ Scheme 

We continued further by introducing an objective 

performance criterion, using which we are able to 

investigate the throughput performance of proposed scheme 

and find optimal parameter settings for every channel 

conditions. Furthermore, it is possible to automatize the 

search, so we are able to determine the best parameter 

values for any transmission setup. We also consider the 

other ARQ schemes and by attaching the appropriate error 

detection (CRC) code to the packets in pure ARQ mode, we 

create robust detection-correction system. 

2.4 Scheme throughput 

Corresponding to the two channel states, there are two 

operation modes in the proposed scheme.  

In channel state L, the transmitter follows the pure 

GBN or pure ISR ARQ and the throughput can be 

expressed as [6]: 

e

e
GBNB

PS

P






1

1
  (3) 

eISRB P 1  (4) 

where Pe is the block error probability which can be 

expressed as: 

 

n

be PP )1(1   (5) 

where Pb is a bit error probability in BSC, n is the 

block length and S is the delay expressed in data blocks. 

In channel state H, the transmitter works in HARQ 

transmission mode. It encodes the data before transmission 

using RS [N, K, t] code. As stated in Fig.  1, the RS code 

used is able to repair t symbol errors. Its code word length 

is N symbols and its information word length is K symbols 

with code rate K/N. Its throughput can be expressed as [6]: 
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He

He
GBNH

PS

P






1

1
  (6) 

HeISRH P 1  (7) 

where PHe is block error probability for channel 

state H. 

2.5 Parameters Description 

In Fig. 3, you can see two parameters – threshold T1 

and T2. These parameters are used as a limit for positive 

and negative acknowledgements respectively. When the 

amount of consecutive NAKs in low error state overreaches 

the threshold T2, the transmission mode is switched from 

ARQ mode to HARQ. In high error state, when the amount 

of consecutive ACKs overreaches the threshold T1, the 

transmission is switched back from HARQ to ARQ. The 

ACK/NAK counters are reset to zero after every mode 

switch. 

3. Construction of the Simulator 

After specifying all parameters for transmission and 

schemes, we are ready to build a simulator to find optimal 

threshold parameters. 

We have constructed a simulator that can work with 

all common ARQ strategies and its parameters are 

described below. 

3.1 Modes of Operation 

The simulator has two modes of operation: 

 No-RS 

 Full-RS 

When Full-RS mode is requested, FEC recovery data 

from RS code is appended to the end of the packet, 

extending it to the length of N. In No-RS mode, the data 

packet of length K+CRC is sent, where CRC value means 

error detection code length. In our simulations, we use 32-

bit CRC code, which is the same as used in ethernet frames 

that contain comparable number of bits.  

Similar overall approach of changing packet length is 

used also in wireless broadcast [7]. 

3.2 Delay 

Round-trip delay is always considered in the 

simulation. At the start of the simulation, it is expressed in 

multiples of data length (K), because this is the only value 

that is present in all modes. Delay in case of ARQ/HARQ 

scheme cannot be expressed exactly in number of slots, 

because the packet length changes over time (as RS gets 

involved). The delay is, therefore, always evaluated to be of 

the same length (in bits); no matter the current transfer 

mode (all simulation results presented in this paper have 

delay set to 5 times K). 

4. Throughput analysis 

We evaluate the throughput performance of the 

proposed ARQ scheme under the following assumptions: 

1. The feedback channel of the system is error-free. As 

described in [8], feedback errors degrade the 

throughput of the scheme, but their effect on the 

parameter optimization turns out to be almost 

negligible. 

2. Errors in consecutive packets occur independently. 

We assume that mutually independent bit errors are 

distributed according to selected channel model. RS 

codes achieve the best performance when repairing 

error bursts [3]. Therefore, independent errors are 

considered the worst-case scenario for the throughput 

performance. (It is also possible to simulate the real 

channel with error bursts and packet losses [9], but for 

our purpose it does not affect the main outcome of this 

paper.) 

3. Channel errors are always detected.  We assume that 

error detection code is robust enough to detect all 

channel errors in both ARQ and HARQ (because RS 

code is error detection code too).  

In Figures 4 - 7, we provide sample simulation results 

with parameters optimized for various channel settings.  

The optimal threshold values for two main ARQ 

schemes using two different RS code settings are shown in 

Tab 1.  

 

Fig. 4. Optimization of parameter T2 in rural environment, 

GBN ARQ mode, RS[511, 383] and T1=150. You can 

see that for this environment optimal parameter value for 

T2 is 2 (with MSE(2)=0.00019). 
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Fig. 5. Scheme throughput with optimized parameter T1; RS 

[511, 255], solid black - ACK=80, NAK=2; solid grey - 

throughput difference from adaptive scheme and ideal 

ARQ/HARQ; dashed - ideal HARQ; dotted - ideal ARQ  

 

Fig. 6. Throughput in dependence of SNR for two optimized 

schemes with different RS code in rural environment, 

GBN; solid black - RS[511, 383], ACK=150, NAK=2; 

dashed - RS[511, 255], ACK=80, NAK=2 

 

Fig. 7. Throughput in dependence of SNR for all major ARQ 

schemes in rural env, RS[511, 255]; solid grey - 

Selective repeat, ACK=130, NAK=5; solid black - GBN, 

ACK=80, NAK=2; dashed - S&W, ACK=20, NAK=3 
 

 GBN SR 

RS [511, 255] ACK=80   NAK=2 ACK=130   NAK=5 

RS [511, 383] ACK=150   NAK=2 ACK=100   NAK=5 

Tab. 1.  Optimal values of T1 and T2 for rural environment 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed and analyzed a new 

adaptive ARQ/HARQ scheme and the adaptation rule that 

estimates channel state by counting ACKs and NAKs. The 

described model provides a very good throughput 

performance when threshold parameters are properly used 

and set up. Another advantage of this scheme is its low 

computational complexity involving only two feedback 

counters. Also the quick optimization of performance 

parameter allows us to find the best scheme setup for 

various environments and transmission modes. Next 

attention can be focused on scheme's marginal error 

detection capability to properly determine the best 

combinations of ARQ detection and HARQ correction 

codes and possibly to set up switching between more than 

two operation modes. 
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Abstract. This paper serves as an overview of available 

open-source software that can be used to build a complete 

IP television system on an IP network. It defines a set of 

basic components that have to be present in such a system 

to be fully functional. It then analyzes the available 

software solutions that can fill the role of each component. 

The ultimate goal of this paper is to provide a viable 

starting point for anyone that wishes to develop a fully 

featured IPTV solution. 

Keywords 

IP-based television, multimedia broadcasting, open-

source software, specific communication network 

application 

1. Introduction 

This document analyzes the basic aspects of a 

technology used for multimedia broadcasting over IP 

Networks. It describes the basic structure of a system 

designed for efficient delivery of multimedia content from 

its source to the customer using IP based technologies. 

Since this kind of a system is of a highly modular nature, it 

begins by listing the basic technological components 

needed for its operation and then describes their relation to 

the rest of the system. Once the relations between the 

components are clearly explained, it proceeds with a 

detailed description of each of the components. The 

analysis is finalized by presenting a generic topology of  a 

fully featured IP television system. 

2. Common IP television system 

components 

Every network subsystem consists of several 

independent modules, each of which has its distinct role 

and position in the system. This section describes each of 

the components of the ITPV network subsystem, explains 

its role in the system, and defines its position in relation to 

other components directly connected to it. 

2.1 Content gateways 

Content gateways play a crucial role in every 

multimedia subsystem. Their purpose is to obtain 

multimedia streams from various outside sources and 

convert their signaling and encapsulation into the form 

required by the network on which the system is built.  

Our definition of a content gateway does not include 

re-encoding of the multimedia streams. They are supposed 

to capture the streams as they are delivered to them and 

make only those modifications to the stream that are 

required for it to be transported through the selected 

network. Ideally there should be no information loss caused 

by this conversion but sometimes it is inevitable (for 

example when the source is of analog nature). 

They are usually getting their data directly from an 

outside source and outputting it either directly into the 

network or into a re-encoder, which converts it and then 

injects it to the transport network in a re-encoded form. 

2.2 Re-Encoders 

Re-Encoders serve a special role in an IP television 

system. Their purpose is to receive a stream with a specific 

set of parameters and convert it into a stream with a 

different set of parameters. The parameters influenced by 

the conversion include bandwidth requirements, resolution, 

codec choice and others. This process often results in a loss 

of data, but it is not always a rule. Some codec’s are of a 

lossless nature allowing them to decrease the bandwidth 

requirement of a stream by increasing its computational 

complexity. 

They can be placed between a content gateway and 

the transport network. This is desirable if the whole 

transport network is homogenous, and the receivers are all 

compatible with a common stream, but the stream outputted 

by the content gateway does not match the criteria required 

by either the transport network or the receivers used. 

When the network is not homogenous it is often 

reasonable to place the re-encoders to the borders dividing 

the network into sections with different parameters.  
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2.3 Transport networks 

A transport network is responsible for reliable and 

effective transport of the data stream from its source (a 

content gateway, an re-encoder or a third party) to its 

destination (an receiver, an re-encoder or a third party). The 

physical topologies and technologies used in a transport 

network are defined by historical decisions, geographical 

limitations and various economic influences that are out of 

scope of this document. 

The most common technology used in IPTV broadcast 

is basic layer 2 ethernet switching and IP multicast. 

2.4 Service Directories 

Service directories are special components of most 

IPTV systems. Their sole purpose is to distribute 

information about available multimedia streams to the end 

point receivers. 

There are multiple methods of delivering the 

information from the service directory to the endpoint 

receiver dynamically. The simplest one is for a service 

directory to simply broadcast (or multicast) the information 

on a common address that the receivers listen on. 

2.5 Network Controllers 

Network controllers are often nicknamed the “brains” 

of IPTV subsytems. They may not be present in all designs 

but they often turn into a requirement with growing network 

complexity and the desire to provide advanced services to 

diverging groups of customers. Their main role is to act as 

a center for the management, accounting, and access 

control for the network while also providing many 

additional services. 

They are named network controller because their most 

important role is to control all the active devices in the 

network that need to be dynamically managed. This control 

involves the configuration of various quality of service 

parameters of the transport network that is often required in 

heavy loaded networks that need to reliably broadcast 

multimedia streams.  

2.6 Receivers 

Receivers are the end points of IPTV networks. This 

work will use the generic term “receiver” as a common 

name for any device receiving multimedia streams from the 

IPTV subsystem. These devices may range from a 

specialized software installed on a common PC, through 

basic hardware devices like set-top boxes connected to 

televisions, to various other devices that do not even need 

to be the end-points for the stream. A gateway to a different 

network that is used as a border router for multimedia 

stream exchange can be called a receiver if the stream 

traversing it is coming from inside our network into some 

other. 

They are usually connected directly to the transport 

network that they rely on for accessing the multimedia 

stream data, obtaining service lists from service directories 

and communicating with the network controllers. In some 

rare cases it is possible to separate the transport network 

used for receiving the inbound multimedia stream data from 

the connections used for obtaining service lists and 

communicating with the network controllers. 

3. Generic IP television system 

topology 

Most IP television system designs have a very similar 

basic topology consisting of a set of content gateways, a 

single or multiple transport network segments and a set of 

receivers. In order to satisfy any advanced service 

requirements, most designs also contain a specific set of 

optional components. These optional components include 

re-encoders, network controllers, service directories and 

others. 

A very basic example of a general IP television system 

topology is visualized in Figure 1 – Generic IP television 

system topology. This example includes two transport 

network segments divided by a re-encoder. It also includes 

all the optional components incorporated into the network. 

The links between the components represent the flow of 

 
Fig. 1.  Generic IP television subsystem topology 
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communications and the arrows represent its type (uni or 

bi-directional). 

4. Available open source solutions 

Because highly modular nature is a characteristic 

property of almost every IP television system, it is possible 

to flexibly combine various software solutions in order to 

create a fully featured system that can match the 

requirements of almost any project regardless of its scale. 

This section briefly describes each of the available open 

source solutions that should be considered when designing 

an open source IP television system. This information was 

obtained as a result of the author`s diploma thesis, whose 

goal was to design a fully functional IP television system in 

a laboratory and production environment. 

4.1 Content gateway software: Linux-dvb 

project 

The main role of a common content gateway is to 

obtain multimedia information from various external 

sources that are based on standards like DVB-T, DVB-S, 

DVB-C or oven those that are based on completely analog 

signals. This role inherently requires the use of a special 

hardware that is designed for this very purpose. This 

hardware has to include a tuner that is capable to tune to the 

frequency required by a chosen standard and a set of 

circuits that can assist in decoding or decrypting the 

streams obtained. There is a very promising open source 

project called linux-dvb that shelters all the low-level 

kernel drivers related to this kind of devices under a single 

framework featuring a single common application interface. 

The existence of this project makes linux the best 

environment for deployment of a content gateway. All of 

the content gateway software that will be discussed later 

relies on this framework. 

4.2 Content gateway software: Dvblast 

Dvblast is lightweight MPEG-TS demultiplexing and 

streaming application designed specifically for 

implementation of a production-ready content gateway. It 

can accept input from any DVB-ASI or linux-dvb 

supported card. It can also accept UDP or RTP streams. Its 

main role is to do PID-based or service-based 

demultiplexing of a DVB-S, DVB-S2, DVB-C or DVB-T 

transponders. It supports hardware or software PID filtering 

and descrambling via a CAM device. EPG information 

pass-through is also supported. 

Together with the dvb-linux project framework it has 

proven to be the most reliable content gateway solution. It 

does not consume almost any system resources and thus can 

be scalable indefinitely as long as there is network 

bandwidth and PCI bus capacity available. 

4.3 Content gateway software: getstream, 

MuMuDVB, DVBStreamer, VLS, ffserver 

These projects are all very similar to dvblast but their 

versions available at the time of writing proved to be 

inferior to the dvblast solution mentioned earlier. They 

either did not have all the features that a fully featured 

content gateway software has to have, were not production 

ready or their development has ceased completely. They are 

still worth looking into because some of them may develop 

into viable alternatives to dvblast in the future. 

4.4 Content gateway software: VLC 

VLC is very universal software that can, among other 

things; act as a fully featured content gateway. Its problem 

is that its universality makes it so heavyweight and resource 

intensive that it is not recommended for production 

environment. It is capable of fulfilling the role of a good 

content gateway without a problem but the system 

resources required while doing it are several orders of 

magnitude higher than those of more specialized solutions 

mentioned earlier.  

4.5 Re-Encoder software: ffmpeg, MEncoder, 

Transcode, VLC 

Re-encoder software normally consists of just two 

basic parts. One of them is the demultiplexing part that is 

responsible for encapsulating the bare multimedia stream in 

a proper container and the second one is the actual 

multimedia codec used to encode the stream. While the 

demultiplexing part differs between the solutions 

mentioned, the codec part that does all the heavy work is 

usually the same for each of them as it is just an externally 

linked library that is often identical. This means that the 

only mayor difference between the solutions is the way that 

they are managed, not the performance of their workload 

processing. This makes it impossible to clearly recommend 

a specific solution. It is needles to say, that each of the 

solutions listed can act as a fully featured re-encoder 

component of an IP television system. 

4.6 Service directory software: minisapserver 

Service directory module of a IP television system is 

its least standardized part. This means that almost all of the 

production solutions used today are proprietary and 

developed specifically with the parameters of the chosen 

receiver in mind. There is one exception. The 

minisapserver application is a simple daemon implementing 

the session announcement protocol in order to inform 

receivers about available multimedia streams. It is directly 

supported by VLC and because of its simple XML based 

nature can be easily implemented in almost any custom 

receiver. 
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4.7 Network Controller software: OpenIMS 

Core 

There is no comprehensive network controller 

software that is directly developed with IP television 

applications in mind. There is an architecture that strives to 

become the common control mechanism for all multimedia 

content including not only IP television but also IP 

telephony and many other multimedia services. This 

architecture is called by the name Internet Multimedia 

Subsystem and the best example of a real open source 

project based on it is the OpenIMS Core project. The 

problem is that the IP television section of it is not fully 

standardized yet and the only fully featured solution is only 

compatible with the UCT IMS Client receiver application 

which does not fully adhere to the IMS standards. 

4.8 Network Controller software: VLMA 

VLMA is an application that is specifically developed 

to manage a set of VLC-based content gateway servers. It 

provides centralized management and workload distribution 

for a set of content gateways. It is a java-based application 

managed through a web interface. It controls the VLC 

servers using the telnet protocol. It is a good example of a 

centralized management component present in an IP 

television system; even if it can control only a small part of 

the whole system. 

4.9 Receiver software: VLC 

VLC was originally developed as a multimedia stream 

receiver and was later enhanced with a lot of other 

functionality that can make it act as a content gateway or an 

re-encoder. While it is still great in its role of a simple 

receiver, the added complexity present because of its 

universality makes it hard to use by novice users. It is the 

perfect tool for an administrator because both its good 

debugging capability and its ability to cooperate with 

almost any protocol that known in the IP television field. 

Using it as a customer solution would probably require 

creating a special version of it with limited functionality 

and a simple user interface. 

4.10 Receiver software: Kaffeine 

Kaffeine is very similar to VLC in its role of a 

receiver. It is not burdened by all the complexity present in 

VLC because of its ability to fulfill other roles. This makes 

it a more suitable application for the end user. 

4.11 Receiver software: UCT IMS Client 

UCT IMS Client is a good example of a solution that 

was developed specifically as a receiver in a bigger, 

centrally managed IP television subsystem. It is based on an 

architecture called UCT Advanced IPTV, which is in turn 

based on the IMS architecture. This means that the UCT 

IMS Client can be used in any IMS based network and can 

make use of its centralized authentication, accounting and 

provisioning features. 

4.12 Receiver hardware 

There is no open source receiver hardware available 

but there is a lot of products that can work flawlessly in a 

IP television system based purely on open source hardware. 

Good examples of such hardware are the multimedia 

players produced by Amino, HDI Dune and others. Most of 

the players available are based on chips produced by Sigma 

Designs. Sigma Designs also builds specialized 

development kits that can be used in order to build a 

custom fully featured receiver set-top box that can be based 

purely on open source software. 

5. Conclusion 

The content of this paper proves that the IP television 

subsystem is an idea that is well embraced by the open 

source community. All the mayor components are available 

in fully featured and production ready flavors. This means 

that building a complete and well scalable production ready 

IP television system does not require much more than 

minor modifications to the solutions available. The fact that 

there are many alternatives available for each of the 

components together with the ability to freely modify any 

of them since they are all open source means that it is 

possible to easily and cheaply build a custom solution that 

is well suited to fit almost any requirements. 
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a method to detect 
abrupt cut changes in H.264 coded video that operates 
directly in the compressed domain. The proposed 
algorithm is fast and simple and it is suitable for the real-
time implementation. This method is based on monitoring 
the number of I macroblocks in frames P and B. The ability 
to find cuts using this method for different GOP structures 
was analyzed in the experiment. Analysis was focused on 
sensitivity of this method to various evaluation thresholds 
that determine if the cut was occurred.  The evaluation was 
performed on the base of three metrics: precision, recall 
and F1-measure. 

Keywords 
Shot transition detection, H.264/AVC, GOP structure. 

1. Introduction 
The extensive usage of digital video material gives 

rise to the need of improving the accessibility to video 
content by the users. A fundamental and initial step of the 
applications which provide this is, naturally, to structure 
the videos into shorter elementary units, i.e., to perform a 
temporal segmentation of the video. Among the possible 
types of elementary units, there is the shot which has been 
considered an appropriate elementary unit for this kind of 
applications and has been used by a great majority of them; 
a shot consists of a series of interrelated consecutive 
pictures taken contiguously by a single camera and 
representing a continuous action in time and space. Due to 
the importance of shot transition detection in this 
application context, shot transition detection tools have 
been an extensively researched and reported in the relevant 
literature [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

 However, digital video content is nowadays made 
available in a compressed format to reduce its storage and 
transmission requirements. Recently, more and more 
applications of H.264/AVC standard [5] call for a set of 
new methods that can effectively organize, present, index, 
and search H.264/AVC bit streams. Thus a method for shot 
transition detection in compressed domain is needed. 

This paper is structured as follows: in the second 
section a proposed method of shot cut detection is 
described. Results are displayed in the third section. All 
results are summarized and discussed in conclusion. 

 
Fig. 1. An example of abrupt video cut. 

2. Proposed method 
We propose an algorithm to automatically identify 

video shot boundaries using compressed domain features 
of H.264. In this method the compressed domain features 
of H.264 video obtained during encoding the video data is 
used to identify the shot boundaries. The feature used in 
our approach is the number of I macroblocks (MBs) in P 
and B frames. For the evaluation of proposed method we 
have chosen following measures: precision, recall and F1 
score. The precision measure is defined as the ratio of 
correct video cut detections over the number of all video 
cut detections [6].  

Det GT
Pr ecission

Det


         (1) 

where GT denotes the correct cut detection and DET  
denotes all detected (correct and false) cuts. 

The Recall measure is defined as the ratio of correct 
video cut detections over the number of all correct video 
cut detections [6]. 

Det GT
Recall

GT


          (2) 

The F1 score combines precision and recall and is 
defined as the two times ratio of precision times recall over 
precision plus recall [7]. 

Pr ecission Recall
F1 2

Pr ecission Recall


 


        (3) 
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3. Experimental results 
We confirmed the effectiveness of proposed method 

through a test experiment. For test purposes we created a 
video sequence (1989 frames) at CIF resolution (352 x 288 
pixels) with 7 abrupt cuts sampled at rate of 30 frames per 
second. The test video sequence consists of eight standard 
test sequences: akyio, foreman, hall, flower, mobile, 
mother-daughter, stephan and bus. 

We have simulated three GOP structures for H.264 
video encoding – IPPPP, IPBPB and IPBBP. We have 
employed fixed threshold for determining if examined P or 
B frame is an abrupt cut. The threshold takes values from 0 
to 400 I MBs with step 50. The obtained results for each 
GOP structure are evaluated by precision, recall and F1 
score. 

3.1 IPPPP GOP structure 

Fig. 2 illustrates the shot detection for IPPPP GOP 
structure. All seven cuts can be clearly identified as there is 
sufficient difference among cuts and non-cuts frames. 

 
Fig. 2. Plot of shot detection for IPPPP GOP structure (x-axis: 

frames, y-axis: number of I MB in frame). 
 

Tab. 1 shows the obtained results for detection with 
simulated thresholds and the results of evaluation 
measures.  
 

I MBs GT Det R P F1 

0 7 1989 1 0,004 0,007 

50 7 56 1 0,125 0,222 

100 7 23 1 0,304 0,467 

150 7 7 1 1,000 1,000 

200 7 7 1 1,000 1,000 

250 7 7 1 1,000 1,000 

300 7 7 1 1,000 1,000 

350 7 7 1 1,000 1,000 

400 0 0 0 0,000 0,000 

Tab. 1. The results obtained by shot cut detection for IPPPP GOP 
structure. 

 

The maximum value 1 for recall (R), precision (P), 
and thus also for F1 score, was reached for selected 
threshold from 150 I MBs to 350 I MBs in P or B frames. 

3.2 IPBPB GOP structure 

Fig. 3 displays the shot detection for IPBPB GOP 
structure. All seven cuts are visible, but non-cuts frames 
reach high values for second shot. 

 

Fig. 3. Plot of shot detection for IPBPB GOP structure (x-axis: 
frames, y-axis: number of I MB in frame). 

 

Tab. 2 contains the obtained values for shot cut 
detection with evaluation measures. The maximum value 1 
for recall (R), precision (P), and thus also for F1 score, was 
reached only for threshold of 350 I MBs. It is caused by 
higher values in second video sequence, what lead to false 
detections. 
 
 

I MBs GT Det R P F1 

0 7 1989 1 0,004 0,007 

50 7 63 1 0,111 0,200 

100 7 27 1 0,259 0,412 

150 7 21 1 0,333 0,500 

200 7 14 1 0,500 0,667 

250 7 11 1 0,636 0,778 

300 7 10 1 0,700 0,824 

350 7 7 1 1,000 1,000 

400 0 0 0 0,000 0,000 

Tab. 2. The results obtained by shot cut detection for IPBPB GOP 
structure. 

 

3.3 IPBBP GOP structure 

Fig. 4 illustrates the shot detection for IPBBP GOP 
structure. All seven cuts show high amount of I MBs, but it 
is needed to notice that the non cuts frames in second video 
shot reach nearly the same values. 

The results for shot cut detection are in Tab. 3. As we 
can see, we weren’t able to reach value 1 for both recall 
and precision for any selected threshold. Precision never 
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reached the maximum value, because of high number of I 
MBs in non-cuts frame in second sequence. 

 
Fig. 4. Plot of shot detection for IPBBP GOP structure (x-axis: 

frames, y-axis: number of I MB in frame). 
 
 
 

I MBs GT Det R P F1 

0 7 1989 1 0,004 0,007 

50 7 103 1 0,068 0,127 

100 7 34 1 0,206 0,341 

150 7 21 1 0,333 0,500 

200 7 17 1 0,412 0,583 

250 7 15 1 0,467 0,636 

300 7 15 1 0,467 0,636 

350 7 14 1 0,500 0,667 

400 0 0 0 0,000 0,000 

Tab. 3. The results obtained by shot cut detection for IPBBP GOP 
structure. 

 

3.4 Comparison of selected GOP structures 

Fig. 5. – Fig. 7 shows the comparison of recall, 
precision and F1 measures for simulated GOP structures. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of recall for selected GOP structures. 

 

The reached values of recall are same for all GOP 
structure, because this measure for the performance 
evaluation corresponds to the ratio of correct experimental 
detections over the number of all true detections and the 

number of detected cuts is the same for every threshold’s 
values and simulated GOP structure. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of precision for selected GOP structures. 

 

IPBBP structure didn’t reach the highest precision 
due to many false detections in second video sequence 
(Foreman) caused by huge numbers of I MBs for non-cuts 
frames. IPBPB structure reached the value 1 only for 
threshold set to 350 I MBs in frames. The reason is the 
same as for IPBBP structure. IPPPP held the value 1 for 
50% of threshold range, thus this structure gives the best 
result for proposed method of cut detection. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of F1 score for selected GOP structures. 

 

The comparison for F1 score looks nearly the same as 
the one for precision. It is caused by identical recall values 
for selected GOP structure (as F1 score measure is a 
combined measure that results in high value if and only if, 
both precision and recall result in high values). We can 
notice the result is 0 for threshold equal to 400 I MBs in 
frames. This threshold is too high, thus no cut is detected. 
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4. Conclusion 
This paper presents a novel method for abrupt cut 

detection in H.264 coded video that operates directly in the 
compressed domain. Proposed method is based on the 
number of I macroblocks in frames P and B. Due to 
approach in compressed domain this algorithms is fast and 
simple. 

The performance of proposed method was proved 
through test experiment for three GOP structures: IPPPP, 
IPBPB and IPBBP. The accuracy of shot detection was 
evaluated by recall, precision and F1 score. 

According to obtained results, the presented method 
is the most effective for IPPPP structure (100% accuracy 
was achieved for 50% of range of simulated fixed 
thresholds). The structures IPBPB and IPBBP suffer for a 
lot of false detection cause by local motion in shots and 
reached much worse accuracy. 

For future work, it would be needed to employ more 
compressed domain features of H.264 video obtained 
during encoding the video data in shot detection to improve 
efficiency of method for GOP structures using B frames. 
Then we would like to analyze the influence of the 
presented method to video trafic prediction for example in 
connection with methods [8, 9, 10]. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the psychoacoustic 

principles applied on the parameters obtained by analysis 

of speech signal with sinusoidal and noise model (the SN 

model). An SN (sinusoids plus noise) model is a spectral 

model, in which the periodic components of the sound are 

represented by sinusoids with time-varying frequencies, 

amplitudes and phases and the non-periodic components 

are represented by noise. In this article, we focused on the 

fact that for speech, the number of detected sinusoidal 

parameters can be reduced by the application of 

psychoacoustic principles on the sinusoidal parameters. 

Keywords 

Psychoacoustics, masking, sinusoidal modeling, SN 

model. 

1. Introduction 

In this article, we aimed on a problem that belongs to 

the topic of speech processing – extending the existing SN 

model with the psychoacoustic model. In the SN model [1], 

the sinusoidal part represents the periodic components of 

the audio signal and the noise part represents the stochastic 

components of the audio signal. The psychoacoustic model 

allows us to reduce the number of sinusoidal parameters 

needed for the reconstruction of the speech without 

sensible decrease of the quality of the synthesized speech 

signal. 

Other similar systems to the SN model used in speech 

processing are based on HNM (harmonic plus noise) model 

[2]. HNM assumes the speech signal is composed of a 

harmonic and a stochastic part. The harmonic part 

describes the quasiperiodic components of the speech 

signal while the noise part describes the nonperiodic 

components. Although HNM model is more commonly 

used in speech processing, we chose the SN model because 

it saves the exact frequencies of the sinusoids, not only the 

harmonic ones, and we assume better quality of speech 

when discarding the inessential sinusoids by our 

psychoacoustic model. 

This paper is divided into following sections. First, 

the SN model is described. Then, the basics of 

psychoacoustics are depicted. After that, our application of 

psychoacoustic model to detected sinusoidal parameters is 

described. At last, the results are shown and the 

conclusions are discussed.  

2. Overview of SN model 

In the past, sinusoidal modeling was used in the 

speech compression and in the audio 

analysis/transformation/synthesis. In the computer 

processing of the audio signals, the sinusoids alone were 

not considered as a sufficient model for the modeling of a 

wideband audio. Serra [3] was the first who came with an 

improvement – the residual noise model that models the 

non-sinusoidal part of the signal as a time-varying noise 

source. These systems are called sinusoids plus noise 

systems (SN).  

Sounds that are produced by musical instruments or 

other systems can be modeled as a sum of the deterministic 

and the stochastic part or, in other words, as a set of 

sinusoids plus the noise residual [3]. Sinusoidal 

components are produced by a vibrating system and they 

are usually harmonic. The residual contains the energy 

produced by an excitation mechanism and by other 

components that are not results of periodic vibration.  

In the standard SN model the deterministic part is 

represented as a sum of sinusoids with time-varying 

parameters. Each sinusoid is a component with time-

varying frequencies, amplitudes and phases. The stochastic 

part is represented by the residual. The whole signal can be 

written as 

),())(cos()()(
1

trttatx i

N

i

i 


  (1) 

where i and i are amplitude and phase of the sinusoid and 

r(t) is the noise residual, which is represented by the 

stochastic model. We assume that sinusoids are locally 

stable. This means, that their amplitudes are not changing 

too fast and that phases are locally linear. The whole signal 

is modeled either with an utilization of the sinusoidal and 

the stochastic model. The residual r(t) contains all the 

components that are not represented by the sinusoidal 

model.  

The human perception is sensitive neither to details of 

the sound spectral shape, nor to the phase of non-periodic 
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signals. In assumption that the residual contains only 

stochastic components, it can be represented by a filtered 

white noise. The instant amplitude and phase are not saved, 

but they are modeled by the time-varying filter of the 

spectral shape, or by short-time energies of fixed frequency 

bands, i.e. Bark bands, as used in our system. 

The design of STN model is shown in Fig. 1. First, 

the input signal is analyzed, to take time-varying 

frequencies, amplitudes and phases. Then, the sinusoids are 

synthesized and subtracted from the original signal to take 

the residual. Then, residual is analyzed using the stochastic 

analysis. Afterward short-time energies of Bark bands are 

computed. In synthesis, the stochastic signal has to be 

synthetized and added to the synthetized sinusoids to obtain 

the whole signal.  

 

Fig. 1. Design of SN model. 

The most complicated part of the system is the 

sinusoidal analysis. The input signal has to be divided into 

overlapped and windowed frames. Then the short-time 

spectrum of the frame is obtained, with an utilization of 

STFT. The spectrum is then analyzed and peaks are 

detected. After that, the parameters of the peaks are 

estimated (frequency, amplitude and phase). 

In the sinusoidal synthesis, each frame is synthesized 

using corresponding sinusoids. The frames are added 

together using overlap-add synthesis.  

We can obtain the residual in the time domain by 

subtracting the synthetized sinusoids from the original 

signal. This residual can be represented by the filtered 

white noise. Because the human ear is not sensitive to 

variations of energy inside the Bark bands for quasi-

stationary signals, the exact spectral shape is not needed. 

The only information needed are the short-time energies 

inside the Bark bands.  

In the noise synthesis, the complex spectrum is 

created and random phases for amplitudes (obtained from 

energies) are generated. Adjacent frames are combined 

with an utilization of the overlap-add synthesis. 

3. Psychoacoustic Principles 

In an attempt to reduce the size of parametric file 

produced by the sinusoidal coder we employ several 

aspects of psychoacoustics, i.e. the Absolute Threshold of 

Hearing, theory of the Critical Bands and Simultaneous 

Masking. 

3.1 Absolute Threshold of Hearing 

Absolute Threshold of Hearing (ATH) represents 

minimal level of energy of the pure tone to be audible to 

the listener in the noiseless environment. The level of 

energy depends on the frequency of the pure tone. Terhardt 

[4] has given an empirical function of frequency measured 

in SPL: 
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The expression above leads to a graphical 

representation of the ATH. It can be seen from the Fig. 2 

that human ear is most sensitive to frequencies around 4 

kHz, while with the frequency rising or decreasing, the 

threshold rises significantly. 
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Fig. 2. Absolute Threshold of Hearing across the human ear 

frequency range 

The value of 0 dB SPL is widely used in audio coding 

algorithms (MPEG L3 for instance) to be associated with 

+/- 1 bit amplitude (i.e. the smallest possible non-zero 

amplitude). 

3.2 Critical Bands 

Several observations of the way the human ear 

processes sound waves lead to an assumption that human 

inner ear can be considered, from the signal processing 

point of view, as a bank of highly overlapping bandpass 

filters [1]. The filters have non-linear bandwidth: the 

bandwidth grows with the center frequency of the 

particular filter. Moreover, the ear is also level-dependent 

which means subjectively same volume of tones is 

achieved with different intensity of the tone at different 

frequencies. 

Critical bandwidth is a band in which the energy of 

the sound (represented by the noise) remains (relatively) 

constant. This means that if there are more distinct sounds 

present in one critical band they won't be audible unless 

they exceed the energy level. Outside of the band level 

changes will be audible.  

3.3 Masking 

Masking in signal processing is referred to as an 

effect in which one sound appears inaudible due to 
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presence of another sound. This effect appears both in time 

(non-simultaneous) and frequency (simultaneous) domain.  

Simultaneous masking occurs when a frequency with 

low amplitude exists near frequency with considerably 

higher amplitude. The masking is frequency dependent 

with the width of the band in which masking occurs raising 

towards higher frequencies. This is because human ear is 

more sesitive to frequency changes in the lower parts of the 

frequency range.  

3.4 Masking Threshold 

According to Zölzer [6], masking threshold performs 

masking (covering) of frequency components that occur 

below the masking threshold rendering the components 

inaudible. A principal description is given in Fig.. 

O(i)
Masking

Threshold

ATH
S1 S2
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Fig.3. Masking Threshold 

The slopes of the threshold are calculated depending 

on the masking frequency component’s intensity and 

frequency. The lower slope S1 and upper slope S2 are given 

by equations 
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where
icf is the center frequency and Sp(i) is the SPL 

of the frequency in the band i, further described later on. 

4. Application of Psychoacoustic 

Model 

In this section we will describe the application of the 

mentioned psychoacoustic principles to the parametric file 

created by the sinusoidal coder. 

All of the techniques described in Chapter 3 are 

usually applied to signal transformed by FFT into the 

frequency domain. However, individual frequency bins 

represent specific frequencies with  the same distance 

between each other, and their count is given by how many 

points does FFT use. This observation gives us means to 

assume that our set of frequencies with their amplitudes 

and phases in a frame are actually bins similar to ones 

given by the FFT, only not equidistant. Thus, all of the 

psychoacoustic principles may be applied to our 

representation of the frequency spectrum. 

The parametric file contains information about 

sinusoids detected in each frame, one sinusoid per row, in 

the following format: 

“Sine” Frequency [Hz] Amplitude <0 – 1> Phase 








 


2

3

2
to

 

Each frame is separated using defined keywords. 

Since the psychoacoustic model is being developed in 

Matlab environment, the parametric file is first loaded into 

the memory. Each sinusoid’s amplitude is then compared 

to value of the ATH at the amplitude’s frequency. All 

amplitudes (X) are converted to dB scale in order to be 

used in the next computations using the scale 

 16

10 2log20  XX dB
  [dB] (5) 

 Any amplitude that falls below the ATH threshold (1) is 

set to 0, making it inaudible. 

After application of ATH, remaining amplitudes are 

processed in terms of masking. The algorithm works as 

follows. At the beginning of each iteration frequency with 

the highest amplitude is found. For this frequency, a critical 

bandwidth is calculated from which the power of the band, 

Sp(i), is computed by counting all frequencies’ squared 

amplitudes within the critical band according to equation 
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where
iuf and

il
f are the upper and lower boundaries of the 

critical band and X(f) is amplitude at the frequency f.  

Then, masking threshold is calculated for the critical 

band’s center frequency. Since all the calculations are 

performed in units of Barks, we employed a frequency-to-

bark scale converter based on Zwicker’s approximation 
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Next, top of the masking threshold is calculated as an 

offset between the center frequency’s amplitude and the 

highest point of the masking threshold (point where the two 

slopes meet at the center frequency) 
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   [dB], (8) 

where 

       5.515.14   cdB fXiO  (9) 

is an offset between the actual amplitude and top of the 

threshold. The tonality index α determines whether the 
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masking signal is noise-like (α = 0) or tone-like (α = 1). 

Obviously, for the sinusoids we use the latter. 

The equations (3) and (4) lead to analytical 

expressions 

        fXTfXfXfS dBTcdBdB  271
 (10) 

for the lower slope and  

          fXTfXfXffS dBTdBcdBc  23.0241
 (11) 

for the upper slope.  

After masking threshold is calculated we can proceed 

to comparison of the masking threshold with amplitudes 

that lay within the frequency band. Any amplitude that 

rises below the value of the masking threshold at the 

amplitude’s frequency is discarded (set to 0). Thus, we 

only keep sinusoids that are either masking or rise above 

the masking threshold in the critical band. 

Iteration continues until all of the sinusoids in the 

frame are marked masking or above masking threshold or 

set to 0. 

5. Results 

The utilization of psychoacoustic model was 

evaluated on several speech signals. Besides subjective 

listening tests, objective evaluation was considered, too. 

The Tab.1 below shows the difference of ODG (Objective 

Difference Grade) between the sinusoidal singal and the 

sinusoidal signal with applied psychoacoustic model. Tab. 

2 shows results of EHS (Harmonic Structure of Error), 

NMR (Noise to Mask Ratio) and ADB (Average Disturbed 

Frames). 

Tab. 1.  Difference in ODG between sinusoidal and 

pyschoacoustic-sinusoidal signal 

  ODG difference (sinusoidal vs. psychoacoustic-sinusoidal) 

Voice 1 0.32 

Voice 2 0.33 

Voice 3 0.24 

 

Tab. 2.  EHS, NMR and ADB 

  EHS NMR ADB 

Voice 1 (orig. vs. sinusoidal)  0,235 -0,7787 2,6889 

Voice 1 (orig. vs.  psychoac.-sin.) 0,1537 -0,4561 2,7712 

Voice 2 (orig. vs. sinusoidal)  0,1657 -0,7118 2,6735 

Voice 2 (orig. vs.  psychoac.-sin.) 0,1387 -0,3921 2,7396 

Voice 3 (orig. vs. sinusoidal)  0,1874 -0,8547 2,7262 

Voice 3 (orig. vs.  psychoac.-sin.) 0,0884 -0,4386 2,8332 

6. Conclusion 

The advantage of applying psychoacoustic model to 

the sinusoidal parameters has been discussed in this article. 

Frequency masking was used to decrease considerably the 

number of sinusoidal parameters needed for the proper 

reconstruction of the signal. The subjective and objective 

listening tests have shown small degradation of quality of 

the signal reconstructed by the set of sinusoids chosen by 

psychoacoustic model. In the subjective listening tests, 

there was very slight difference between the sinusoidal and 

psychoacoustic-sinusoidal signal. 
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Abstract. The Intelligent Speech Communication 

Interface (IRKR) is audio based platform providing 

dialog services in telecommunication network. System 

IRKR is built on Galaxy Communicator (GC) platform 

which is a platform providing the ability to 

communicate to the management layer for distributed 

systems and use W3C standard named VoiceXML for 

creating dialogs. 
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1.  IRKR system 

Today we are experiencing a great expansion of 

modern technologies of communication through mobile 

networks and the Internet. This development is 

progressing well and our faculty is trying to keep pace 

with the times. Therefore, we are working on a system 

IRKR, which is a platform providing audio service 

dialog. To create these dialogues used recommendation 

specifically called VoiceXML. VoiceXML is a W3C 

standard designed for creating audio dialogs that 

support synthesized speech, digitized audio, 

recognition of spoken and DTMF input, recording of 

spoken input and telephony. Allows an analogous 

development of voice applications, such as HTML for 

visual applications. Like HTML documents are 

interpreted by visual web browser, VoiceXML 

documents are so interpreted by voice browsers. 

Standard architecture is to deploy a group voice 

browsers connected to the PSTN so that users can 

interact using a phone with voice applications. 

VoiceXML uses tags to instruct the voice browser to 

provide speech synthesis, automatic speech 

recognition, dialogue management and playback of 

audio signals. [1] 

 

2.  Architecture of IRKR 
 

IRKR system is built on a platform of Galaxy 

Communicator [2], which development has been 

currently suspended. Galaxy Communicator offers 

many features and conveniences but IRKR do not use 

all of them because they are unnecessary for its 

functioning. All these disadvantages could be removed 

by the new concept of IRKR [3]. The main requirement 

for a new architecture is to propose a direct, native 

support for VoIP and thereby achieve its easy 

integrability and interoperability with these systems. 

This requirement is simple achieved if the proposed 

architecture is using open standards, which are 

currently used in VoIP. For internal communication in 

IRKR system are used VoIP standards to retain a 

distribution system for servers that will perform certain 

functionality, thus maintaining system modularity. The 

advantage of the modularity of the system is also 

possibility to simply add more servers, which can add 

further services, or would provide the possibility of 

using these services to multiple users simultaneously. It 

follows that the architecture used in the Galaxy 

Communicator, therefore the presence of one central 

node and more specific nodes, should be kept. 

3.  Modules of IRKR 

IRKR system uses a star topology [see Fig. 1], 

which consists of individual modules. They 

communicate with each other through the hub module 

and perform different tasks. In the following 

paragraphs we describe the individual modules [4]. 

 

3.1  TTS server 

This module is designed to convert text to 

speech (TTS = text to speech). It is a speech synthesis 

corpus-based methods. TTS contains a database of 

quantities for prerecorded samples in WAV format, 

from which it is based on the input requirements of 

prosodic speech properties select the most suitable 

sections of recordings, which are then bundled and 

exported as a WAV recording on the final output of the 

server. It is a synthesis of speech in advance of your 

text.  
TTS server communicates with the users 

through gateway with RTP, but messages and 

information gets from others modules through hub 

module. TTS server sends RTP stream. 
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3.2  ASR server 

ASR (Automated Speech Recognition) is a 

server module for automatic speech recognition. 

Obtained from the Audio Server patterned speech in 

the form of 16-bit PCM samples with a sampling 

frequency of 8000 Hz. The main task is to evaluate 

these samples to text. 

 ASR server also communicates directly with 

users through gateway with RTP. ASR server receive 

RTP stream. No one other module communicates 

directly with users. 

 

3.3  HUB 

This module is used as a central element for all 

other system modules IRKR. It connects the individual 

modules and directs control messages between 

modules, according to precise rules. Any module 

cannot communicate with another module without 

using the HUB. 

 When module is started it is registering itself on 

hub module and hub module knows how to 

communicate with each module. If module cannot 

register on hub module, it is displayed error message. 

 

3.4 Gateway 

This module is responsible for the overall 

communication with users. He is responsible for 

management and exchange of useful information. Is 

able to accept requests to establish a connection with 

the system IRKR and further sends control information 

to the hub. Gateway also exchange RTP stream 

between ASR and TTS module for processing. 

 

3.5 Dialog Manager 

The main task of this module is a dialogue with 

the rules defined in the VoiceXML files. The Dialog 

Manager receives information from modules that 

communicate with the user and ensures that on the 

output to the user is the correct answer. The output of 

the commands for the modules is defined in the 

VoiceXML file. Dialogue manager is the brain of the 

system that collects inputs and issuing orders. 
 

3.6 Backend 

This module is designed to obtain information 

from external sources, mainly from the websites. This 

information is then provided to application defined in 

the system IRKR. Backend consists of a main 

application that takes care of communication with other 

parts of the system and Dynamic link libraries (DLL) 

representing particular services, such as arrival and 

departure of trains, respectively weather forecast. It is 

important that the server knows to deal with small 

changes to the pages that happen very often. Of course, 

those great and fundamental changes cannot be 

processed and will be always incorporate the following 

changes to the program. Theoretically, it would be 

possible to make a set of parameters that should be 

evaluated and can be easily changed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Star topology of IRKR 

 

4.  IRKR and SIP protocol 

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an 

IETF-defined signaling protocol, widely used for 

controlling multimedia communication sessions 

such as voice and video calls over Internet 

Protocol (IP) [6].  

SIP is text-oriented application-layer protocol, 

based on operating requirements and response. 

Application relates from the client to the server or to 

another client and answers are in response to a specific 

requirement. The format of the SIP messages is based 

on HTTP1.1. SIP employs many headers and the same 

number of the response codes as the HTTP. SIP is not 

extending of the HTTP protocol. SIP messages consist 

of two parts, the header part and the body part. Header 

section contains important information for the 

processing of SIP requests and responses. The SIP 

message body may define any text. 

SIP main responsibilities are follows: 

 

 SIP provides the basic signaling between participants 

to set up the session. 

 SIP uses the Session Description Protocol (SDP) to 

classify the nature of the communication utilize 

within session. 

 SIP uses the suitable protocol to convey information 

in the session. 
 

4.1  SIP functions 
 

The biggest advantage of SIP is his flexibility 

which allow developers and other vendors to satisfy 

their special needs. 

SIP provides five key functions [7]: 

 user location - SIP determines user locations by a 

registration process. When a SIP client is activated on 

a PC or laptop, it sends out a registration to the SIP 

server announcing availability to the communications 
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network. Voice over-IP (VoIP) phones, cellular 

phones, or even complete teleconferencing systems 

can be registered as well. Depending on the 

registration point chosen, there may be several 

different locations registered simultaneously. 

 user availability - User availability is simply a 

method of determining whether or not a user would 

be willing to answer a request to communicate. If you 

“call” and no one answers, SIP determines that a user 

is not available. A user can have several locations 

registered, but might only accept incoming 

communications on one device. If that is not 

answered, it transfers to another device, or transfers 

the call to another application, such as voice mail. 

 user  capabilities - With all the various different 

methods and standards of multimedia 

communications, something is needed to check for 

compatibility between the communications and the 

users’ capabilities. For example, if a user has an IP 

phone on their desk, a white-board conference via 

that device would not work. This function also 

determines which encryption/decryption methods a 

user can support. 

 session setup - SIP establishes the session parameter 

for both ends of the communications - more 

specifically, where one person calls and the other 

answers. SIP provides the means to setup and/or 

establish communications. 

 session management - This function provides the 

greatest amount of user awe. Provided a device is 

capable, a user could transfer from one device to 

another - such as from an IP-based phone to a laptop 

- without causing a noticeable impact. A user’s 

overall capabilities would change - such as being able 

to start new applications such as white-board sharing 

- perhaps affecting the voice quality temporarily as 

SIP re-evaluates and modifies the communications 

streams to return the voice quality. With SIP session 

management, a user can also change a session by 

making it a conference call, changing a telephone call 

to a video conference, or opening an in-house 

developed application. And finally, SIP terminates the 

communications. 
 

4.2  SIP components 
 

 User Agent (UA) - SIP network terminals (phones, 

gateways). May act as a server (User Agent Server - 

UAS) and also as a client (User Agent Client - UAC). 

 Registration server - a SIP server, which only accepts 

registration requirements posted by the user. 

Registration server don’t send further requirements. 

 Localization server - a server that provides 

information to proxy redirect server about possible 

current locations of users. 

 Redirect server - SIP server, which provides an 

address service mapping. Redirect server accepts 

calls and don’t send requirements. 

 Proxy server - a server that acts as a user agent server 

with forwarding SIP requests and as a client server to 

other SIP servers with the translation of forwarded 

requests. 
 

4.3  SIP messages 
 

Communication using SIP comprises series of 

messages. Messages can be transported independently 

by the network [8]. Usually they are transported in a 

separate UDP datagram each. Each message consist of 

"first line", message header, and message body. The 

first line identifies type of the message. There are two 

types of messages - requests and responses[link]. 

Requests are usually used to initiate some action or 

inform recipient of the request of something. Replies 

are used to confirm that a request was received and 

processed and contain the status of the processing. 
 

4.3.1  SIP requests 
 

 INVITE – message used to establish a session. This 

message also carry several important information 

such as: IP address and ports of caller and callee, 

dialog identifier to differentiate other sessions, 

description of the media type accepted by the sender 

and encoded in SDP, etc. 

 ACK – message acknowledges receipt of a final 

response to INVITE. Establishing of a session utilizes 

3-way hand-shaking due to asymmetric nature of the 

invitation. Callee's user agent periodically retransmits 

a positive final response until it receives an ACK 

(which indicates that the caller is still there and ready 

to communicate). 

 BYE – these messages are used to tear down 

multimedia sessions. A party wishing to tear down a 

session sends a BYE to the other party. 

 CANCEL – message is used to cancel not yet fully 

established session (typically when a callee doesn't 

respond for some time). 

 REGISTER -  Purpose of REGISTER request is to let 

registration server know of current user's location. 

Information about current IP address and port on 

which a user can be reached is carried in REGISTER 

messages. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Example of establishing SIP session. 
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4.3.2  SIP responses 

 
When a user agent or proxy server receives a 

request it send a reply. Each request must be replied 

except ACK. 

The reply code is an integer number from 100 to 699 

and indicates type of the response. There are 6 classes 

of responses: 

 

 1xx are provisional responses. A provisional response 

is response that tells to its recipient that the 

associated request was received but result of the 

processing is not known yet.  

 2xx responses are positive final responses. A final 

response is the ultimate response that the originator 

of the request will ever receive. Therefore final 

responses express result of the processing of the 

associated request. Final responses also terminate 

transactions. 

 3xx responses are used to redirect a caller. A 

redirection response gives information about the 

user's new location or an alternative service that the 

caller might use to satisfy the call. Redirection 

responses are usually sent by proxy servers. 

 4xx are negative final responses. a 4xx response 

means that the problem is on the sender's side. The 

request couldn't be processed because of bad syntax 

or cannot be fulfilled at that server. 

 5xx means that the problem is on server's side. The 

request is apparently valid but the server failed to 

fulfill it. Clients should usually retry the request later. 

 6xx reply code means that the request cannot be 

fulfilled at any server. 

 

5.  Use of IRKR 
 

Usefulness of this system is in many areas of 

human life. We can divide the biggest advantage of this 

system into two main areas. First one is to help 

simplify human-computer communication and second 

is to provide useful information to human 

communicating with this system.  

First goal, simplify human-computer communication, 

will help people with different disabilities such as loss 

of vision or movement disorders.  

For these people IRKR will be an invaluable tool in 

performing common activities during the day. They 

will be able to control their computers by their voice 

and give them commands to order for example pizza or 

some kind of other goods. Using IRKR they can fully 

benefit from advantages which todays world give us. 

They will be able to use all other services which they 

couldn't because of limitation of their medical 

condition.  

The second goal, provide useful information, 

can improve accessibility of information to people 

which can't look up these information by theirselves. 

This service can be accessible on general known phone 

number. After dialing this number IRKR will ask some 

general question to find out what information caller 

needs. The system must be clear and easy to use. In 

addition to all the functionality of the resulting 

synthesis is important and also its clarity. This creates a 

database which contains a set of frequently used words 

and sounds, of which is synthesis generated. In creating  

a database we must be sure to select the right speaker. 

His voice must be clear and understandable. 

Overall, this system will be used frequently in 

the future and its needs grow. 
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Abstract. This paper describes and compares the terms 

deterministic and statistical self-similarity. The paper 

encompasses also basic theory like aggregation and lists 

properties of statistically self-similar processes. It proposes 

procedure how to produce process with self-similar 

properties based on shape of Koch curve. It provides 

method how to create process which is deterministic, 

visually self-similar and more visually similar to stochastic 

process than harmonic signal. For comparison Hurst 

parameter is estimated for trivial deterministic (harmonic) 

signal and also for fractional Gaussian noise.. 

Keywords 

Hurst parameter, self-similarity, Koch curve 

1. Introduction 

Self-similarity is a phenomenon which can be 

observed in nature, technology and in various areas of 

human push. It has multiple forms. Basically we can divide 

self-similarity as deterministic and statistical. 

Deterministic self-similarity is represented by 

geometric shapes with certain properties. It is not possible 

to describe these shapes by classical Euclidean geometry. 

They have that is to say as from definition is implied 

infinite segmentation. They are thus in contrast to 

geometrically smooth shapes. Such segmented shapes are 

referred to as fractals. A stand-alone scientific discipline 

the fractal geometry deals with the fractal objects. This 

discipline has intensively developed circa since 1960s. As 

its founder is considered mathematician Benoit B. 

Mandelbrot, who as a first man defined the term fractal.  

Koch curve [4] (the part of Koch snowflake) and 

Sierpinski triangle are typical and relatively simple fractals. 

With use of complex count it is possible to generate 

iteratively Mandelbrot and/or Julia set. These types of sets 

are examples of self-similar shapes with optically nice 

appearance, therefore they are best known too. 

Statistical self-similarity [5] is represented in the area 

of time series, processes and signals most often originating 

from telecommunication data networks. This self-similarity 

has gained its name because it describes bursty time 

behavior of data traffic. It is hardly possible to determine 

which scale is in matter by pure look at the graph of data 

traffic. Thus, data traffic is statistically self-similar as long 

as it is scale invariant like deterministic self-similar 

objects.  

Power of statistical self-similarity can be quantified. 

As a quantifier serves us a parameter of self-similarity - so 

called Hurst parameter (denoted as H). Hurst parameter can 

be estimated by various means. Hurst parameter for self-

similar signal should belong into interval <0.5, 1). 

However some methods can estimate values even higher 

for higher degree self-similarity. Example of data traffic is 

shown at Fig. 1. We can see burstiness of data even at large 

scale specifically at time segment longing 1000 s. When we 

zoom the data the shape of traffic signal is similar. The 

traffic resembles at itself on other (smaller) scale - so it is 

self-similar 

 

Fig. 1 Data traffic captured at long period of time (277 hours) – 

left is overall view, right is zoomed the darker part.  

1.1 Aggregation of process 

For better understanding the procedures depicted in 

the article we present the well-known definition of 

aggregated process.  

Let { , }iX X i Z  _be a stationary process. The m-

aggregated time series X
(m)

 is defined by averaging the 

initial series over nonoverlapping intervals with m size and 

substituting its mean value for each interval, i.e. 

 
( )

( 1) 1

1 km
m

i i

i k m

X X
m   

   (1) 

where k Z . 

1.2 Formal definition of statistical self-

similarity 

For discrete statistically exactly self-similar process 

X(i) with Hurst parameter H holds [5]: 
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1( ) ( )

D
H mi m iX X   (2) 

where m = 1,2,3… and sign 
D

  means equality of 

distribution functions and/or probability functions. Self-

similar processes have certain statistical properties i.e. [5] 

I. Uncountable autocorrelation function 

II. Infinite power spectral density at 0 

III. Hurst effect 

IV. Slowly decaying variance 

2. Objective 

By comparison of both types of self-similarity rises 

up the question if both types are somehow related. Thus if 

can be found mathematical function which would map 

deterministic self-similar objects to bursty behavior of self-

similar signal. Our asset is based in work, that we chose 

simple self-similar shape - Koch curve. We were inspired 

by its iterative creation. But we did not copy and evaluate 

the shape by numbers strictly. We create our own way how 

to introduce pattern of self-similarity into proposed 

process.  Measure of self-similarity of such process should 

be estimated by common methods such as aggregated 

variance or wavelet method. And as a last step estimation 

of other trivial signal will be presented. We present 

comparison between fractional Gaussian noise, harmonic 

signal and process designed by us. Fractional Gaussian 

noise (fGn) [6] is conventionally used model for generating 

artificial self-similar process. 

3. Exploration  

Koch curve consists of bigger or smaller shapes, 

which resemble to equilateral triangles. Koch curve arises 

out iteratively. The more iterations the more complicated 

the Koch curve is and consists of triangles of greater count 

of scales. 

 

Fig. 2 Iterations of Koch curve 

 

Fig. 3 Assignment of values for each top at 2. iteration 

 

Triangles are created by sides. What a great area will 

triangle have depends on size of the sides. Each iteration 

adds sides which length is 1/3 of side length of previous 

iteration. Between sizes of sides which are indeed abscissas 

holds multiplicative relation. 

  

Fig. 4 Basic pattern - second iteration of process inspired by Koch 
curve 

3.1  Procedure of generation our process 

We started from the second iteration. Our basic 

pattern is at Fig. 4.and is related to 2. iteration. We were 

inspired by 2. iteration of Koch curve. Tops of the curve 

were evaluated as is shown at Fig. 3. Then basic pattern was 

concatenated three times. Then we multiplied each value of 

three concatenated patterns by term (8/7)
iter-1

 where iter 

means  the number of iteration. We denoted this three times 

concatenated and multiplied pattern as middle of the 3rd 

iteration. Before the middle of the 3rd iteration is the 

beginning and after is the end of 3rd iteration. The 

beginning of 3rd iteration is the vector of 2nd iteration i.e. 

our basic pattern. The end of 3rd iteration is also the vector 

of 2nd iteration i.e. our basic pattern. The 3rd iteration 

vector is shown at Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Third iteration of process inspired by Koch curve 
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Whole iterative procedure can be summarized in x 

steps: 

I. The vector of the k
th

 iteration is concatenated three 

times and multiplied by term (8/7)
k-1

 so we get the 

middle of (k+1)
th

 iteration 

II. The beginning of vector of the (k+1)
th

 iteration is 

the vector of the k
th

 iteration 

III. The end of vector of the (k+1)
th

 iteration is the 

vector of the k
th

 iteration 

IV. The beginning , the middle and the end of the 

(k+1)
th

 iteration are concatenated so we got the 

vector of the (k+1)
th

 iteration  

By this procedure we obtained value affinity across 

all scales. We wanted to as accurately as possible simulate 

data traffic where the differences in network infrastructure 

components loads are not so great differences in process 

values as they would be great if we, for instance, use 

multiplying integer constant. Sequence of values obtained 

by above mentioned procedure was further assessed as a 

stochastic process. This process can be easily made zero-

mean process by subtracting the mean value. 

Process is nothing more than sequence of numbers 

regularly identified in time. Process generated by this 

procedure can be made stochastic by initialization – we 

will start the realization at randomly chosen coefficient and 

use the following coefficients as process samples. This 

procedure produces wide sense stationary data. 

Autocorrelation function (ACF) of such process is 

slowly decaying with regular cycles induced by process 

determinism. The periodic shape of ACF reveals the 

deterministic process. The used methods for determination 

of degree of self-similarity (Hurst parameter value) are 

unable to distinguish between the stochastic and/or 

deterministic input process. They assume certain statistical 

properties and do not test them. They assume second order 

stationarity of process. For self-similar processes holds 

following equation. 

( ) ( ) ( )mr k r k
 (3)  

for all m=1, 2, 3… (k = 1, 2, 3). It means that ACF of 

aggregated process by level of m and ACF of original 

process are equal. In case of process created by us the 

ACFs are not equal so the formula (3) does not hold. The 

situation can be seen at Fig. 6 By this way we can 

conclude that proposed process is not statistically self-

similar. 

3.2 Estimations 

But are processes generated using Koch curve more 

self-similar according mentioned methods than some trivial 

nonstationary process or signal? We choose discrete 

harmonic sinusoidal signal as a test data. The harmonic 

signal is not stochastic rather deterministic. And we 

estimated Hurst parameter for such signal and for one 

realization of fGn which was generated by Paxson 

generator [6]. Results are in Tab. 1 

 

Fig. 6 Beginning of ACF of process generated by 7 iterations 
(ipper image) and aggregated by 5 (lower image). 

Displayed first 500 coefficients. 
 

Method Kettani VT AV 

Harmonic 1.0000 0.9998 2.8420 

fGn 0.8854 0.8793 0.9102 

Tab. 1 Hurst parameter estimation of harmonic signal  

Hurst parameter was estimated for generated process. 

For estimation we used 3 various methods aggregated 

variance [2], wavelet method by Abry and Veitch [1] and 

Kettani method [3]. Koch curve generated by seven 

iterations provided a process which was estimated as highly 

self-similar (H > 0.9 by all three methods) as we can see in 

Tab. 2. 

Iteration 5. 6. 7. 

Kettani 0.9759 0.9864 0.9911 

VT 0.9656 0.9809 0.9877 

AV 1.1488 1.2080 1.2019 

Tab. 2 Hurst parameter values for several iterations of our 

process.  

We see that Hurst parameters gained by estimating 

harmonic signal are even higher that Hurst parameters 

gained by estimating process generated by us. The 

realization of fGn process is estimated with lowest Hurst 

parameter of all examined signals. 

All three signals and corresponding ACFs and power 

spectral densities (PSDs) are displayed at Chyba! Nenašiel 

sa žiaden zdroj odkazov., Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. We can see 

that our proposed process has visual appearance and 

properties somewhere between strictly deterministic 

harmonic signal and stochastic exactly self-similar fGn 

signal. 

We would like to mention that iteration of proposed 

process is in some terms dual operation to aggregation. For 

example 8. iteration of our process aggregated by 5 has the 

same length as 7. iteration of the same process. Shape is 
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also the same but values of aggregated process of higher 

iteration are higher. ACFs of both processes displayed at 

Fig. 10 are very similar, but picture on top is somewhat 

noisier. 

 

Fig. 7 FGn, its ACF and its PSD 

 

Fig. 8 Our process in time, its ACF and its PSD  

 

Fig. 9 Harmonic signal, its ACF and its PSD 

 

Fig. 10 Partial dualism between aggregation by 5 and iteration  

4. Conclusion 

If we want to create process which would be 

estimated by many accessible methods as self-similar, we 

can be inspired by Koch curve.  There is one advantage by 

using our procedure for generating processes inspired by 

Koch curve - the shape. ACF and PSD of such process are 

more similar to stochastic fGn than harmonic signal is 

similar to fGn. We can confirm that determinism is a 

property which makes estimators indicate significantly 

higher Hurst parameter than would be provided by 

estimation of regular stochastic signal like fGn. 
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Abstract This article contributes to tonal detection and 

identification in audio signals. The goal is to write the 

input acoustic signal to the notes. Notation is today very 

actual theme, since it was published a number of methods 

to convert input acoustic signal into musical score. In this 

contribution was proposed a method "Double spectrogram, 

which also solves the problem of detection and 

identification of tones. A comparison of double 

spectrogram method with selected reference methods is 

given. 

Keywords 

Tone detection, Short-Time Fourier Transform. 

Double spectrogram  

1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of Fourier Transform [1,3] much 

time has passed and now is a lot of different methods (from 

simple to complex application solutions) [8] . Using these 

methods are extracted notes from the input acoustic signal. 

The article will mention only four scientific reference 

methods. These methods have been published relatively 

recently. Moreover, these methods use different approaches 

for extracting notes.  For better lucidity, we use the author 

names of these methods: Dixon [4], Raphael [5] and Marolt 

[7], Monti and Sandler [6]. Section 3 contains a proposal 

method for detection and identification of tones. 

The entry of this method is the acoustic signal and the 

output is time-frequency graph. Graph can be converted to 

MIDI format. The method uses two spectrograms and 

therefore was named "Double spectrogram method”. 

Section 4 discusses methodologies for evaluation of the 

reference methods and the method Double spectrogram. 

The last section of the article is devoted to results and 

comparison of these methods. 

 

2. Reference methods for detection 

and identification tones 

In this section, only the four latest methods are 

mentioned. These methods are not similar and use the 

different notation systems. 

2.1 Dixon 

Dixon [4] used a standardized approach in the signal 

processing. The first phase of the process of detection is 

low filtering and the subsampling signal (12kHz). The 

second phase is to create time-frequency representation 

using the STFT [1,3] and obtain power spectrum and from 

power spectrum also spectral peak extraction. Adaptive 

peak-picking algorithm was used. 

2.2 Raphael 

This approach [5] is based on HMM (Hidden Markov 

Model) trained with the likelihood model. HMM serves on 

Statistical pattern recognition and machine learning for 

structures. 

2.3 Monti and Sandler 

This polyphonic note recognition system [6] uses a 

Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) as part of the Knowledge 

Sources (KSs) in a Blackboard system. Blackboard model 

arrangement containing hierarchy of data abstraction level 

and KSs dictate advancement and is activated by 

Scheduler.  

2.4 Marolt 

As the fourth reference approach, based on neural 

network, given in this presentation, is article by Marolt [7]. 

New model based on networks of adaptive oscillators was 

proposed to partial tracking and note recognition. 

3. Double spectrogram method  

Detection and identification of tone is a complex problem. 

Not sufficient to determine the size of notes (frequency), 

but also is important when the tone starts and when it ends. 

Both of these problems, I have solved the proposed method 

Double spectrogram. Method uses two spectrograms. Two, 

because as the uncertainty principle states, that the tone can 

not locate precisely in time and in frequency. Therefore, we 

use a first spectrogram with a short window to locate the 
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tone and the second spectrogram with a long window to 

accurate detection of tone. 

 

Fig. 1. Main steps in the Double Spectrogram Method 

3.1 Loading and preprocessing audio signal  

Double spectrogram algorithm starts downloading wav 

signal. Preprocessing includes filtering band-pass filter 

with band redundancies 27 Hz - 3980 Hz, which is an 

ordinary piano (from A2 to h4) for temporal tuning [2].  

3.2 Algorithm to detect starts and ends points of 

tones  

 

Fig. 2. Algorithm to detect starts and ends points of tones 

Input to the algorithm is the spectrogram STFT (Short-

Time Fourier Transform) [1,3] and its notation is as 

follows: 







n

jkenwnxSTFT  )()(),(                  (1) 

Using Spectrogram calculated for each time slot n power 

using the formula: 





2/

1

2

,)(
N

k

knSTFTnE                       (2) 

where n is the nth frame of the STFT spectral matrix in 

absolute value, N is the number of samples and k are 

elements in the column. The result is a vector that reflects 

the power at each point in time (in each frame). 

3.2.1 Part for start points  

This section is shown on Fig. 2 in the “left branch”. 

Essence of the algorithm is based on measuring the 

increase or decrease in power. This increase is simply 

calculated by the formula: 

)1(/)()(  nEnEnI increase          (3) 

where I is the ratio between the actual value of the power 

E(n) of the previous power value E(n-1).  

After part of the Calculation of the power increase is at 

least second part and that is the smoothing of the increase 

in power. Smoothing function is a convolution previous 

result with the Hamming window. This method is adaptive 

and therefore followed the third part: Calculation of the 

Threshold constant. This constant is calculated by 

)(*2,1 vmediancons  . Another part is: Calculation of the 

start points and pseudo start points. These points are 

obtained if they meet the condition that the first value in 

function Iincrease is greater than threshold constant. Now it is 

necessary to remove pseudo start points using part: 

Clustering pseudo start points with start points. Clustering 

is performed by convolution previous result with 

rectangular window. The last step is to Remove pseudo 

start points. From the group are selected only samples that 

correspond to the size of a half- length rectangular window. 

3.2.2 Part for end points  

Primary method of detection end points is already used 

results from the detection start points, using logic for 

mono. If the tone began at the time n, the previous tone 

finished in time n-1. The problem occurs, when a break 

between tones is. This method is solution for this problem. 

Part Power is the same as for the start points of tones. End 

points detection is different and its algorithm is shown in 

"right branch" on Fig. 2. Firstly is part Smoothed Power, 

where we use convolution to smooth over the energy. 

Second, normalization is applied to the previous result and 

output values are in the range from 0 to 1. The last step is 

to use non-adaptive threshold constants, which indicates 

that the value in a normalized vector falls below the 

threshold, while in the previous point n-1 is greater than 

threshold, the point n is declared as the end of the tone.  

3.3 Algorithm for identification tones with 

method of comparison 

This algorithm was designed based on the analysis of 

spectra of different instruments. In this analysis it was 

found that the spectra are different from instrument to 

instrument. Most of the current recognition methods used 

to detect the tones peak-picking algorithm, which monitors 
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the maximum amplitude in spectrum. In this algorithm, the 

often occur octave errors, because the highest amplitude in 

the spectrum doesn´t means that the amplitude of this tone 

was really played. A nice example of such errors is violin. 

Therefore, has been proposed algorithm, which worked 

with the profiles of the various instruments and compared 

them with the input signal. 

  

 
Fig. 3. Algorithm for identification tones with method of comparison 

 

3.3.1 Database Creation 

This section is intended to produce a spectral database for 

example piano. Load sequence of all tones (all 88 keys), 

from the lowest tone (27.5 Hz) to the highest tone (4186 

Hz). On the sequence of 88 tones was performed algorithm 

to detect the start points. After evaluation, we get the start 

points every single tone. Now it loads from each start point 

of N samples, which perform the function of framing. The 

result of the framing is an output matrix which has N rows 

and 88 columns tones plus a column of silence. 

Subsequently, the matrix will be transferred from time to 

frequency domain using FFT. I can also create a database 

of spectral components for other instruments. 

 

3.3.2 Comparing part 

 

We create the STFT spectrogram using a long window. 

Now we will compare STFT spectrogram with the database 

instruments. Comparison is performed by the method of 

least squares using the formula: 

   


















k j i

jidatabasekiSTFTkMLS
2

),(),(min)(
    (4) 

Where i is the number of rows in the database and STFT 

the matrix, k is the number of columns in the STFT, j is the 

number of columns in the database. STFT columns are 

compared with database columns and calculated is the 

square deviation between each row. The smallest output 

value is declared as played tone. The last step is the easiest, 

because the columns are converted to the corresponding 

frequency. Now we get the output time-frequency graph. 

3.3.3 Finding equivalent start and end points 

in Time frequency graph 

The start and end points of tones, obtained using the 

algorithm for detecting the start and end tones, are mapped 

to the closest values that were found in first-time-frequency 

graph. And so, that we are looking for the nearest 

equivalent for time-frequency graph. The same goes for the 

end of the tones. 

3.3.4 In Time frequency graph find most 

probable tone in the range start-end 

Another approach is of range start - end of the tone to 

select only a single tone. Deciding what tone to be selected 

is based on the number of tones in each scale, which are 

weighted by the bell function (Hamming window with a 

length of range). 

3.3.5 Found the tone convert back to time 

resolution Spectrogram 1 

Using reverse mapping are tones, which were obtained 

from the previous step mapped to the resolution of first 

spectrogram. Through this process we get the exact 

frequency and time resolution. 

  

Fig. 4. Output time-frequency graph, we get the double spectrogram 

method. Blue lines are tones, magenta points are start points 

4. Evaluation methods 

4.1 Evaluation method for reference methods 

For reference methods Dixon and Monti and Sandler have 

used the same evaluation formula:  

NFNFP

N
score


           (5) 

where N=number of correctly transcribed notes; FP(False 

positive)=number of transcribed notes that weren´t played 

in original MIDI; FN(False Negative)=number of not 

transcribed notes. 
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Other method used by Raphael is error rate from speech 

evaluation of “Word Error Recognition Rate” 

tenceInTruthSenTotalWords

nsSubtitutioDeletionssInspertion
ErrorRate


 *100     (6) 

An evaluation method for Marolt is unknown. 

4.2 Evaluation method for Double 

spectrogram 

 

Double spectrogram method

number of notes played with one key 132
correctly detected one note 130

undetected note 2

false duplicity notes 2

number of chords played with two keys 9
correctly detected at least one note 9

undetected note 0

false duplicity notes 3

number of chords played with three keys 43
correctly detected at least one note 42

undetected note 2

false duplicity notes 2

total number of notes and chords 184
total number of undetected notes 4

total number of false duplicity notes 7

total number of notes detected 187

 Tab. 1. detailed analysis of the results for the method of double 

spectrogram 

 

Evaluation of detection is measured by three different 

music tracks from various artists (Beethoven - For 

Elizabeth, Mozart - A Little Night Music, Haydn - 

Deutschlandlied) played an acoustic grand piano. The 

evaluation method used in Double spectrogram is taken 

with (6). For mono signal is error rate:  

%98,5
184

74
100 


monoErrorRate          (7) 

And for poly signal is error rate: 

%35,38
279

9674
100 


polyErrorRate         (8) 

Where number are from Tab. 1 and other number are 

explanation here: 96 is number undetected notes (keys), 

279 is total number played notes (keys) for poly signal. 

5. Results and comparison with 

reference methods  

Tab. 2. contains the results achieved by different methods. 

The results of reference methods are obtained from the 

scientific articles [4], [5], [6] and [7]. Various approaches 

have been proposed for the notation of audio signal: 

standard S.P. (Signal Processing) techniques, HMM; 

blackboard algorithm, neural networks and double 

spectrogram. Common mistakes are octave, rapid passages, 

and quiet notes. It was very difficult to compare different 

approaches, which include various evaluation techniques. 

Difficulties were also lack the standard set of test examples 

and evaluation function. 

 

methods succes tone detection [%] poly mono

Dixon 70 - 80

Marolt 80 - 95

Raphael 61

Monti and Sandler 74

61,65 for poly

94,02 for mono
Double Spectrogram

 

Tab. 2. Table success tone detection for methods 

 

Success of detection was achieved a simple relationship: 

[%]100[%] ErrorRateSuccess          (9) 

Double spectrogram method is designed primarily for 

monophonic music. If the input signal is polyphonic, 

Double spectrogram method achieves higher error rate. The 

best method in comparison is Marolt. When the input 

signal is polyphonic Double spectrogram method achieves 

the same error rate as a method of Raphael. When the input 

signal is monophonic Double spectrogram method achieves 

the same error rate as a method of Marolt.  
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Abstract. This work has found a solution for the possibility 

of using pronunciation of whatever human voice in a 

diphone speech synthesizer. We managed to propose and 

execute the system which is able to create a speech 

database from the words comprising the speech corpus. 

The speech synthesizer will then be able to speak with a 

voice recorded by a user. 

 In the first part of my work I will attend to basic principles 

of text-to-speech synthesis. I explain what theme of 

recordings is and what volume of text is needed for the best 

quality of synthesis. In the next part I will introduce 

database creation system architecture and describe 

particular modules comprising the system. DTW method is 

used for computerized segmentation of recorded spoken 

text that is needed to work compatibly with synthesizer. 

Finally I compile problems solved by DTW and describe 

possibility of solving current problems.  

Keywords 

speech synthesis, dynamic time warping, DTW, 

speech database, artificial voice, concatenation 

synthesis,  

1. Introduction 

A speech synthesizer is a device produced artificial 

human voice. An aim of the high-class synthesizer is that 

the generated voice should not be distinguishable from a 

real human voice. Synthesis systems are commonly 

evaluated in terms of three characteristics. Firstly, accuracy 

of rendering the input text, intelligibility of the resulting 

voice message and perceived naturalness of the resulting 

speech. 

Present, the most used synthesis systems are 

concatenation synthesizer. Such synthesizer chains short or 

longer speech units. Concatenation of phonemes is not used 

very often, because of so-called coarticulation effect. More 

used systems are that works via diphones. Here there is no 

problem with coarticulation. All diphones that exist in 

given language, the diphone synthesizer possess. 

2. Speech Synthesis from Textual 

Input 

The aim for computer speech synthesis from either 

textual or conceptual input is to imitate the characteristics 

of the typical human speaking process well enough to 

produce synthetic speech that is acceptable to human 

listeners. Synthesis from text should be able to apply the 

rules used by a good reader in interpreting written text and 

producing speech. 

Most work on speech synthesis has concentrated on 

text-to-speech (TTS) conversion, and TTS will form the 

main focus for this chapter 

3. Converting from text to speech 

The generation of synthetic speech from text is often 

characterized as a two-stage analysis-synthesis process, as 

illustrated in Figure 1. The first part of this process involves 

analysis of the text to determine underlying linguistic 

structure. This abstract linguistic description will include a 

phoneme sequence and any other information, such as 

stress pattern and syntactic structure, which may influence 

the way in which the text should be spoken.  

Speech 
generation

Text 
analysis

System TTS
prosody

and 
linguistic

description
TEXT

Speech

 

Fig. 1.  The conversion from text to speech as an analysis-

synthesis process. 

The second part of the TTS conversion process generates 

synthetic speech from the linguistic description. 

3.1 TTS system architecture 

Both the analysis and synthesis processes of TTS 

conversion involve a number of processing operations, and 

most modern TTS systems incorporate these different 

operations within a modular architecture such as the one 

illustrated in Figure 7.2. When text is input to the system, 

each of the modules takes some input related to the text, 
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which may need to be generated by other modules in the 

system, and generates some output which can then be used 

by further modules, until the final synthetic speech 

waveform is generated. However, all information within the 

system passes from one module to another via a separate 

processing „engine‟ and the modules do not communicate 

directly with each other. The processing engine controls the 

sequence of operations to be performed, stores all the 

information in a suitable data structure and deals with the 

interfaces required to the individual modules. 

T
T
S

I
N
T
E
R
F
A
C
E

Data 
scructure

Text pre - processing

Normalization

Morphological analysis

Context analysis

Syntactic analysis

Phonetic transcription

Prosody generation

Speech synthesis

Input 
Text

Synthetic 
speech 

waveform

PROCESSING
ENGINE

TEXT ANALYSIS

Speech sound generation

 

Fig. 2.  Block diagram showing a modular TTS system 

architecture. 

A major advantage of this type of architecture is the ease 

with which individual modules can be changed or new 

modules added. The only changes that are required are in 

the accessing of the modules in the TTS processing engine; 

the operation of the individual modules is not affected. In 

addition, data required by the system (such as a 

pronunciation dictionary to specify how words are to be 

pronounced) tend to be separated from the processing 

operations that act on the data. This structure has the 

advantage that it is relatively straightforward to tailor a 

general TTS system to a specific application or to a 

particular accent, or even to a new language.  

4. Solution suggestion for database 

creation 

We are dealing with concatenation synthesis so final 

speech is created by chaining particular speech units. As 

project of diphone synthesizer at Department of 

Telecommunication is semi-finished (diphones are used as 

speech units), the focus of this work is associated with 

uniform units – diphones. It means that synthesizer is not 

able to choose different length units from database to suit 

the particular circumstances, but only diphones (or 

phonemes if diphones do not occur there).  

The database may be processed manually or 

automatically by computer algorithms. In the next section 

we will consider the advantages and disadvantages of those 

methods.  

4.1 Automatic approach to speech database 

processing 

A computer application controls every aspect of the 

database creation and user obeys orders displayed on-

screen. At the beginning he says words into a microphone 

according to list on-screen and in certain parts of process 

can be requested to enter commands, controlling some steps 

in the algorithm.  

Corpus 
recording 
module

Phonetic 
transcription 

Corpus 
segmentation 

module

Corpus 
analyzing 
module

Speech unit 
chooser

Index file 
creation 
module

XML

WAV

XML XML

WAV

XML

WAV

XML

WAV

XML TXT

WAV

Speaker 
voice

 

Fig. 3.  Block diagram illustrating automatic speech database 

creation. 

The whole process of preparing of the speech database into 

the form that the synthesizer could use is quite lengthy and 

therefore it is suitable to split it into several sections. Each 

module expects data input from the previous one, to then 

process them and send the changed data as input to the 

following module. The process continues this way until the 

last module in the sequence launches the complete speech 

database. Block diagram illustrating the speech database 

creation system is depicted in Figure 3. The advantage of 

separating the algorithm into different modules can be seen 

in simplicity of changing, upgrading or extending one block 

without any need to change another. Note the necessity of 

unified transfer form between modules. 

4.2 The corpus recording module 

First form in sequence is responsible for controlling 

the recording of words that will be a base for database. It 

has an access to a list of words, displayed on a screen for 

user to repeat. Thereafter, the user‟s utterance is recorded 

by microphone and saved to memory unit. The corpus 

recording may be done professionally in recording studio or 

might be accessible to larger group of people through the 

internet via small application.  

One output is WAVE files containing recorded words, 

and one is XML files describing exactly what words occur. 

All these files are passed on to next modules to process. 

Structure of XML file is described in Figure 4.  
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Corpus 
recording 
module

XML

Speaker 
voice

WAV. . .
 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<indexes> 

. . . 

  <file path="dievca0772.wav"> 

    <word> 

              matka 

    </word> 

  </file> 

  <file path="dievca0773.wav"> 

    <word> 

              vlnka 

    </word> 

  </file> 

  <file path="dievca0774.wav"> 

    <word> 

              štvrtý 

    </word> 

  </file> 

. . .  

</indexes> 

Fig. 4.  XML structure demonstration occurring on the output of 

the corpus recording module. 

4.3 The phonetic transcription module 

This module receives the XML file where all corpus 

words are written and translates them into phonetic 

representation, i.e. how they were uttered. A class 

“PhoneticTranscription” of diphone synthesizer coded in 

C# is used. All elements <pho> are written hierarchically 

under the element <word>. One such element is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

Phonetic 
transcription 

XML

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<indexes> 

. . . 

  <file path="dievca0772.wav"> 

    <word> 

      <pho> 

             sil 

      </pho> 

      <pho> 

             m 

      </pho> 

      <pho> 

             a 

      </pho> 

. . . 

    </word> 

. . .  

</indexes> 

Fig. 5.  XML structure demonstration occuring on the output of 

the phonetic transcription module. 

4.4 The corpus segmentation module 

The corpus segmentation module estimates the time of 

the cutting point between each pair of phoneme. It expects 

an XML file with phonemes as input and appends 

information about the starting and ending point of phoneme 

in audio file. 

 

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<indexes> 

. . . 

  <file path="dievca0772.wav"> 

    <word> 

      <pho> 

             sil 

        <bounds> 

          <start>0</start> 

          <end>0.0613318</end> 

        </bounds> 

      </pho> 

      <pho> 

             m 

        <bounds> 

          <start>0.0613318</start> 

          <end>0.1673467</end> 

        </bounds> 

      </pho> 

. . . 

    </word> 

. . .  

</indexes> 

Fig. 6.  XML structure demonstration occurring on the output of 

the corpus segmentation module. 

Phoneme limits are estimated by method based on template 

matching, where two vectors are compared. Dynamic Time 

Warping (DTW) is used to find out the similarity between 

reference template and second pattern where phoneme 

limits are found. The output XML file, part of which is 

shown in Figure 6, is enriched by phoneme borders. 

4.5 The corpus analyzing module 

This module is responsible for calculating some 

noticeable properties of particular phonemes. Typical 

features that can be useful for the next process are pitch 

energy and pitchmarks. The script of PRAAT program, 

focusing on speech processing and specializes in phonetic 

analyses and sound manipulations, is used to estimate those 

features.  

 

Corpus 
analyzing 
module

XML

WAV. . .

 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<indexes> 

. . . 

  <file path="dievca0772.wav"> 

    <word> 

      <pho> 

             sil 

        <bounds> 

          <start>0</start> 

          <end>0.0613318</end> 

        </bounds> 

        <energy> 

          <firstpart>0</firstpart> 

      <secondpart>0</secondpart> 

        </energy> 

      </pho> 

. . . 

    </word> 

. . .  

</indexes> 

Fig. 7.  XML structure demonstration occurring on the output of 

the corpus analyzing module.  
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4.6 The speech unit chooser  

Module choosing suitable speech units from corpus 

works upon properties and features obtained from previous 

modules.  

In whole corpus there are lots of units of each 

phoneme. It is necessary to choose one utterance of each 

phoneme according to one of its properties because some 

phonemes can be unsuitable due to its disproportionate 

intensity in corpus. If synthesizer chooses such phoneme, a 

listener would notice the problem. Therefore this module is 

highly important in the database creation process. There is 

one more feature of the module – choosing the most 

suitable diphones as one unit of two consecutive phonemes. 

In the output XML file, as Figure 8. illustrates, one 

utterance of each phoneme and diphone is written. 

 

Speech unit 
chooser

XML

 

<file path="dievca0772.wav"> 

    <word> 

      <pho> 

               sil 

      </pho> 

      <pho> 

               m 

      </pho> 

      <pho> 

               a 

      </pho> 

      <pho> 

               t 

      </pho> 

      <diph> 

               sil 

               m 

      </diph> 

      <diph> 

               t 

               k 

      </diph> 

    </word> 

</file> 

Fig. 8.  XML structure demonstration occurring on the output of 

the speech unit chooser module.  

5. Conclusion 

In my work we have proposed and executed a speech 

database creation system. It consists of the six modules, 

each responsible for particular process. 

DTW method is certainly a good tool for automatic 

segmentation of speech recordings. After applying the basic 

principle of DTW algorithm and a number of 

improvements, we have come to the conclusion that the 

diphone boundaries in recorded words, determined 

automatically simply by using DTW are very accurate. In 

the words starting with sibilant letters the algorithm does 

not always correctly identify diphone boundaries. The 

solution that seemed most effective was trimming spaces 

before and behind each word. Automated crop gaps could 

be resolved by comparing the energy gap which would be 

cut gradually until a human voice appears in the recording.  
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Abstract. This paper describes the development and testing 

of a method for the automatic prediction of the acceptance of 

the acoustic feedback of rotary switches. After a brief 

description of the tools and methods used to acquire acoustic 

measurements and individually optimized target sounds it is 

explained how the gathered data to identify both desirable 

and undesirable sounds from a large data pool. 

Furthermore, the benefits of well-designed and pleasant 

acoustic feedback to the user experience and the overall 

usability of human-machine-interfaces are explained. 

Keywords 

Non-speech auditory feedback, benchmarking, 

prototyping, input device, human-machine-interface 

1. Introduction 

Due to the increased functionality of modern cars in 

terms of driver assistance systems, connectivity and 

infotainment on one hand and the increasing demands 

regarding usability and joy of use on the other, almost all car 

manufacturers offer menu-based user interfaces throughout 

almost their entire model ranges.  

 Usually these interfaces consist of a display unit close 

to the driver's line of sight as well as a control panel which is 

mounted relatively low so that it can be easily reached. This 

design principle is also recommended by the European 

Statement of Principles on Human Machine Interaction 

(EsoP). 

Most systems use a combination of one central rotary 

encoder and several buttons. The rotary encoder is the main  

control element and therefore has to be operated frequently. 

Current high-end systems furthermore often feature a touch-

pad for text input. For the acceptance and perceived quality 

of such a user interface it is necessary that the output of the 

systems (typically complex menu structures displayed on a 

TFT display) is logically arranged and visually appealing and 

the user input devices are ergonomically and aesthetically 

well-designed and well-built so that every user input is 

precisely and reliably registered.  

Moreover, the system input and output also affect the 

security of operation: An easy to understand display allows 

the driver to concentrate on the road and precise input 

devices help to enter information into the system faster [1]. A 

crucial aspect is to provide the user with appropriate 

feedback during operation. 

Feedback in general can be given to the user in three 

different ways: 

 Visually, for example by highlighting something on a 

display or by control LEDs 

 Tactile, typically as a sudden change of force or torque 

[2] 

 Acoustically, by either electroacoustic stimuli or 

mechanically generated sounds 

2. Description of the feedback signal 

Acoustic and tactile feedback in conventional 

electromechanical control elements such as tact switches of 

rotary encoders are often caused by the same phenomenon 

and hence at the same time: the sudden change of force or 

momentum accelerates certain internal parts of the control 

element.  

As a consequence, this parts impact on other parts 

within the device. In the rotary encoders used in this project 

this events typically happen within 1-2 ms, the resulting click 

sound typicalls lasts less than 10 ms. 

The following two figures show the movement of a 

spring inside a rotary encoder which occurs at the time when 

the electric output of the device is triggered.  

 

Fig. 1. Spring in it's left rest position 
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Fig. 2. Spring at it's right rest position, the 

displacement of the spring is 0,4 mm 

As can be seen in the figures, the spring movement 

which causes the acoustic feedback occurs is a cast plastic 

enclosure which provides only 0,4 mm displacement. This 

value among others varies due to tolerances in the 

manufacturing process which results in significant changes in 

the acoustic feedback of the encoder between two samples.  

Several thousand individual click sounds have been 

sampled on an integrated measurement unit which has been 

developed during the course of this project. A detailed 

description of unit can be found in [3]. 

The feedback signal typically shows a broadband 

spectrum with not very distinct peaks. It can therefore 

roughly be described a uniform noise modulated with a 10 ms 

amplitude envelope.  

3. Signal synthesis, methodology and 

summary of early findings 

The basic methodology used in this project was to 

iteratively improve both the synthesis and the analysis of the 

acoustic feedback of electromechanical control elements. The 

aim was to develop a synthesis algorithm which is capable of 

generating realistically sounding click sounds based on a 

relatively small set of signal parameters on the one hand and 

an analysis method capable of extracting the same set of 

parameters from a recorded natural sound. 

The concept was to use the recorded sounds for a first 

experiment in which subjects had to rank a selection of 

typical sounds according to their individual tastes. 

Subsequently, parameters affecting the acceptance of the 

sound were to be isolated based on this ranking of this sounds 

in combination with analysis results. The gained knowledge 

can subsequently used to improve the synthesis- and analysis 

methods for a more precise identification of parameters in the 

next iteration step of the subjective experiments. 

Since sounds are subjectively perceived differently 

when they are taken out of context [4] a device for realistic 

sound playback had to be developed for this purpose [5]. The 

device consists of a rotary encoder which looks like an 

ordinary encoder in an automotive user interface but features 

no inherent acoustic or tactile feedback. It is connected to a 

system which triggers artificial acoustic feedback which can 

be either recorded or synthesized in real-time.  

The first experiment which used only recorded sounds 

showed a strong rejection of sounds which were considered  

to be too loud. Sounds which were very quiet were preferred 

by a small number of subjects while the majority rated 

sounds in the middle of the amplitude range to be preferable. 

The effect of the amplitude masked all other influences by 

temporal structure or spectrum. [6] 

For this reason, synthetic amplitude-normalized sounds 

were used in the next trial. All sounds used an identical 

amplitude-envelope with linear attack and decay times of 1 

and 12 ms respectively. This envelope was used to modulate 

different harmonic and noise-like waveforms. The sound 

which was favored in the first trial was used as a reference. 

The study showed that subjects generally rejected harmonic 

signals and preferred the ones based on noise. [7] 

The insight that harmonic feedback signals are generally 

disliked led to the adaption of a synthesis algorithm for 

impact sounds originally proposed by Gaver [8]. While his 

original algorithm uses sine waves as oscillators modulated 

with exponential decays the first proposed modification is the 

usage of digital wavetable oscillators instead [9]. The 

wavetables are loaded with 3rd-octave bandpass filtered 

noise. 

Secondly, as explained in the works of MacAdams [10] 

and Lutfi [11], the attack phase of a transient sound is crucial 

for identification. For this reason, a logarithmic attack phase 

was added to the amplitude envelope. 

As analysis of the recorded sounds showed, the 

spectrum of typical clicks shows no significant spectral 

components below 800 Hz, therefore 15 3
rd

-octave bands are 

sufficient to cover the audible spectrum of a click sound.  

Following a procedure described in [5], the synthesizer 

requires only three input values by the user: 

 Peak Amplitude 

 Decay Time / Damping Coefficient 

 Spectral bias (emphasis of low or high frequencies) 

4. Target sound definition and automatic 

prediction of acceptance 

This final experiment for was divided into two parts: 

In the first part the subject’s task is to design a feedback 

signal which is perceived pleasant by the subject. This is 

done using an adaptive procedure for each parameter of the 

sound.  Each parameter was adjustable by means of a pair of 

buttons as shown in Fig. 3:  

The markers above each pair of buttons indicated when the 

final step size of the adaptive procedure was reached. As the 

three parameters influence each other (i.e. a longer sound 

with the same peak amplitude is perceived louder than a 

shorter one), the setting phase of the sound was not 

automatically ended as soon as all three parameters reached 

the final step size but the subjects were allowed so spend as 

long as they wanted to set up their individual stimuli. 
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Fig. 3. Control panel to dial in the desired sound 

Once the subject is satisfied with the sound, the confirm 

button stores the current settings and finishes this part of the 

experiment. The target sound definition is followed by 

calculation and analysis. In the calculation step the stimulus 

which was designed by the subject is analyzed and compared 

to the stimuli in the database using the methods explained in 

the previous chapter. The program selects a total of 29 

sounds from the database, which are selected due to the 

following criteria: 

 Increasing Correlation Coefficient of the Damping 

Coefficients (10 stimuli) 

 Increasing Correlation Coefficient of the Peak 

Amplitudes (10 stimuli) 

Since the sounds which are stored in the database are all 

relatively similar due to the fact that they are all based on 

physical control elements which are constructed in a similar 

way, their typical correlation coefficients were similar as 

well. Fig. 4 shows an example of a typical distribution of 

correlation coefficients: 

 

Fig. 4. Note that over 75% of the sounds feature 

very high correlation coefficients 

The figure shows the correlation coefficients for the 

peak amplitude parameter for the entire database. It can be 

seen that the curve is relatively steep for the first 2000 sounds 

and then becomes relatively flat, more than 75% of the 

sounds show high to very high correlation with the reference 

value in this example. The same is true if the damping 

coefficients are correlated. 

The analysis and subsequent correlation and data 

extraction can be done in less than a minute so that the 

subjects can continue with the second part of the experiment 

right anway, since the time used for calculation is used to 

brief the probands with their task for the second part. 

In this part of the experiment it is the subject’s task to 

rate the sounds which have been selected by the system in the 

step before. The subjects do this using a seven-point scale on 

the interface. The subjects could listen to the sound as long as 

they wished. Once the subject came up with a conclusion, he 

could enter the rating of the sound into the seven-point scale 

and confirm the result. The next selected stimulus would be 

played back using the simulator. The order in which the 

stimuli were presented to the subjects was randomized for 

every subject. The 20 sounds which are selected because of 

their correlation coefficients are normalized in terms of peak 

amplitude in order to prevent any influence through this 

parameter. 

5. Analysis and Discussion of the Results 

for Acceptance Prediction 

The acceptance has been predicted based on three 

different methods: 

- Correlation of the Damping Coefficients 

- Correlation of the Peak Amplitudes 

The proposals for a prediction method which are based 

on correlation of signal parameters are supposed to have an 

effect on the acceptance of the stimuli, i.e. high correlation 

coefficients tend to higher acceptance ratings than low 

correlation values. A comparison of both methods of 

selection is shown in figure 5: 

 

Fig. 5. This plot shows the average acceptance 

values achieved with stimuli which showed 

the according combinations of the correlation 

coefficients of peak amplitudes per band and 

damping coefficients per band. 
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Since the variations in the actual correlation coefficients 

which have been calculated for each sound are very small the 

values have been quantized into 20 ranges and averaged 

within each range. The result is shown in the above figure. x- 

and y-axes denote the correlation coefficients of the damping 

coefficients and the peak amplitudes respectively. The z-axis 

denotes the average acceptance within a certain correlation 

coefficient bin. One would expect that the highest z-values 

occur in the upper ends of both x- and y-axis. 

This is true for the correlation coefficient of the 

damping coefficients, in which relatively small deviations 

from the highest possible values lead to a significant 

reduction in the acceptance values. Regarding the correlation 

coefficients of the peak values it can be seen that even 

relatively low values lead to high acceptance ratings as long 

as the damping coefficients correlate well with the reference. 

A possible explanation for this is that the human sense 

of hearing works as an integrator and as long as the damping 

coefficients correlate well, the integral of emitted sound per 

band should correlate relatively well, too, even if the peak 

amplitude in this band did not match the desired values. 

6. Conclusions and Outlook 

The experiment has shown that at least one of the two 

proposed methods for the improvement of the prediction of 

the acoustic feedback in fact leads to higher acceptance 

values in the subjectively rated sounds. In combination with 

the aforementioned big effect of the overall amplitude is is 

possible to automatically identify sounds which are likely to 

suit an individual listener's taste.  

By obtaining a large number of individually optimized 

stimuli it is possible to acquire an average target sound for a 

specific application and use the described method to identify 

an acoustically suitable electromechanical component by 

comparing recordings of the said component with the target. 

Furthermore, the synthesizer/simulator can be used as a 

rapid-prototyping tool on it's own for defining target sounds 

which do not necessarily have to be generated as a side effect 

of an electromechanical device. An obvious example for this 

application is the rapidly increasing use of touch-sensitive 

devices in automotive user interfaces, points of sale and – 

above all – mobile devices.  

As a study during the course of this project showed, 

well designed acoustic feedback does not only make a rotary 

control more pleasant to use but improves the security and 

speed of operation as well [1]. 

Also, new questions are raised which provide future 

challenges for more research regarding the role of acoustic 

feedback in user interfaces. The validity of the results in 

conjunction with tactile feedback has yet to be examined. 

From research regarding mobile touch-screen devices it is 

known that the graphic design (shape, size, color) of virtual 

buttons affects the expectations of how the acoustic feedback 

is supposed to be. Transferred to the goals of this project a 

possible future challenge would be to examine the effects of 

shape, weight, surface texture and material of a physical 

knob.  
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Abstract. The paper is focused on NGN/IMS network and 

its security. IMS is the standard of converged network 

architecture, combining different types of networks and 

services, providing them in one network using IP and other 

relevant protocols. The work contains an overview of 

important points and principles of this architecture and its 

security risks. Paper offers overview of attacks that 

threaten such networks and proposals how to avoid them. 
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1. Introduction 

The move toward all IP architectures for service 

delivery appears to be a strong trend. In this context, 

customers seem to desire an access to personalized 

interactive, multimedia services, on any device and 

anywhere. This trend introduces new requirements for 

network infrastructures. The IP Multimedia Subsystem 

(IMS) is seen as a promising solution for fulfilling these 

expectations. 

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is at the core of 

the upcoming next generation of telecommunication 

services. Developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP), the IMS is based on Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP) [2] signaling and the Internet Protocol (IP). 

The IMS architecture represents a significant change in the 

way telecommunication services are implemented and 

deployed. With these changes there comes a new set of 

challenges to provide a secure and trusted set of services.  

Given that the IMS is based on the SIP and the IP, it 

inherits numerous known security challenges with these 

protocols. There have been created interesting and 

exhaustive works in recent years on both the problems and 

the solutions for the SIP-based VoIP security [3,4]. 

The first section of the paper is dedicated to common 

IMS overview. Its aim is to provide a coherent view of 

principles, history and development of the architecture. The 

subsequent section builds on this overview description 

enlists and explains security threads related to the whole 

VoIP realm. Detailed understanding of underway attacks is 

a necessary background for a serious discussion and 

proposition of relevant solutions. 

2. IP Multimedia Subsystem 

The IMS refers to a functional architecture for 

multimedia service delivery, based upon Internet protocols. 

Its aim is to merge Internet and cellular worlds, in order to 

enable rich multimedia communications. It is specified in 

the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [5].  

The IMS was introduced in the UMTS release 5 and 6 

[6]. In its first version, the focus was taken facilitating the 

development and deployment of new services in mobile 

networks. It was later extended by the European 

Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI), in the scope 

of its work on Next Generation Networks (NGNs). A 

standardization body of the ETSI, called 

Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and 

Protocols for Advanced Networking (TISPAN) 

standardizes the IMS as a subsystem of NGNs. 

 

 

Fig. 1: 3GPP/TISPAN IMS Architectural Overview 
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3. Security threats 

In the previous chapter, we discussed in detail the 

motivation, principles, architecture and threads associated 

with the IMS. This chapter provides an overview of threats 

and attacks associated not only with the IMS but with VoIP 

environment as a whole. Distribution of attacks in 

subchapters is taken from the book [10], which also served 

as the main but not the sole basis for writing this chapter. 

Like the previous chapter, this one should too serve as a 

sufficiently comprehensive but clear source, serving as an 

introduction to security of the whole VoIP issue [11].  

It must be said that the used division of attacks is not 

completely consecutive. Attacks are often complex 

procedures, which are very similar in some features or they 

link to each other. Therefore, the division should be 

understood from the the target point of view rather than the 

one of the way the attack is done.  

The most common methods of attacks that are with 

major or minor variations used in different targets are DoS 

(Denial of Services), eavesdropping and toll frauds. 

Therefore, in this chapter they will given a wider space for 

their detailed description. Each subsection represents a 

category of threat. The group is here explained in terms of 

motivation, history and other important features. It also 

mentioned some of the methods or measures that help 

prevent or defend against the given attacks. 

3.1 Ecosystem attacks 

The first large group of the attacks directed against 

communications system as a whole. Often these attacks 

may not even be targeted and can be caused by unforeseen 

collective behavior of its users.  

At a time when the individual systems were separated, 

often operated by its own physical infrastructure, it was 

enough to ensure each system separately. In the case of 

IMS network the situation is quite different. As previously 

mentioned, one of the main goals of IMS is convergence of 

several different networks and services into one network. 

This linking of more services, however, causes a real 

security nightmare. Interconnection and dependency of 

services from each other generates a huge amount of 

possibilities and situations that are almost impossible to 

anticipate and avoid. Using an IP and a shared 

infrastructure only expands and complicates the problem. 

As already stated, probably generally the most serious 

risk of converged networks is the problem of availability of 

services. The problem may not be necessarily the result of a 

DoS attack. A problem in the network can also be caused 

by users’ behavior. Toll fraud has the potential to be a 

threat with the greatest economic impact for the operator. 

In order to provide the highest comfort to its customers a 

provider can often make security compromises. The risk of 

Exposure of Information is based on the same principle as 

the previous case. Complexity and coherence of the system 

and its individual components produces a large number of 

places and situations where it is necessary to ensure 

authentication. A case when the confidential customer 

information is available to the public is a very 

uncomfortable experience. 

3.2 Insecure endpoints 

Times when terminals were just simple plastic boxes 

are long gone. SIP phones actually are small computers. 

With the increasing complexity also a number of security 

risks increase. 

Basic and most simple attacks against endpoints are 

grouped in DoS attacks. The basic attack strategy is 

overloading the device through the “ping–f” command. 

Though there are other more advanced means available to 

the public. Another SIP specific attack is sending a SIP 

BYE message, which causes termination of on-going calls. 

If we go beyond the basic attacks, it is necessary obtain 

accurate identification data of endpoint device for attacks. 

For this section there are also lots of great resources 

available on the Internet. One of them is the SIPVicious. 

After searching for possible targets, it is necessary to gain 

control over the device. It is a very common phenomenon, 

that a vast majority of users use default passwords, which is 

a big security risk.  

3.3 Media channel attacks 

We have discussed attacks harmful for global system 

and defense strategies against them. In the following 

chapters more specific attacks will be addressed in details. 

It is a well-known fact that the SIP signaling and media 

themselves are divided into separate channels and often 

travel network along various ways. Therefore, we can 

divide these attacks in attacks on media channel and 

signaling or control channel attacks. In this chapter we will 

address attacks on media channel in details.  

Alice Bob

SIP
Proxy 

A

SIP
Proxy 

B

Media

SI
P

SIP

SIP

Eve
Media

 

Fig. 2: An Attacker, Eve, needs to get to media path of communication 

Mentioned attacks can be divided into eavesdropping 

and modification attacks. It is necessary to know the most 

important difference. Eavesdropping attacks [7] are simpler 

and always passive. This means that an attacker or a 

program just sits somewhere in a network and listens to the 

communication that passes through the network. An 

attacker does not enter actively into the process of service 
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initialization nor affects the routing data in any way. A 

program can archive intercepted data and an attacker needs 

to pick up the data only once in a while. On contrary, 

modification attacks are active attacks where a program is 

actively engaged in communication, what makes this type 

of attacks more complex. A program may alter words in IM 

communication during attack or even alter words in case of 

voice communication [8].  

In the modification attack attackers placed a program 

among communicating terminals, as shown in the Fig. 2. 

Program forwards all communication that does not 

necessarily need to be modified for a successful attack. 

There are several methods of how an attacker/program 

could achieve to place itself between communicating 

parties. One of the best known and most widely used 

methods is called. “ARP spoofing”. 

The basic prevent strategy against eavesdropping and 

modification attacks is encryption. 

3.4 Signalization channel attacks 

In the previous chapter were discussed methods of 

how to eavesdrop and modify communication through an 

attack on a media channel. The same procedures and 

equipment can be applied to the interception of a control 

channel. Such attacks, however, have their own 

characteristic features, which will be outlined in this 

chapter.  

Similar to eavesdropping attacks against media 

channels, an attacker only needs to get to the network 

segment where control channel traffic is occurs. An 

attacker can then capture all traffic on the network segment 

and analyse the traffic at some later time. By analysing the 

control channel traffic, an attacker can potentially learn 

important confidential information: 

An attacker in the middle of a control channel can of 

course also cause end of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. 

An attacker could simply drop certain control messages, 

such as endpoint registration messages, resulting in 

endpoints being unable to interact with the system. There 

is, though, a range of other DoS attacks that do not require 

a man-in-the middle attack to be effective. 

Network flooding attacks have long been a standard 

part of an attacker’s toolbox for denying service. The basic 

idea is to send a massive amount of traffic to a specific 

network segment with aim to create so much network 

congestion that authentic traffic cannot reach its target, or 

to generate a massive amount of traffic at a particular 

server causing exhaustion of all its resources trying to 

respond to the bogus traffic [9].  

There are also SIP specific DoS attacks. One 

representative example is the SIP INVITE attack. The 

bombardment aimed to a SIP server which can result either 

in the server not being able to accept further sessions or in 

some cases server rebooting or otherwise ceasing operation. 

A different example is the BYE attack when attacker floods 

network or an IP range with BYE SIP messages causing 

termination of all enduring SIP sessions.  

 
Fig. 3: Illustration of DDoS attack 

Obviously, if an attacker is launches the flooding type 

of attack, they may want to hide the source of the attack so 

that they cannot be simply shut down by blocking one or 

just a couple of addresses. An attacker could use a botnet to 

launch attacks (see the Fig. 3Fig.). In a botnet, there are 

hundreds or thousands of computers out there that have 

been compromised and have a “bot” installed on their 

system waiting for commands. 

Similarly to defending against media channel attacks, 

the best way how to prevent control channel attacks also is 

encryption. A typical protocol or mechanism used for 

encryption of a control channel is either TLS or IPsec. 

3.5 Identity attacks 

As we have moved from the traditional PSTN to the 

new IP communications networks, the challenge is that we 

are now in a space where “identity” can be spoofed even 

more easily than it was possible before. Yet, at the same 

time, we have a user population that is accustomed to 

trusting the caller identification information and is therefore 

currently more susceptible to abuses of the identity process. 

At the SpeechTEK 2008 conference in New York, a 

renowned hacker Kevin Mitnick demonstrated in his 

keynote the way he could publicize a phone number for a 

bank that, when called, appeared to be from the bank and in 

fact did access the bank’s real IVR system. However, the 

phone number was actually for his attack system that was 

sitting in the middle, relaying the bank’s audio to the caller 

and relaying (and logging) the caller’s key presses to the 

bank’s system. After someone called this number and 

interacted with the bank’s system, he then had all the 

information necessary to call back to the bank and identify 

himself as the caller. 
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4. Conclusion 

This paper was aimed to summarize our 

understanding and knowledge of the issues of NGN/IMS 

network and their security. One of the objectives of the 

study was also to serve as a comprehensive introduction to 

this area. 

The paper is also dedicated to attacks on VoIP 

networks in general [10]. The chapter is divided according 

to targets of attacks and their philosophy even if such a 

distinction is often ambiguous and intertwined with each 

other because of their complexity in real life. The chapter 

also contains detailed descriptions of the most common 

attacks such as DoS and eavesdropping. Consequences and 

implications of such attacks to network and its users as well 

as proposals for possible preventive measures are discussed 

here.  

In view of this issue, it is clear that a large part of 

security risks of networks is caused by laxity of users and 

even network administrators. The reason is no use or use of 

very weak or default passwords by users as well as network 

administrators. Another case is a very slow reaction of 

administrators to released security patches and updates of 

deployed systems. 
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Abstract. This article is focused on process of LTS core 

creation. It is required automatic rules training system 

based on a database for Slovak language. The first 

requirement is the correctly formatted database. In 

following article data files, a descriptor file and finally 

generated rules trees are described. According to this 

manual final product can be reached, which is suitable 

for speech synthesizer and reflect actual requirements. 

Keywords 

Speech synthesis, LTS rules, Wagon, data file, 

descriptor file. 

1. Introduction 

In view of how costly it is to develop LTS rules, 

particularly for a new language, attempts have been 

made recently to automate the creation of LTS 

conversion rules. Methods for the creation of LTS 

conversion rules are based on assumption that given set 

of words with correct phonetic transcriptions (the 

offline dictionary) and an automated learning system 

could lead to significant generalizations. Among them, 

classification and regression trees (CART) have been 

demonstrated to give satisfactory performances for 

letter-to-sound conversion [1]. 

In most general terms, the purpose of the analyses via 

tree-building algorithms is to determine a set of if-then 

logical (split) conditions that permit accurate prediction 

or classification of cases [2]. 

The topic of this article is closely connected with related 

articles about a topic of LTS trees creation process 

based on tree-building algorithm. 

2. Training procedure 

The process of training procedure involves following 

steps:  

 A lexicon pre-processing into suitable training set  

 Definition of sets of allowed letter/phoneme pairs. 

(It’s intended to do this fully automatically in future 

versions).  

 Determination of probabilities of each 

letter/phoneme pair.  

 Aligning letters to an equal set of 

phonemes/_epsilons_.  

 Extracting the suitable data for training by the 

letter.  

 Building CART models (decision trees) for 

analyzed letter and its context [3]. 

3. Training process letter-by-letter 

After the training database is prepared one comes to the 

core of training process. Result of preparing process of 

database is an object, which is able to join the training 

process. Rules are stored in the tree structure. For each 

letter, generally said for each proceeded object, is 

appropriate to create a separate tree. This steps results 

into a group of parallel ordered trees. Independent tree 

creating supposes more than one training set. We need 

as many training sets, as many tree files we would like 

to make. Separated independent data files we extract 

from original, universal database. We choose 

appropriate training vectors taking into consideration 

criteria mentioned in following text. Thus we produce 

trees for letters, e.g. “a”, “á”, “b” etc. 

3.1. Data file 

Vectors contained selected letter are cute dot from 

training set and written separately. At first, database has 

to be sorted. The 7
th

 parameter is used as leading 

element in sorting process. Data ordering leads to 

temporary change of elements position in training 

vector. The 7
th

 element comes first, other elements 

follow. Sorting is now executed. Vectors with the same 

character are grouped together. The alphabetical 

ordering is used for each letter. After that elements in 

vectors are put back into their original position. Whole 

database should be divided into separated “.data” files. 

Output is represented with the group of files, named 

“letter.data” e.g. “a.data”. 
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3.2. Descriptor file 

The descriptor file together with data file creates 

inevitable couple for training process. The descriptor 

file manages and defines allowed values for each 

variable. Each element of the descriptor vector can have 

set of acceptable characters (phonemes or letters) so 

there should not be letter misinterpretation. Allowed 

values were discussed in related works [8]. The 

complete interpretation of each letter into SAMPA (all 

possible values) is mentioned in Tab. 2. 

a a a: { E I_^a [_.]a [_.]a:  ň J n 

á a: a U: [_.]I: [_.]a:  o O O: [_.]O a 

ä { E a  ó O: O [_.]O [_.]O: 

b b p I O v x ô U_^O O O: v  

c ts [k_>] [ts_>] dz k g tS x 

z s 

p p [p_>] b 

č tS [tS_>] dZ dz tS ts q k 

d d ? E I_^ J\ [J\_>] [d_>] c 

dz g t ts 

r r ? L r[O;] ŕ[O;] 

ď J\ ? t c [sp] [J\_>] ŕ ŕ[O;] r[O;] 

e E ? E: I I: I_^ I_^E O U U: 
U_^ [_.]E [_.]I [_.]I: [_.]O 

a a: j { 

s s ? S z [ts_>] ts [s_>] 

é E: E I_^E U: [_.]E: š S s [tS_>] Z [S_>] 

f f ? I_^ J\ U_^ [c_>] b c f_v t t ? [c_>] c [t_>] d ts 

g g Z dZ [g_^] k ť c ? J\ [c_>] t 

h h E g b x z G u U: I_^U\ U U_^ [_.]U a v 

i I [_.]I I: I_^? ú U: U [_.]U: 

í I: [_.]I: [_.]I I_^ I v v U U_^ I_^ f_v f 

j j I_^E ? I I_^ dZ Z h x w v U U_^ 

k k ? [k_>] g x x k-s g k z 

l l ? L I_^ l[O;] ĺ[O;] y I I_^ I: j y 

ĺ ĺ[O;] L ý I: I ý 

ľ L l z z ? S Z [dz_>] [ts_>] [z_>] 

dz s 

m m ? F [m_>] n ź [z=:] ? 

n n ? J N J/ [J_>] U [N\] 

[n_>] a m 

ž Z ? S [dZ_>] s z 

Tab. 2.: Table of possible SAMPA equivalents 

In case of large number (more than 10 occurrences) of 

phoneme, which wasn’t included in descriptor file but 

occurs in Abel Kral dictionary, phoneme should be 

directly added to the list. 

8.1. Raw tree 

If data and descriptor files are prepared, program 

Wagon executes them with input arguments such as 

Fig.1.  

Wagon –data a.data –desc a.desc –stop 10 > a.tree 

Fig. 1. Input arguments 

Output is redirected to the file „a.tree“. File „a.tree“ 

includes generated tree for the letter „a“ and statistic 

information. In each row of generated tree structure are 

written probability for each phoneme mentioned as 

group of allowed values in the descriptor file. The 

probability depends on a context and the position in the 

tree. The classification tree vector ends with repeatedly 

written SAMPA character. It represents the phoneme 

with the greatest probability and is elected from the 

others. Probability is calculated as number of vectors 

supporting this rule divided with number of all vectors 

connected with this occurrence. Element example is 

displayed in Fig.2. 

((n.n.n.name is a) 

(((? 0) ([c_>] 0.0133333) (t 0.0533333) (c 0.933333) ([t_>] 0) (d 0) (ts 0) c)) 

Fig. 2. Raw tree element 

Input argument „stop“ enables to manage tree 

dimension and amount of branches. With growing „N“ 

is reduced the tree structure because it is required higher 

number of occurrences in the training vector set which 

support the related rule. If the number grows over the 

defined value it is reason for new rule node creation. In 

this training process were used values 10, 20 and 30. 

The default value is 10. Higher values reduce extremely 

large trees.  

8.2. Reduced and separated trees 

In the complex system of text phonetic transcript are 

used LTS rules, generated by Miloš Cerniak. New rules 

format is the same as previous one. It ensures a full 

compatibility. It is possible to plug them in a program 

with no algorithm modification. This standard is based 

on a syntactic structure of LISP. Miliš Cerniak’s rules 

do not suppose the probability information for 

individual phonemes [4]. For the raw tree generating 

(training) according to afore mentioned method are 

discarded all probability values.  

((n.n.n.name is a) 

((c)) 

Fig. 3. Reduced tree element 

The chosen phoneme is, of course, presented and 

written in SAMPA. (See Fig. 3.) The tree including 

probability parameters (raw tree) can be in the future 

used in advanced transcription process. The second, 

third, etc. possible phonemes could be thus defined, 

taking into consideration phonemes with the biggest 

value of probability. This process should be activated by 

an error occurrence. . Actually it is not inevitable to 

implement this method, because it is suggested to make 

the error correction using a dictionary of exceptions. 

The dictionary of exceptions is altogether powerful and 

effective tool for error correction. Following chapters 

will discuss this topic in more detail. 

8.3. Getting separated trees together 

Finally, new LTS rules are built by iterative method, 

tree by tree. The original rules created by Miloš Cerniak 

are needed. Old trees are step-by-step replaced with new 

ones. After each step the request is sent to transcription 

server to test, weather the system is able to operate with 

changed part. The transcription server encapsulates 

transcript algorithm [5]. Upgrading all trees at once 

means high probability of error occurrence in syntax. 
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Considering amount of nodes it would be very difficult 

to find and fix errors. There are more than 2500 rows of 

LTS rules. Fig. 4. describes this problem. 

 

Fig. 4. Iterative concept of rules creation process 

9. Statistic data analysis 

The most of trees operate with more than 90% cases 

correctly (90% of training sample vectors) (see Tab. 2.). 

Perplexity is the geometric mean of the number of 

words which may follow any given word for a certain 

lexicon and grammar [7]. 

letter entropy perplexity correct [%] 

a 0,015 1,010 98,677 

á 0,007 1,005 99,353 

ä 0,627 1,544 53,699 

b 0,029 1,021 97,665 

c 0,138 1,100 89,525 

č 0,123 1,089 90,940 

d 0,083 1,059 93,392 

ď 0,301 1,232 77,940 

e 0,013 1,009 98,819 

é 0,034 1,024 96,678 

f 0,044 1,031 96,418 

g 0,046 1,033 96,433 

h 0,098 1,070 93,672 

i 0,022 1,015 98,014 

í 0,024 1,017 97,741 

j 0,091 1,065 92,725 

k 0,194 1,144 85,798 

l 0,052 1,037 95,396 

ĺ 0,025 1,017 97,546 

ľ 0,002 1,002 99,772 

m 0,004 1,003 99,595 

n 0,053 1,038 95,501 

ň 0,021 1,014 97,970 

o 0,004 1,003 99,579 

ó 0,009 1,006 99,081 

ô 0,056 1,039 94,892 

p 0,017 1,012 98,727 

q 0,000 1,000 100,000 

r 0,006 1,004 99,401 

ŕ 0,008 1,006 99,156 

s 0,119 1,086 91,075 

š 0,072 1,051 94,199 

t 0,093 1,066 92,478 

ť 0,605 1,521 56,241 

u 0,029 1,020 97,454 

ú 0,010 1,007 99,053 

v 0,090 1,065 93,273 

w 0,281 1,215 77,049 

x 0,012 1,008 98,862 

y 0,019 1,013 98,259 

ý 0,014 1,010 98,574 

z 0,039 1,028 96,947 

ź 0,000 1,000 100,000 

ž 0,091 1,065 93,082 

Tab. 2. Table of statistic data for letter-specific sub trees 

 Values rapidly fall for several letters (see Fig. 5.).  
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Fig. 5. Correct rate [%] 

 

This fact influences entropy values (see Fig. 6.) because 

entropy is related with perplexity. 
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 Fig. 6. Entropy 

It is caused by multiple assignments in training set. That 

means, one word can be rewritten into more than one 

correct form. Training algorithm takes all this 

possibilities with the same weight. The letter “ä” can be 

interpreted by these SAMPA characters as well: “E”, 

“{„  (see Fig. 7.).  

OK 

final_letter.tree 

raw_letter.tree 

letter.data(k) letter.desc(k) 

 

Wagon 

delete 
probabilities 

 

+ 

TEST 

Take next 

letter (k=k+1) 

error 

„.data“ file 

modification 

err = err + 1 

if 

err < k 

NO 

YES 

use original 

tree 

lts_rules.txt(k) 

lts_rules.txt

(k-1) 

Trans
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server 
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bábä b a: b a  
bábä b a: b E  

bábä b a: b {  

bábätko b a: b a t k O  
bábätko b a: b { t k O  

bábätko b a: b E t k O  

absolvovať a p s O l v O v a c  
absolvovať a p s O l v O v a J\ 

Fig. 7.: Different interpretation of the same letter in SAMPA 

Both options are suitable and cannot be classified as 

a fault. Actually we tend to use pronunciation „E“. 

Similar effect occurred in case of letters „ť“ and „ď“, 

which pronunciation can be interpreted in two ways. 

Letter „w“ has luck of training sample elements (about 

60). In Slovak language this letter is not generally used. 

These markers do not mean real problem for 

transcription quality.  

9.1. Results 

To interpret results is problematic because determining 

what makes a meaningful test set is difficult. On one 

hand, there is a paradox of motivation in that a large 

number of words for which a unique pronunciation can 

easily be specified, and so are present in the lexicon, are 

unlikely to need their pronunciation to be predicted by 

LTS. This implies whatever test set we specify is at best 

a poor approximation to what the LTS model would 

actually be required to do in practice. Furthermore, 

words which are not generally found in pronunciation 

lexica, for example foreign names, are often not 

pronounced consistently by human speakers anyway 

[6]. 

10. Conclusion 

Several features of Wagon-based LTS rules training 

process were introduced. This article has described 

a method of trees creation process. One has been 

working with input database, called training set or 

sample as well. One of steps requires tree-by-tree 

replacing of original rules to come to new rules. 

Important issue is to ensure full compatibility with 

complex system for phonetic transcription of text for 

speech synthesis process. The simple plug and go 

system is guaranteed based on a modular architecture. 

The modular concept introduces effective solution 

which supports synthesizer development. Each tree is 

generated primary in raw format and valuated with 

a table of statistic data. Focusing on this information 

tables in data analysis leads us to creating the last part 

of the article. Some of the mentioned data can serve as 

loopback and signify that chosen procedure is able to 

fulfill demands, to give the tool for transcription– LTS 

rules. 
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Abstract. This article deals with the question of numeral 

processing in a speech synthesis. My work is divided into 

two basic parts. First part is a module for grammatical 

category determination and second part is a number 

translator. 
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1. Introduction 

The speech is the most basic and the most natural 

instrument for human communication. Human tried to 

create the communication „man - machine“ by many ways. 

At the beginning it was a speech with help of bags and 

pipes. Later, signals started to be used because of 

technology and science progress. The main aim was to 

generate the most identical sound signals based on their 

features. We encounter speech synthesis every day without 

even noticing. Speech synthesiser has become a favourite 

tool for train departure enouncing, infolines, electronic 

translators etc. 

Numerals are one of extensive problems within speech 

synthesis and numerals are a key subject of my article. 

Since the numerals have not been explored within institute 

of telecommunication, the objective of this article is to 

establish the base for its future study.  The linguistics 

sources presented the numerals as the most extensive and 

the most specific area. Numerals are substantial for speech 

synthesiser without which text parts would lose meaning. 

When we have to read this sentence: „Idem s 5 chlapcami.“. 

Synthesiser reads the sentence like this: „Idem 

s chlapcami.“, where the signification of quantity has been 

lost. When we use the module for translation, we get: „Idem 

s päť chlapcami.“. In this sentence, the quantity is presented 

but the pronunciation is not correct. When we use module 

for grammatical category determination: „Idem s piatimi 

chlapcami.“ . Therefore, I will be interested in the proposal 

of the module for transcription of numerals into the verbal 

form and in the problem of determination of grammatical 

categories in the sentence for inflection of numerals. I will 

deal with gender (in the case of male gender, vitality too), 

singular/plural and grammatical case.  

2. The module for numerals 

As I have mentioned in the introduction, the module 

consists of two parts:  

 determining of grammatical categories, 

 translation of number into the numeral. 

Every module works individually, and as it can be 

seen in the Picture No. 1., they have their own databases. 

We will deal with the databases in the next part.  

 

 

Picture No. 1. The module of numerals and a database 

3. Determining of grammatical 

categories 

3.1. Databases 

When determining grammatical categories, there are 

a lot of methods how to reach required target. I have 

decided to use all the research results from our institute and 

use them for my research. For determining grammatical 

categories I have used a learned database of suffixes of 

Slovak words from Slovenský národný korpus (Slovak 

National Corpus), which consists of 3 parts:  

 a database of 3-letter suffixes (DB3), 

 a database of 4-letter suffixes (DB4), 

 a database of 5-letter suffixes (DB5). 

 

The advantage of this database is that it can be added 

and changed according to the actual needs and without 

knowledge of given program language. The databases 

include more than 55,000 suffixes and it can be seemed as a 

sufficient amount of data. Every suffix in the database has 

a lot of possibilities to be given to the different grammatical 

category. I will mention the example of determining the 
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grammatical categories of one word. I will use a frequent 

word „človek“. When searching in the database of 3-letter 

suffixes (DB3), the software will find the following 

harmony of line: 

 

vek Sms1 0,526 P 0,122 Pns4 0,049 Pis2 0,026 Sis1 0,021 

Pfs1 0,021  

 

Only first 6 possibilities of „vek“  are shown. The 

probabilities are marshalled from the highest to the lowest. 

In this case, we can see the grammatical category „Sms1“  

with the probability of 52,6%. If we try to use the word 

„človek“ in the database of 4-letter suffixes (DB4), we will 

get the following harmony: 

 

ovek Sms1   0,994   Sis1  0,004   Sis4   0,002 

 

Now, we can see that the amount of possibilities of 

suffices has decreased by more than a half and the 

probability of the grammatical category “Sms1” is 99,4%. 

In the database of 5-letter suffixes (DB5) the suffix “lovek” 

does not appear. Therefore, the probability of 99,4% “must” 

be enough for the category of Sms1 (noun, masculine 

gender – vital, nominative). This is one of the most ideal 

cases to get such a high probability when processing a 

given word. Sometimes, this probability of 99,4% does not 

have to be enough to guarantee the correct determination of 

grammatical categories of one word and not the part of a 

sentence in which the numeral occurs. As we know from 

morphology, another good method to determine 

grammatical categories are prepositions. They play a very 

important role and in the combination with the theory for 

suffices, we get even stronger tool. Thus, I have created a 

recorded database of several numerals which will help to 

increase the percentage success of determination.  

3.2. Algorithm used for searching in the 

databases  

We have 4 databases available to determine the 

grammatical categories for individual words. Searching for 

words in the database is set up to be absolutely logical. We 

can claim that if some harmony appears in the database of 

5-letter (DB5) with the probability of 50% and if it occurs 

in the database of 4-letter (DB4) with the probability of 

50%, we will consider the probability of 50% from DB5 as 

more trustworthy than the probability of 50% from 

DB4.We get the priorities from these individual databases. 

For increasing the speed of searching, we should add a 

database of prepositions at the beginning of all the 

databases of suffixes. As soon as the harmony appears in 

the database of prepositions, the application does not have 

to search the other databases.  

The module tries to find out whether the sentence, 

which has arrived as input, includes a number. If it does not 

include the number, it is automatically redirected into the 

output of the module. If the number is shown, the sentence 

is divided into words and each word is analysing 

individually and the databases according to priorities. If the 

harmony appears, it will save acquired data in the field 

(Scheme No. 1.). The example: ˝Som na prechádzke 

s mojimi 3 bratmi.“ 

Scheme No. 1. The field of acquired probabilities of grammatical 

categories 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 som na prechádzke s mojimi 3 bratmi 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 som na ádzke s ojimi  ratmi 
3 V E6 Sfs6 E7 Pfp7  Smp7 
4 1 0,5 0,824 1 0,319  1 
5  E4 Sfs3  Pip7   
6  0,5 0,176  0,284   
7     Pmp7   
8     0,25   
9     Pnp7   

10     0,147   
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
39 null null null null null null null 

We can start to determine the grammatical categories with 

this field. 

3.3. Algorithm used for determination of 

grammatical categories 

I have divided the determination into several main 

parts according to the analyses about which principle and 

procedure to choose: 

 to determine the position of the number in the 

sentence, 

 to determine, which words are linked with the 

number, 

 searching for the method for the common 

grammatical case, 

 searching for the method for gender(vitality) and 

singular/plural. 

3.3.1. Determining the position of the number 

in the sentence 

This step is very important to be able to work correctly 

with words before the number or after the number, 

eventually to analyse correctly the whole sentence. 

3.3.2. Algorithm of continuity 

Not every word and preposition in the sentence has to 

be linked with the numeral. If we separate out the words 

which are connected with the numeral, we can get the 

particular grammatical categories for determination of 

numerals. This block refers the column of words, which are 

related with the number occurring in the sentence, to the 

sign “1” in the line 39. As we can see in the Scheme No. 2, 

the sentence includes two prepositions while the preposition 

“na” refers to the word “prechádzke” and the preposition 

“s” to the number. Of course, the preposition does not have 

to stand closely before the number and there might be some 

words between them to keep or not to keep the continuity of 

the case with the preposition. The example: 
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S mojimi 3 sestrami. – the case when the number is 

connected with the preposition 

S kamarátom a mojimi 3 sestrami. – the case when the 

number is not directly related with the preposition  

 

This is a simple example when the continuity 

influenced by word classes. Of course, there are a lot of 

combinations of when and why, but we have to find the best 

method to cover a big amount of cases. I have found 

individual relations between word classes in my study and I 

have created the algorithm of continuity. 

It is divided in two parts:  

 searching before a number, 

 searching after a number. 

Searching before a number is concentrated on 

prepositions, adjective, pronoun and adverb which can 

stand before a number and give enough information about 

grammatical categories of the number while searching after 

a number is concentrated on searching for the object of the 

sentence – the noun, which mostly gives information about 

the gender and vitality. Vitality is one of more difficult 

problems when determining grammatical categories. It 

often plays an important role. Vital numerals are 

pronounced differently from not vital numerals in different 

word cases. Thus, it is very important to find the maximum 

amount when searching for words connected with the 

numeral, but we have to be careful that there are no 

unfavourable words in the aggregate.  

They can cause an unfavourable result while determining.  

When the procedure of determining the continuity of words 

with the number is finished and all the needed columns are 

marked, we accede to the step when useless information in 

columns is deleted. It means that all the categories of 

unmarked columns in the line 39 are deleted. We can see 

the result in the Scheme No. 2. – columns unmarked by 

orange colour.  

Scheme No. 2. Process of determining grammatical categories 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 som na prechádzke s mojimi 3 bratmi 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2    s ojimi  ratmi 
3    E7 Pfp7  Smp7 
4    1 0,319  1 
5     Pip7   
6     0,284   
7     Pmp7   
8     0,25   
9     Pnp3   

10     0,147   
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
39 null null null 1 1 null 1 

3.3.3. Algorithm of searching of the way for a 

word case  

We are trying to find a through way to announce the 

harmony in one word case in this part. In the most ideal 

case, as it is seen in the Scheme No. 2 – red data cells, we 

find a complete way. Not every column has to include 

determined word case. That´s why it was needed to create 

tolerance for accepting the disharmony and we start to 

search with the zero tolerance of the fault. We gradually 

increase the tolerance to the highest point. When 

determining the maximum tolerance, it should not be set too 

high or too low. The low tolerance causes in some cases 

that it will not be able to determine the word case even if 

the tolerance exists there. On the other hand, the high 

tolerance can find more harmonies that it is correct. I have 

found during testing:  if the tolerance emerges from the 

formula (1), we will get values for tolerance, from which 

the most successful one is 70% 

max_error = a number of words * (1-success)      (1) 

The error is rounded on the integral number. We got the 

amount of correct words for given success of determining. 

Finally, unfavourable information, which do not include a 

determined word case (the 7
th

 word case in our example), is 

cancelled in the scheme. See Scheme No. 2 – blue cells. 

3.3.4. Algorithm of searching for way for 

gender and singular/plural  

In the last step of determination grammatical 

categories, we accede to the determination of common 

gender and singular/plural.  It is determined similarly as the 

word case. We have to find the through way again to pass 

all the words, perhaps the way of tolerance. We can see 

steps to determine the gender and singular/plural in the 

Scheme No. 2 – red cells. 

4. Translation of numbers 

When translating the number into the inflected 

numeral, the module expects the reached grammatical 

categories on input. If determining was not set correctly, 

defaulted grammatical categories would be set. 

4.1. Databases 

This block deals with databases which were hand-

made on the basis of research of morphology and suggested 

algorithms. 

We have 3 databases available: 

 cardinal numerals,  

 ordinal numerals – singular,  

 ordinal numerals – plural. 

 

These are composed of a word-forming etyma, 

suffices and infinitive of words. There are only numbers 

from 0 to 19 in the databases including the numbers a 

hundred, a thousand and a million. With the help of these 

23 numbers, we are able to create every number to a 

milliard (an open interval from the right). There is a word-

forming etyma at the beginning of each line and all the 

marshalled suffixes of a grammatical gender and word 

cases follow it. 
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4.2. Creation of numeral 

The information about acquired grammatical 

categories are coming into the module of input. Firstly, the 

application will find out the type of numeral (cardinal or 

ordinal numeral) because there are different rules and 

databases for each type. Consequently, the word in the 

sentence is divided into individual regulations 10
N
 and 

every regulation will be seen individually. If the harmony is 

found in the line, it moves according to acquired gender and 

case. The gender and the case also determine the shift in the 

line by given amount of fields. Therefore, we can move 

absolutely elegantly along the field with suffixes. 

The concrete example is added as the translation takes 

place in the sentence: “S 2345 ženami.“. We get the 

grammatical categories “fp7” from the previous module, it 

means f-female, p-plural, 7-instrumental case).  

 

 

Pics. No. 4 The process of translation of the number into the 
numeral. 

5. Testing the software 

While testing reached result, I divided the test into two 

parts. Firstly, I only tested the module of determining 

grammatical categories where the following criteria were 

set: the correct numeral = the numeral, which has all the 

grammatical categories determined correctly. If one of the 

categories is determined wrong, the whole determining is 

considered to be wrong. The test consisted of 110 sentences 

(only one number exists in a sentence), while the sentences 

were constructed to combine all the grammatical genders, 

word cases and singular/plural. Consequently, I checked 

and evaluated the results manually. In the next phase, I used 

determined grammatical categories to change the number 

into the numeral, where the percentage of success was even 

high because the percentage of wrong determinations 

consisted only of vitality in a male gender. It was not 

expressed in the translation itself because the most of vital 

and not vital suffixes of word cases are in a harmony. 

 

Picture No. 5. The results of testing the modules. 

6. Summary 

Speech synthesis is a very interesting branch for me 

because of the science and technology it includes and 

because of a huge challenge to do the next step in the 

development of a institute speech synthesizer. The main 

problem of determining the numerals in 

a telecommunication branch is not so explored. Every 

improvement in this branch means a big gain for the next 

studies in the near future. Numerals as a part of language 

are inseparable component of everyday communication. 

The idea of verbalization without numbers is very difficult 

in some cases. Therefore, I tried to do some improvement in 

this area in term of research on principles and techniques 

for processing numerals in a Slovak language and to create 

a suitable application. 
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Abstract. This work deals with simulation of prosody 

contours in any Speech Synthesizer. Signal generator is 

able to generate melody contour on demand. Sentence as 

an input of Speech Synthesizer is described with many 

parameters. On this level is worked with phones and their 

own values (frequencies). These values will be simulated 

into one continuous melody time progress. The results can 

be processed in picture form (graph) or sound form. 

Keywords 

embeded signal generator; harmonic and non-

harmonic signals; prosody contours; PSOLA  

1.Introduction 

 

The main goal of this work was description of 

possibilities existing generator of harmonic and non-

harmonic signals with shape of prosody contour. The shape 

of prosody contour will be defined as a function values in 

concrete times. 

In second chapter is situated description of used 

generator properties, inner data structure and mathematic 

description of generated harmonic and non-harmonic 

signals.  

Following chapter deals with prosody. What kind of 

sentences we know, what’s the character of sentence’s time 

progress and how exactly prosody can be changed. 

Last chapter includes evaluation of simulation prosody 

contours with signal generator.  

2.Signal Generator 

2.1 Generator of process variables 

Existed embedded generator is designed to predict and 

generate analog and digital values and harmonic and non- 

 

 

harmonic signal functions. The generator which was 

developed in C++ language works in three steps: (1) 

generator expects  

inputs from users via the graphic user interface (required 

types and values of process variables), (2) data defined by 

user are processed and optimized on a background, and (3) 

user determines time needed for duration of simulation. 

Generator can be seen on Fig. 1. [1] 

 

Fig.1.    Block diagram of Generator. 

 

On Fig. 2 is displayed inner data structure of generator 

(columns corresponds to the individual steps). 
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Fig.2.   Inner data structure. 

Generator process is separated on three parallel 

threads (see Fig. 3) for optimal application run.  

MainThread is parent of the other two threads and it is 

responsible for generator process and graphic user 

interface. Timer1Thread has timer function and generates 

output values for individual DDE (Dynamic Data 

Exchange) variables. Timer2Thread has also timer function 

and ensure presenting actual DDE variables values in 

graphic user interface. 

 

Fig.3.    Block diagram of parallel running threads. 

2.2 Generator Realization 

It’s used DDE communication protocol created by 

Microsoft. On mutual communication participate client 

and server application. On Fig. 4 is displayed window 

of graphic user interface. [5] 

 

Fig.4.    DDE screen. 

In next figure (see Fig. 5) can be seen defining of static 

and dynamic variables.  

 
Fig.5.    DDEServer Generator with numbered blocks screen. 

2.3 Generator of Signal Variables 

In Fig. 6 is displayed function part, which is able to 

define and correct parameters of signal variables. [1] 

 

Fig.6.    Parameters definition and correction of signal variables. 

Sinus 

Sinus is a mathematical function defined in (1) and it’s 

used in mathematics, physics, signal processing, electrical 

engineering. 

  

 

 

where: A – amplitude 

ω – angular frequency [rad.s
-1

] 

φ – phase 

D – offset, nonzero amplitude middle (DS 

signal component) [7] 
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Cosinus 

Cosine (2) is also harmonic function. It could be 

expressed like sinus with shifted phase π/2. 

 

 

 

Square signal 

It’s non-harmonic periodical signal (also called 

Rademacher function) compounded from prompt change 

between 2 levels (see Fig. 7). 

 

Fig.7.   Graph of Square signal. 

 

Pulse signal 

Pulse signal on Fig. 8 is used to information 

transmission via communication channel. It’s special type 

of square signal. 

 

Fig.8.    Graph of Pulse signal. 

Saw-tooth signal 

On Fig. 9 can be seen one period of Saw-tooth signal. 

 

Fig.9.    Graph of Saw-tooth signal. 

Triangular signal 

On Fig. 10 is displayed symmetric triangular signal. It’s 

odd function. 

 

Fig.10.                        Graph of Triangular signal. 

3.Prosody 

Prosody is basically melody of continuous speech. It’s 

needed to include prosody information except information 

about synthesized text in text synthesizer. Only with 

prosody can be expected better result as unnatural voice. 

[6] 

It’s the biggest problem to estimate the right shape 

(it’s called melody contour). Every person has his own 

fundamental frequency and such melody contour is than 

modulated on concrete fundamental frequency. [4] 

Melody of sentence has generally decreasing 

character. As below in sentence:”We came through the 

break. on Fig. 11. 

 

Fig.11.    Time progress of melody. 

But it’s necessary to tell that questions have increasing 

character as on Fig. 12 what is short question:”Yes?”. 

 

Fig.12.    Time progress of  question’s melody. 

Five different types of melody contours in Slovak 

were detected in short analysis, which have to be somehow 

simulated. [3]    

The prosody after predicted melody contour has to be 

changed to achieve new prosody, correct prosody. The 

changing can be made with many possibilities. Here below 

is described PSOLA algorithm, which one can be used. [8] 
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PSOLA 

This technique is often used in speech processing to 

change the pitch of a speech signal without affecting its 

duration. A very simple technique to modify the pitch 

would be by changing the duration of the speech signal, 

lengthening it to decrease the pitch and shortening it to 

increase the pitch. 

In PSOLA, the speech waveform is first divided into 

several small overlapping segments and the segments are 

then moved closer or apart depending on whether to 

increase or decrease the pitch (see Fig. 13). [2] 

 

Fig.13. Sketch of moving segments closer to each other.  

4.Simulation prosody contours 

The research shows that the most natural prosody has 

two intonation peaks: one at the beginning of sentence and 

the other at the end. The prosody contour is drawn with 

blue color on Fig. 14.  [9]  

Prosody changing executes in two steps: melody 

contour’s simulation on demands and itself prosody 

changing (PSOLA).  Melody contour is defined with each 

phone’s value (frequency) in sentence. So if the sentence 

has (see Fig. 14) 18 phones the signal generator will have 

18 demands, 18 values. Important is at first to define the 

type of sentence, to make it simply, let’s say question or 

declarative sentence. Very important is here to know the 

punctuation. 

 

Fig. 14. Time progress of melody in question: „Is this monitor black?“ 

 Existing signal generator will be extended with 

generating shape of prosody contour by defining function 

values in concrete times. The results will be displaying 

shape of prosody contour in the chart and playing sound 

sample of the final contour. 

5. Conclusion 

Subject of this paper is to implement generating of 

prosody contour by embedded signal generator. Signal 

generator will be able to create prosody contours by putting 

together all necessary signal types. Idea was created, when 

we made algorithm for changing outgoing prosody from 

synthesizer. We tried to predict prosody contour based on 

knowledge obtained in past. This method connects 

theoretical knowledge and experience gained in practice. 
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Abstract. This article is concerned with the topic of the 

creation/production of a modular speech synthesizer. It 

concentrates on the possibilities of the individual modules 

needed for the creation of a functional modular 

synthesizer, possibilities of extending the synthesizer. 

Furthermore it looks at the requirement of their mutual 

communication, communication with the operating module 

and communication of the user with the user interface. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The creation of a modular synthesizer is a team work 

project at department of telecommunication. Modular 

synthesizer is a programme designed for speech synthesis, 

in which a number of modules work together to ensure the 

individual parts of the process of creating the speech signal. 

(see Fig. 1.) 

 The success of the project lies in the creation of a 

system with good communication abilities between the 

modules and the operating interface. The end result should 

be further extensible to more modules that will increase the 

quality of synthesis to the required level. 

2. Modules 

For our project we have worked with the modules 

created at department of telecommunication under the 

bachelor and master projects. The fundamental modules are 

notably the transcription and synthesis modules. The other 

modules ensure the processing of specific cases of text 

such as abbreviations or numbers. Some modules need 

further modules for the use of Slovak language, for 

example the module for rewriting of abbreviations requires 

one for the determination of word class, correct word form 

and thus for the best synthesis possible. Slovak language is 

very sensitive to the use of the correct word forms. 

.  

Fig. 1 Block diagram of modular architecture of speech 

synthesizer. 

2.1 Web Interface 

 

Below web interface we can imagine an application 

run in a Web browser, whose task is to send requests for 

the synthesis and resynthesis, a direct response from the 

control module and in an appropriate way to interpret them. 

Web interface is an application that provides an interface 

between human and synthesizer (Flash application, java 

applet etc.). After loading the application from the web 

server and entering the text on the synthesis, is made TCP 

connection to port forward configured between web 

application and a control module, through which they 

exchange messages in these formats. For testing purpose, 

we developed a Java application that allows us to suffice 

this purpose. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Format requirements for the synthesis of sent Web-

based management module. 
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Fig. 2 The answer format sent to the management server management 

module. 

The above formats (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) are taken 

from existing project in the Institute of 

Telecommunications. 

Our control module is still able to process only 

synthesis because the new format of resynthesis needs 

diphone database (with prosodic features), which we do not 

have available. 

2.2 The Transcription Module 

This module carries out one of the most important 

tasks in our system, namely the rewriting of the given text 

into SAMPA alphabet. The synthesis module can work 

well with this alphabet as opposed to the plain text. It is the 

last module to interfere with the xml file which is being 

exchanged between the individual modules via the 

operating module. Its output xml file that creates a tree-like 

hierarchical structure of the individual sentences received 

for processing from the web interface (see Figure 4.). [3] 

 

Fig. 4 XML file format of transcription module output. 

2.3 The Synthesis Module 

There is a diphone TTS synthesizer, the output of 

which is a sound track in the WAV format. The module of 

the speech synthesizer is the XML-RPC server, receiving 

the incoming xml file in the body of the http request using 

the XML-RPC protocol. The synthesis module processes 

the requests and returns xml file with the phoneme 

boundaries and basic prosodic characteristics for basic 

voice frequency modification, energy and accordingly 

others, the functionality of which can be brought into the 

system using additional modules, as output. Apart from the 

prosodic characteristics this xml-file also contains the 

relative way to the synthesized recording that the web 

interface is later to process. The synthesis module is based 

on the principle of selecting speech segments from the 

diphone database and their subsequent connection (see 

Fig. 5). [1] 

 

Fig. 3 Speech synthesis module block diagram. 

Format of the outgoing xml-file from the synthesis 

module is the following one: 

 

Fig. 4 XML file format of speech synthesis module output. 

As it can be seen from the example (see Fig. 6), the 

synthesis module fills in the incoming xml-file and the way 

where the synthesized recording and phoneme boundaries 

in the synthesized recording are. [2] 

2.4 The Speech Prosody changing Module 

An important part of the creation of synthesized 

speech is its prosodic arrangement. Prosody is that part of 

speech which adds the sentence melodies their declarative 

value. In most cases in Slovak it depends on the type of 

sentence (question, answer, announcing sentence). It is 

based on the modification of some speech parameters such 

as vocal cords frequency, rhythm, volume, length of pauses 

between words. We need to modify these parameters in 

particular for a good speech synthesis. Following such 

speech modification we should obtain the result of 

naturally sounding human speech. We are planning to add 

the prosodic modification module to our system only later. 

These are some solutions that extend the lifelikeness of the 

whole modular synthesizer. They include two parts. The 

first is text analysis and setting of the correct sentence 

melodic characteristics. The second one is the possibility of 

adjusting the prosody by the user himself using web flash 

interface. Whilst the first is a necessary part of a good 

speech synthesizer, the second is its extension which 

allows the users to change the parameters in such way as to 

adjust their synthesized text further according to their 

requirements. [4] 
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3. The Control Module 

 

The Control Module or Multiclient is a heart of this 

project, because is the part which was designed only by us. 

The task is to receive requests from user and communicate 

with individual modules, to receive, resend and elavuate 

their requests. If you design this module, you have to deal 

with bigger number of requests, to create a sophisticated 

way how to manage requests to use functional modules of 

modular synthesizer most effectively. 

The control module has to recognize between 

individual modules because there are two types of requests, 

which could the control module receive (synthesize and 

resynthesize). The control module has exactly to evaluate, 

which module deals with specific request. 

3.1 Operating principle 

After starting up the control module is this module in 

passive mode and it is necessary to configure it. In module 

is needed to set the port, where module can receive the 

requests on synthesis, maximal length of request, maximal 

and minimal number of underthreds, which manipulate the 

requests. 

After configuration is necessary to initiate the 

registration server. When this server starts up, the other 

individual modules register on the control module. Under 

registration we understand sending necessary information 

on XML-RPC client establishment. When all individual 

modules are registered is the control module able to use 

their functions and can be enabled the request control. 

Under enabling request control we can understand 

disconnection of registration server and connecting TCP 

server through which directly receives requests on 

synthesis.  

3.2 Graphic interface 

Graphic interface of our modular synthesizer tries to 

be user friendly, but on the other hand interface has to 

allow possibility of the system for many conditions (see 

Fig. 7). [5]  

3.2.1 Parts of graphic interface 

 Tray – After application initiation is created 

instance of the class SystemTray resulting 

creation of application running on 

background and minimlised on a system tray. 

 Status – Status window, where the program 

inserts information about correct or incorrect 

operation or about mistake, which could 

appear in communication between individual 

modules. After tab switching the status 

window displays current connected modules. 

 Settings – Interface whereby it is easy and 

intuitively to set registration port, port where 

TCP server will expect requests, maximal number 

of requests in queue, maximal number of 

underthreads on request control and minimal 

number of underthreads on request management.  

 

Fig. 5 Block diagram of user interface. 

4.  Inter modules communication 

Our main effort was to create universal system not 

having hard programmed communication between 

modules. Program was designed with mind to create 

system with easy adaptation on demands without necessity 

to interfere into source code. The main component 

providing versatility is variable number of modules, with 

which is control module able to communicate. After 

starting synthesis module is module able to register on 

control module and then is created client. 

Compatibility of communication between modules is 

ensured through standardized XML formats. The output of 

one module must be compatible with further input etc. 

Because the project brings together a larger number of 

modules, which have been created in the Institute of 

Telecommunications, it was necessary to solve the mutual 

compatibility between different modules. These formats 

can be easily, if necessary, modified by adjust or exchange 

by classes for creating and processing XML documents in 

individual modules. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Detail block diagram of modular architecture of 

speech synthesizer. 

4.1 XML -RPC communication 

Modules were programmed in many languages so it 

was necessary to ensure compatible way of 

communication. For this purpose we choose XML RPC 

protocol, whichis easy to implement, extensible and allows 

ensure mutually communication between used modules.  
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4.2 Communication with control module 
As was mentioned the communication between the 

control module and synthesis module runs through XML 

RPC connection. XML RPC is Remote Procedure Call to 

call remote procedure. In term remote procedure we 

understand procedure (function alternatively method in 

OOP) which is called in other code. The remote procedure 

is called at the hand of http request in server, which 

implements this protocol. Through http request client 

server sends procedure parameters in xml format. As soon 

as server, which implements XML RPC protocol, obtains 

request, procedure will be called with accepted parameters 

and the result of operation will be send in http answer back 

to client. (see Fig. 8) 

4.3 Principle of synthesis 

User trying to synthesize text can connect through 

TCP client on server and sends text for synthesis in 

adequate XML form. TCP server receives the message, 

determines which type of message is it (synthesis or 

resynthesis) and includes into queue of requests. In queue 

of requests waits until synthesizer resources allows 

handling the request (synthesizer can be occupied with 

other request). [7] In case that synthesizer is free (isn’t 

occupied with any request) from queue (FIFO stack) picks 

up another request. (see Fig. 9) 

– Synthesizer send request to first module and subsequently 

receives answer 

– Answer from first module is then send to second module 

and next receives an answer 

– Module goes on this way until the request is processed 

with all available modules 

– After request processing module sends through TCP 

server an answer 

 

Fig. 7 Block diagram of report management, Mn -n-th 

thread, Rn - operation of n-th requirement. 

 

Fig. 8 The processing of requirements in modules in 

time=t, Mn - n-th module, Rn - n-tn requriment. 

On picture (see Fig. 10) is represented way of request 

processing by individual modules. Received request is 

firstly processed with first module and progressively with 

all other modules. Processing is designed to be occupied 

every module in given moment (after releasing of module 

is again occupied with other request). Every module 

enriches outgoing XML file. This added information into 

XML file is subsequently used by other modules. [6] 

5.  Conclusion 

Our goal was to create a functional modular 

synthesizer from modules which were created on the 

Department of telecommunications. We had to find 

solutions for problems with communication using http 

servers, writing data into xml file, compatibility and 

extensibility of the whole system. We solved all these tasks 

and our system is able to synthesize sentence or statement 

input into http interface. Final quality of the synthesized 

speech is equal to quality of used modules. Improvement of 

modules wasn’t part of our team project but other projects 

on department of telecommunications. This project has 

different options of extensions and improvements, e.g. in 

communication between used modules, adding new 

modules, in part of resynthesizes and lot of others. 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to explain the 

functionality of IRKR system (intelligent speech 

communication interface) with emphasis on use for library 

application service. The IRKR, a modular system using 

speech synthesis and speech recognition software, is build 

to communicate with user in order to provide him certain 

services. In this paper we will at first introduce the system 

IRKR and its architecture. We will show how it works and 

what are the requirements and software dependencies 

necessary for proper execution of this software. Then we 

will explain the functionality of the dialog of the whole 

system and the types of files used for the dialog execution. 

We will introduce the library application and its 

connection to the IRKR system. We will look at 

modifications of some parts of IRKR system, especially 

modifications inside of dialog and grammar files, which 

were necessary for the implementation of the library 

service. 

Keywords 

Speech analysis, spoken dialog systems, voice xml,  

1. Introduction 

The system IRKR – Intelligent Speech 

Communication Interface demonstrates one of many uses of 

speech analysis which is the use for spoken dialog systems. 

It is a dialog system delivered through voice. Call center 

applications, some entertainment or chatting applications, 

informational or transactional applications are well known 

examples of dialog systems where spoken dialog goes 

between an automated system and human user. IRKR 

system was created to offer information about weather 

forecast and transport schedule services. We tried to 

implement a new service into the system which should 

provide information on available books in library. 

2. System IRKR 

The IRKR is modular system which means that each 

module of the system holds responsibility for certain 

functionality. Modules communicate with each other and 

exchange information according to beforehand specified 

rules. 

2.1 IRKR modules 

There are two modules determined to speech analysis. 

One is used for speech synthesis which processes 

prescribed dialog parts to provide the user with spoken part 

of the dialog. Second module recognizes speech of the 

human user and generates text used by other modules. This 

text form of user spoken words is decisive in determining 

the following direction of the dialog. Module called Dialog 

Manager (DM) controls the flow of the dialog according to 

rules taken from certain configuration files. Gateway is the 

next module which can be viewed either as an interface 

between the system and client telephone used by user or as 

a manager of the session with user. The registration of 

modules and their communication by internal messages is 

managed by the module named Hub. The Fig. 1 shows 

schematic sketch of the IRKR modular architecture. The 

sketch shows existing communication flows between 

modules and protocols used for their realization. 

 

Fig. 1. Modular architecture of IRKR system 

The system is configured using config.xml files for 

each module. In these files lies the specification of 

communication ports of each module, their SIP address and 

other necessary parameters. Exchange of control 

information is realized using SIP protocol messages and 

exchange of useful data is done with RTP protocol. 

To run the system properly it is recommended to use 

Windows XP with installed service pack for MS Visual 

Studio 2005. Newer versions of Microsoft operating 

systems can be used but are not recommended because of 

possible incompatibility with Visual Studio version. 
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2.2 Dialog of the system with user 

The dialog of the whole system is driven by decisions 

of DM based on information taken from specific vxml files. 

VoiceXML (VXML) is the W3C's standard XML format 

for specifying interactive voice dialogues between a human 

and a computer. It uses simple tags similar to HTML tags 

but they are used to specify whether the text enclosed by 

the opening and closing tag is to be synthesized or if it is a 

text which takes part in the speech recognition. There are 

also tags used to specify grammar used during the 

recognition process or tags for redirecting the dialog flow 

to other part of the file or to other vxml file. 

3. Dialog system with service library 

Let us make an example for better understanding of 

the dialog system. User makes call to IRKR dialing on his 

softphone application the SIP address of Gateway module 

with correct port. After the connection being established the 

session starts between the user and IRKR. User is greeted 

by the system and is offered the option to listen to the 

help/manual. Then the system waits for users answer. If the 

user answers YES, the system tells him the list of actual 

services with their description. This part of the dialog is 

described by the file named start.vxml. After listening to 

the help/manual or if the users answer to the systems first 

question was NO the system is redirected to file 

option.vxml which determines the next flow of the dialog. 

This time is the user asked by the system to choose one of 

offered services. According to users answer which has to be 

recognized by the responsible module the system is 

redirected to another vxml file. 

3.1 VXML files 

All vxml files present in the system use already 

mentioned simple tags to ensure its functionality. Line 

containing the <prompt> tag is used for the question. The 

text enclosed by the opening and closing tag is sent to the 

synthesizer module and after being processed is received by 

user as audio (see Ex. 1). 

<prompt count="1" bargein="false"> 

Zvo¾te si službu. POÈASIE CESTOVNÝ 

PORIADOK</prompt> (1) 

The tag <if> is used for the answer and redirection 

(see Ex. 2). The word between apostrophes in the opening 

tag is involved in comparison to the recognized answer 

given by user. If the words equal then the <goto> tag is 

taken into consideration and the system follows the 

direction given by the tag, which in this example is the file 

mixed_initiative.vxml.  

<if cond="chosenService=='weather'"> 

            <goto 

next="applications/weather/mixed_initiative.vxml"/> 

        </if> (2) 

These vxml files can be considered as rules according 

to which the DM module manages the whole dialog. The 

amount of necessary vxml files depends on the 

programmers decision, whether he wants to divide the 

succession of the dialog into more files. The system must 

read and store in memory each file it needs for the dialog at 

the moment. It is wise to free the memory that was reserved 

for the file after the dialog moves to the next vxml file. 

From this point of view it is better to have more number of 

smaller vxml files than one large so that the whole system 

consumes the smallest possible amount of memory. It 

comes into consideration how the process of reading the 

vxml files and freeing the memory after their use slows 

down the whole run of the system. Since we do not know 

the answer now this should be next step of development of 

the system which we can classify as optimization phase. 

3.2 Library service as part of IRKR 

In order to implement a new service to the system we 

had to add lines with similar tags as those used in examples 

but with changes made to provide library service we named 

books (KNIHY). 

<prompt bargein="false">IRKR portál ponúka služby 

POÈASIE CESTOVNÝ PORIADOK a 

KNIHY.</prompt> 

<prompt bargein="false">Služba KNIHY vám 

umožòuje nájs�� knihu v zozname 

knižnice.</prompt> 

<prompt count="1" bargein="false">Zvo¾te si 

službu. POÈASIE CESTOVNÝ PORIADOK alebo 

KNIHY. </prompt> (3) 

From this example (see Ex. 3) we can see how the 

letters with diacritics are represented in the language of 

vxml. According to these changes the system awaits one of 

three phrases POČASIE, CESTOVNÝ PORIADOK, 

KNIHY as users answer to the question of service choice. 

That means we had to make sure the recognition of word 

KNIHY worked. To do this it was necessary to add the 

word KNIHY to the grammar files. The file final.dic holds 

all phrases that the recognizer should await as users input 

with their transcription to something very similar to 

SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet) 

which is computer-readable phonetic script used to 

differentiate all possible characters in certain language. We 

have added the needed line “knihy k nm i h i” to this file. 

This specifies a new word in the dictionary which is 

essential for selecting the service named KNIHY we 

implemented according to users requirement.  Second file 

service.xml.bnf provides smaller set of phrases which are 

the possible user answers at the exact point of the dialog. 

This types of bnf files are processed by small program 

called HParse.exe with the output of slf type of files. These 

files are necessary for the right execution of the 

recognition. The last files which hold the grammar for the 
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certain point of the dialog are xml files (they contain the list 

of possible user answers that are linked to already described 

vxml files). Examples of such file could be 

train_stations.xml which lists all possible stations provided 

in the transport schedule service or date.xml file which 

collects all needed grammar for the correct date selection. 

We have already introduced the dialog capabilities 

with respect to the use of our new library service. We have 

given the service a working title books (KNIHY) since it 

should provide the user with information about requested 

book. At the moment the service works with manually 

created list of books. The realization of the list is done 

using xml files. The requirements on the service as part of 

the IRKR system are following: 

 User is guided through the dialog of the service by the 

systems queries 

 Users answer is properly recognized or he is 

instructed to use other phrase (to preserve the flow of 

the dialog) 

 After proper recognition the user is given requested 

information and is guided to the next part of the dialog 

 User should have the option to voluntarily finish the 

service or the whole session 

The flow of the dialog we ensured by the vxml files. 

After the user chooses the service named KNIHY the 

system redirects to the file books_start.vxml. This file 

specifies the dialog of our library service. The file starts 

with vxml version tag. This is followed by the greeting text 

of the service and request for the name of the book. These 

are sent to synthesizer using the tag <prompt>. Then follow 

<if> tags which ensure the comparison of the recognized 

users answer with the names of books taken from the list 

stored in books_gram.xml file. This file is linked to the 

dialog by the use of <grammar> tag in the books_start.vxml 

file. If the comparison output is true the users request is 

confirmed and he is ensured that the book was found in the 

list. The file books_gram.xml is typical grammar file used 

in system. In this case the word grammar means list of 

words from which one of them is the awaited recognizable 

answer of the user. Grammar files provide the system with 

necessary set of words or phrases during the whole dialog. 

This means that for each part of the dialog there has to exist 

one grammar file. Such file can be associated with more 

than one part of the dialog. For example every time the 

system awaits the users answer to be YES or NO the 

grammar file yesno.xml is requested by the dialog. The 

specification of certain file connection to certain part of 

dialog is set in the vxml files. For better understanding of 

the .vxml files see the example in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Simple example of the books_start.vxml file 

We have already mentioned that to choose the service 

books (KNIHY) the word KNIHY needs to be contained in 

the dictionary files. In order to secure requested 

functionality of the recognizer during the part of the dialog 

when service KNIHY runs it is essential that all names of 

listed books need to be present in the dictionary files 

final.dic and books_gram.xml.bnf/slf. 

From the previous text it is clear that vxml files used 

for the dialog have strictly prescribed succession. That 

means that certain files are accessible in the dialog just 

from files that allow it. This succession is set by <goto> 

tags present in the vxml files. Whether an action of 

redirection is done (according to these <goto> tags) usually 

depends on the users answer. Mostly the dialog is 

redirected between vxml files but in some cases the dialog 

is directed to other point inside the same file.  

 

Fig. 3. Dialog files succession for library service 

Figure 3. shows which files can be accessed from 

which and what grammar files are connected to them. For 

example during the execution of the dialog from the file 

option.vxml the file books_start.vxml can take the 

responsibility for the dialog and can redirect the dialog to 

be executed from the goodbye.vxml file (this will lead to 

end of the IRKR session with user). We also see that it uses 
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the grammar file books_gram.xml. This would happen 

when the user would ask for the service KNIHY and then 

would request to end the session by saying word KONIEC. 

4. Conclusion and possibilities of next 

development 

The functionality of the system is at the moment 

incomplete. So far the system offers three services: weather 

forecast, transport schedule and library. Our goal was to 

implement the library service which should provide the user 

with information about requested book from the library list. 

The service just lets the user know if requested book is in 

the library list at the moment. Next step in development of 

the service should be implementation of more complex 

functionality. The service should be able to provide more 

information about listed books such as the author, year of 

release or maybe short description of the book. It would be 

interesting also to improve the whole systems behavior for 

example the speech analysis part. To do this it would be 

necessary to analyze and document in detail the action and 

work of speech processing modules. 
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Abstract. This paper describes software for speaker 

verification VeriSp. Graphic user interface of this software 

provides insufficient options mainly of configuration, goal 

of this paper is point at GUI disadvantages and propose 

improvements making VeriSp more configurable and 

confortable for users. 
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1.Introduction 

Speaker identification and speaker verification is one 

type of speech signal analysis where machine should ask 

question “who is the speaker?” or “is it speaker XY?”. 

Human speech is one kind of biometrical data. Using only 

speech as biometrical data has some disadvantages, like 

changes speech characteristics when user is sick or changes 

according to psychic tendency. Therefore it is suggest 

using combination of speaker identification and some other 

identification technic. 

2.Speech Processing 

Generally, we can divide speech processing into two 

major groups – speech analysis and speech synthesis. Low 

level analysis or simply called analysis aims extract 

relevant information from signal to next processing. This 

process of feature extraction is called parametrization. 

Higher level of speech analysis process includes speech 

recognition and speaker recognition (identification and 

verification). [4] 

Typical application using this approach is Voice 

Operated Information System in Slovak [10]. 

Speech 
Processing

 

Speech 
Synthesis

 

Speech 
Analysis

 

Low level-
Analysis-

Parametrization
 

Speech 
recognition

 

Speaker 
recognition

 

Speaker 
identification

 

Speaker 
verification

 

Low-level
 

High level
 

Concatenate
 

Corpus
 

Formant
 

...
 

 

Fig. 1. Schema of speech processing scope 

 

The goal of speech recognition is provide information 

what was uttered. There are a few approaches to reach that, 

mainly used are statistical methods, using in [5] [6] [7], and 

methods based on pattern compare. 

As it was written above in Introduction, speaker 

recognition solves two problems: get information who is 

speaking or confirm identity of speaker. The main 

difference between identification and verification is that 

verification know declared identity of speaker  which have 

to confirm opposite to identification, where system have to 

designate identity. It implies that speaker identification 

application can be used to verification, too. 

3. VeriSp 

VeriSp is speaker verification software working in 

mode of identification. Its name originates from the first 

characters of words “VERIfication of SPeaker”. It has been 

developed during two diploma thesis on Dept. of 

Telecommunication FEI STU in years 2008-2010. In the 

first phase, neural networks approach was implemented [2], 

in the second phase Support Vector Machine approach 

extended the VeriSp [3]. 

VeriSp was developed in mathematical-simulation 

environment MATLAB [8] with utilization of toolboxes for 

neural networks and Voicebox [9]. 

3.1 Current state 

Actual VeriSp version supports 3 types of 

parametrization: 
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 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 

 Cepstral Coefficients (CC) 

 Cepstral Coefficients in Mel frequency scale 

(MFCC) 

There are two “classification” methods: 

 Neural networks (perceptron) 

 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Speech input options: 

 online - from microphone 

 offline - read from wav file 

Graphic user interface (GUI) is divided into 3 parts: 

 Speaker verification 

 Add speaker to using network 

 Batch verification 

 

Figure 2 shows current version of VeriSp’s GUI. 

 

Fig. 2. Current VeriSp GUI 

 

3.1.1 VeriSp lifecycle 

Application loads existing trained network (neural or 

SVM) during startup. User using verification block can 

choose declared identity of speaker and way of input 

speech signal to application. Start of verification can be 

perform by button clicking after insert the record. This is 

real-time (interactive) verification. There are 4 output 

possibilities: 

 successful verification 

 high probability of successful verification 

 verification failed – other speaker from 

database was identified 

 verification failed 

Second block permit user to add new speaker to 

database of speakers and train new extended network. 

Analogous to verification block, user can choose if new 

speaker record is inserted as a file or through microphone. 

If user choose microphone, speech is recorded and saved 

into wav file, because every new training of network need 

all speaker records to train. 

Last part of GUI serve to general verification and test 

of system – combination of choose network, 

parametrization, criteria and threshold. Input of this part is 

description file which obtains records filename, declared 

identity and expected result of verification. State window 

show state of batch process and final result of batch 

verification is percentage of success result. 

3.2 Disadvantages of current GUI 

Current GUI has some disadvantages which 

complicate user work and limit him: 

 user cannot interactively choose network 

type, name of network is hardcoded, to 

change it is necessary make changes in 

application source code 

 user cannot change type of network during 

application run 

 definition of new network is possible only as 

run Matlab function, no GUI support is 

available (only add speaker and retrain is 

possibly) 

 information about loading network are not 

displayed to user 

 there are several decision criteria 

implemented, but user cannot choose it from 

GUI, only by changing code comments 

 count of parametrizations coefficient is not 

modifiable 

These enumerated disadvantages are not decrease 

value of current application. There was not limiting in time 

of VeriSp creation, but nowadays we suppose user 

appreciative more option in configuration and easily 

graphic interface. 

3.3 New concept of VeriSp GUI 

New concept of GUI tries eliminating limit described 

above. It contains six blocks incorporated into 3 logical 

blocks. Figure 3 shows logical structure of blocks: 
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Loading

New network Existing network

Train

Train

Verification

Setting

Interactive mode Batch mode

  

Fig. 3. Logical view of GUI concept design 

 

First logical part “Loading” allows user create new 

network by choosing all necessary parameters. Next there 

is option create new network from template. Application 

configure network according to template, user can change 

some parameter and create network. Last option of loading 

network is load existing saved network. Parameter of using 

network are displayed in train block after loading or 

creating network (user cannot change them). Type of 

network is defined by its type (neural or SVM), internal 

structure and parametrization. 

Network information panel and button allowing 

saving network extended second logical part “Train”. 

Last logical part “Verification” obtains three blocks: 

interactive verification, batch verification and setting, 

common block for both. Setting of classification allows 

user to define which classification method will be use and 

which value of threshold will be applied. This setting is 

common for both verification blocks. Nowadays there are 

implemented following classification methods: 

 criteria 50% - winner have to have least 

probability 50% 

 criteria 2x – winner have to have probability 

least 2 multiple than next in order 

 criteria 1,5x – winner have to have 

probability least 1,5 multiple than next in 

order 

 

Figure 4 shows graphic representation of new 

configurable concept 

 

Fig. 3. Design of new GUI 

 

Last design change is extension of possibilities of 

parametrization. New parametrization will be added – 

Perceptive Linear Prediction. 

4. Conclusion 

We analyzed current version of software and we 

identified some problematic issues in VeriSp. We regard as 

main problem the impossibility to save network and easily 

create a new network. The next problem is hidden 

configuration parameters. 

We made a proposal of extended GUI, which should 

resolve listed disadvantages. In the future we plan to 

implement designed changes of GUI and a new 

parametrization. 
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